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A Few Coming Brilliant “Etude” Features
r°“

Suggestion, to Help in the Early Selection of Number, for Chureb ,n
ay
Sunday School Services

LneArtid,t'Z,192S-1926
^-pHE world's foremost bridge engineer, ^l^^^certos^Beetlwve^
1

two hours daily, plays

imSrtairato hint while engaged upon

r„r,Swl“^hX“i^ in the^world, the Delaware River Bridge,
which will be opened in 1926 for the Sesqui-Centenmal.
. ..
BE SURE TO READ THIS ARTICLE

“The Practical Value of a
Musical Education”

ERNO
DOHNANYI
one
of theposer
greatest and
liv¬
ing com
pianists, will tell in a
forthcoming Hungar¬
ian issue of The
Etude, many intensely
interesting facts about
playing Hungarian
works.

HON. HENRY
VAN DYKE
poet, diplomat, educ a t o r, clergyman,
one of the greatest
men in American
history, tells Etude
readers in his in¬
imitable way
“W hat M u si c
Means to Me.’’

MME. MARIA
CARRERAS
who since the death
of
Busoni,
has
been considered
the greatest pianist
of Italy, gives some
wonderful ideas
to Etude read¬
ers upon “Italian
Thoughts on Piano

MARK
HAMBOURG
eminent virtuoso,
one of the giant in¬
tellects of pianodom, will contrib¬
ute regularly, in¬
cluding 1 e s s o n s
'upon the widelyplayed Liszt “Liebestraum.”

CHARLES M.
SCHWAB
America’s f a mo us
Steel Master, him¬
self for years a
professional musi¬
cian, states to Etude
readers his vigorous
ideas upon the daily
need of music for
everybody.

MME. THEODOR
LESCHETIZKY
wife of the greatest
piano teacher of his
day, reveals to The
Etude readers many
of the real secrets of
the master.

- ■ secrets that
have led to her great triumphs.
Practically all of the great sing¬
ers of the last twenty-five years
have given. Etude readers help¬
ful advice upon the study of
singing and “tell how” articles
■ and interviews with to-day’s
great singers and teachers al¬
ways are being sought.

virtuoso ’cellist,
one of the most
demanded artists
of the present,
writes for Etude
practical article

MME.
JERITZA
the wonderfully
beautiful and sen¬
sationally success¬
ful operatic prima
donna of Europe
and America, tells
Etude readers how
;0 C o m p l ehend
e ucuu
to
■The New Art of
Singing.”

practical au¬
thority upon
musical mat¬
ters, presents
for the first
time in The
Etude a lesson on
r-ever popular romantic compo
sition, “Katnennoi Ostrow.
Thousands enjoy these master
lessons which are given from
time to time in The Etude. It
would cost many times the price
of an Etude subscription to se¬
cure such instruction personally
from these great pianists.

IGOR STRAWINSKY
world-famous composer and pianist, the greatest of
teiiS Etude
JL1L UL readers
icauua in
nr »a surpris:
musical iconoclasts, tells
i meant t'~
by “The
Musical
ing article what i-‘
,TU" New
M
Art.”

MME. YOLANDO
MERO
one of the most bril¬
liant of the famous
piano virtuose, gives
Etude readers a
charming article upon
“How the Piano is
Hungary.”

OWEN WISTER
famous novelist and publicist (author of
"The Virginian”), also an exceptionally fane
musician, gives Etude readers his ideas upon
the “Advance of Music in America.”

The success of the “Etude” has been largely due to the contagious enthusiasm
of lust such readers as you, who never fail “to go out of their way” to tell others
of the great advantages and pleasures of taking the “Etude” year in and year out.
Thousands of teachers simply add an ETUDE subscription charge ($2.00) to the first tuition
bill to be sent out each season.
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8
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They find that it repays them manyfold m keeping up musical

Adore and Be Still (Violin ad lib.). . • -G?“n°d
And Thou Bethlehem .Chaffin
i Angelic Message ..•
Angels from the Realms of Glory... .Stults
t Arise, Shine .Roberts
l £>iKadness"Men"of Old '(Womens

Away in a Manger.Anderson mea.
Awav in a Manger.Lieurance Solo or Duet
Beckoning Star .Neidlinger htg
Before the Shepherds (Viohn or UeIKU ^

15668
15783
10975
6012
10581
6278
10588
10512
15741
10141
20472
1097*4

8 Bells of Bethlehem ..
- - -Tracy high
8a Bells of Bethlehem (Violin Obhltg
:y high
Calm on the Listening Ear of Night ^
Christmas Dawn .
Christmas Morn ....
Christmas Night .. •
Christmas Pastoral .
Christmas Song ..
Come and Worship ..
Dawn of Hope .
Gift, The .
Gloria in Excelsis...
Glorious Morn .
Glory to God .
Glory to God .
Glory to God .
Glory to God .
Hail to the King. . .
Heralds of Heave: (Violin

i
i
i
i
»
i
}
1
)
8
0
4
2

. .'. .'Dressier med.
.Shelley high
_Behrendmed.
.Geibel med.
. .Neidlinger high
...Edwards high
.Stults high
.Wolcott low

BeholdV X Bring You. .'.'.'.'. '- '-'-'--^hepP^
Behold the Bays Come. Morrison
?erea“th' into' Joy
BrightFa°ndhJoyful .^‘uTtle
Brightest and Best ...—
Calm on the Listening.^Stults

5981
15740
10462
20251
10677
20105
5985
5980
10305
20400
6079
10756
20111
10453
20112
10627

leigh high
Schnecl Thigh

In Old Judea (Violin Obbligato). .Geibel high
It Came Upon the Midnight Clear
Lansing high
Little Christmas Song (Duet for Sop. and Bar.)
Berger
Lord of the Ages, The. ...Holthigh
My Guiding Star.Wnghtson med.
Nation’s Adore .Shelley high
Nazareth (Bass Clef)...Guonodlow
i New Born King, The.Ambrose high
(0) Night Divine .Jordan high
Our Saviour and King.Brackett high
Prince of Humanity.N^d ,"gf) '!Bd
Rina Ye Merry Chimes.Delafield high
9729 Saviour Christ . Bird high
*14067 Shepherds in the Fields Abiding. -Bameshigfa

Christians

IS*

-.a™**™

::::::::::::

0 56

Christmas Carol .AlI
Christmas Night..nirssler
Come and Worship........-Jmtnwr
Come Hither, Ye Faithful .Mo™"
Come Hither, Ye Faithful.Sndts
Coming of the King, The .
"|t"1<S
Constant Christmas (Carol Anthem)..Beach
Dawn of Hope. Dale
Emmanuel ..
First Christmas Morn. ..
For Unto You.J r‘
Glory t< God.. ‘Messiah’’ '.".'. *.... '.O.F?Handel d
Glory to God.Stults !'
HaU7 MMsfa'i King
-Pearsaii-Nerin •
Hail to the Lord's Anointed .2;“ ”
Hark the Herald Angels.•••••■;
'
Hark! What Mean Those Holy V£?°idliBger

Carols
Three Slovak Christr

dady Tchiol dltPri«,te6‘centsriS-OO a‘hundred.1*
Standard Christmas Carols No. 1.
ESSSSSSSSSffi&S.svj. T,.b,.
Standard Christmas Carols—Men s Voices.

is;

Sleep Sweetly, Babe of Bethlehem
(Violin Obbligato) .. Geibel low
Song of Bethlehem.Manettihigh
Song That Will Live Forever... .Petne men.
Song the Angels Sang... Stults med.
Star of Bethlehem . n v Vvh'
Star of Peace .. ...larRernig
There Were Shepherds (Violin ad lib.)
Stoughton high
Undimmed Star of Bethlehem.Neidlinger high
Wake and Sing.
...Salter high
When Heaven Sang to Earth.. ..Parker high
While Shepherds .Gilchrist high
While Shepherds Watched.Jordan med.
Wondrous Story .
Wondrous Story, The .Stults high

10197
20232
10374
10965
10952
10748

pri

10TohentV.eayc^ ^OofUSESSf

10196
20103
10470
10468
15564
Cameeu”ona the^Midnight Clear. Baines
20248 It
Came Upon the Midnight Clear... Berwalri
10354 It
It Came Upon the Midnight Clear.. McGrath
Jesus Christ To-day is Born.'stults
10228 Joy to the mrid! '.Berwald
20423 Joyful Christmas Song A.r' .' ^evaert
Legend, "Child Jesus MadeT*h®“*®“ky.BHss

Services for Sunday School

vy-KS

__ . .

-KHiritf? A

service. Sine-

The^Ch^r^^^*Btory^nThe Sweetest^S^ory ^*^TI|,,*jea84
Glad
"Tidings?' Worts
oar'tkul?f anti
a’ndTn
A successful
service, a"d..m."sfic1hZ
delightful in every particular

Light of Life.Vi PMotorius
LSt How a Rose.
Orem
Lord Said, The.
Message of Christmas.bans ng
Message of Christmas.Lading
Message of the Bells.Berwald
Mortals Awake . unod
Nazareth (Women’s \ ,,.ces) .Gounod-Warhurst
New-Born King, The .M°rc7?,"
O Little Town of Bethlehem.V0 Thou That Tellest. '^rc.
Of the Father’s Love. .... ■ ■■■ ■
*
Old French Christmas Carol (
ert-Smiih
0 Zion, that Bringest Good Tidings.Morrison
Send Out the Glad Tidings.LYessler
Shepherds O’er Their Flocks.Brackett
Shout the Glad Tidings.M^rison
Shout the Glad Tidings. .Morrison
Shout the Glad Tidings.
.. .Gruber-Camp
Silent Night (Men's Vc
.Clark
Sing, O Heavens .
.Grant
Sing, 0 Heavens.
• Handel-E^stham
Sing, 0 Heavens.

Joy^of CChristmas.

Worts and music by R. M. Stults and

Wlth Joyfuf song.

Complete Christmas se-wcc for S

necessary'Tor^ar?"!??dry

^b^BHantSong Service,^easiTy^eanieffi^Cons^s of'tweivc
tuneful carols, intc'rspersc^with novel and appropriate exerOS<Littfe11Town of Bethlehem.

A Christmas Service for

SUl'odayduetS00choruses and recitations in which all members
of'the Sunday’school may take part. Accompaniment for piano
dozen, 80 cents; SO copies, S3.2S; 100 copi
all postpaid
A1i^^Wim8tlK^eSyMr*! R.raR?*Fo^°an
for a Christmas program for the young. Price, *

Excellent CHristmas Cantatas
The
.50

‘ETUDE” MUSIC FOR 1925-1926 WILL
ESTABLISH NEW STANDARDS
OF EXCELLENCE

AnthemS

Sing, O Heavens .
Sing, O Heavens .
I Sing, O Heavens .
; ling,
Blessed Mor
Sing, °0
O HseffigeDthis
S:
Christina;
Sleep, Little Babe......
Song of the Angels, The
Song of the Angels, The. .. .
! Sleep of the Child Jesus, The
l stars All Bright..
> There Were in the Same Coi
l There Were Shepherds
...Staton
[ There Were Shepherds .. ..
...Stults
! There Were Shepherds ..Dale
t Watchful Shepherds, The.. .Clare
1 the East (Men’s
.Simper-Bliss
.August Ilalter
20495 We Worship Him .
10218 What Sounds are T
10524 When Christ Was I
23 While Shepherds ..
. .Burleigh
10507 While Shepherds .
. . Goodrich
While Shepherds
....Holden
While Shepherds ....
. .Morrison
While Shepherds
I I
While
Shepherds
10656
Wondrous Story, The

Adeste Fidelis (O, Come All Ye Fai*“}ng $

LEO ORNSTEIN
Russian piano virtuoso and composer, whose original¬
ity has startled the world of music, states in The
Etude some remarkably practical views on Piano
Playing.

SEND TWO DOLLARS TO-DAY AND ASSURE YOURSELF OF THE NEXT TWELVE ISSUES

Let Your Friends Enjoy this Foretaste of a Wonderful Year

Anthems

Vocal Solos
! Angels’ Message, The..•■(^ar^gh ?
> « Refrain’ The (Vi°,m 0bffi°kh

M. ISIDOR
PHILIPP
for many years
the foremost pro¬
fessor of piano¬
forte playing at the
Paris Conserva¬
toire, has written
a remarkable ar¬
ticle for The
Etude on “Modem Pianoforte Tech-

Play the ’Cello.”

Page 679

_

The Awakening ..
Christmas Cantat;
desirable for churcl

art). Vci
iot availabl
ted. Juni

The Promised Child.R- M: Stults ’50
A Choral Cantata for Christmas for Mixed Choir and Solo

Friml, Poldini, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, Rogers,
Drdla, Schutt, Lieurance, Drigo and Cadman
are a few of the well-known composers whose
latest works will appear In coming “Etudes.”

King of Kings and Lord of All .. - -;-R- M. Stults
a new Christmas cantata with a pleasing variety or
and choruses; not too difficult.
The Herald Ansels

.60

^VS taken

.. - - - - - - - - • ■ ^

The Wondrous Light...R- J1’
Adapted for the average chow. s S“‘yos ;anducne°frul and wellwritten numbers. Brilliant and effective.
ThA Hh°lyt biirtvery' attractive" can'tai^eulSbUfD^fohWr
any slz?? and effective even with a quartet.

Greatest Gift .
W. Petne -75
The Greatest Gift is brilliant, dramatic and effective through¬
out, without being at all difficult.
.W.
W.
Gilchrist 1.01
A Christmas Oratorio ....
choral society or large choru
and modern in tendency.
choi” The music is drama
The King Cometh . • R\ M\ S*''lts . „
The work is divided into three parts: A king is Promise
“The Incarnation," and “The King is Born.” Suited for
average chorus or volunteer choir.
The Morning Star. . .John Spencer Camp
A charming Christmas cantal
splendid novelty for a special n

.60

___r-T-j
. r Pvam;nation or tell us the capabilities of your choir and soloists and we will send suggestions
CHOIRMASTERS—Any of the above may be ordered for examination or tell us me p---

enthusiasm and in supplementing all of their regular work.

THEO. PRESSER CO.
THeTtUdTmUSIC MAGAZIN E
: -

'

M«1 Order Supply House for Music Publications 1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Teaching SuccessfdlCompositions

|

r7

means Success In Teaching.
Why

experiment wth uncertainties?

Harold FlammcR )nc- consolidate with
Luckhardt £? Belder
' Se nd me on Approval
those groups checked
below in which you are
specialists:
Rudolf Frlml Pieces
Easy .Piano Pieces. Grades I to
Piano Pieces, Grades 4 to 6
Organ Compositions
.Readings With Music
.Anthems—Mixed Voices
Anthems—2-part Treble
Anthems—Men'ss Voi(
Anthems—Men
voices
Anthems-3-pait Womens
Choruses—3-part Women’s

present to you those
aU(Aor«te—compositionsrendered

and mught by the
the8e e8tabHshed successes

CSL SfSt “ uding them in your repertoire.

%ssst*
p
als

4

■

<oWSA\

<

eeeat PwUo T«.t*6R SW>«w» o*n*
SEND FOR

r CATALOG
catalog

A FEW HIGHLIGHTS

ON

the

c€fii

portrait

The World of Music

OF jUCgEgg^
SACRED SONGS

SECULAR SONGS
EflSV~TEflCHINC
dianO ROi flR
tMOY
icnunuiw M~ATERIAL
.-—-—- .
Glor
PIANO &ULW-—
u r„
Four-Leaf Clover Rrnwnell „
k .
,
Hop
Waterways of Venice
Hop O’
O My
My Thumb
I humn
I 1 t J p' fi

III

Young Folks' Picture History of Music
By James Francis Cooke

Read What Critics and Teachers Say of this New and Successful Publication
>m Teachers’ Letters in Our Files
p'c'

„SW!;

»» «< turfjtmSi

^§mm.
3^*aft*£'SS

jg
THEO. PRESSER CO. chestnutst. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OCTOBER 1925
THE ETUDE

UST SEND A POST-CARD

THE ETUDE

EARN A DIPLOMA
Teacher’s "Certificate

WITH YOUR NAME El ADDRESS
and a valuable New Booklet “BEST MJJSIC
OF PROVEN MERIT” will be sent FREE

FROM

A Recognized School

the ,brku ttiSz&ttZZr

A
™oes of The Boston Music Co., The Hatch Music Co.
and Carrie8Jacobs-Bond & Son, The select.on . confined
strictly to compositions of positive value to teachers.

The instrumental music is classified according to
grade and instructive utility. The songs cl«sified accordi g
to character, style and range. Among the•~®P°«e"'£
distinction whose works have been listed, will be noted.
ALBENIZ
BLAKE
BILBRO
BROWN
BOND
CADMAN
DEBUSSY
DE KOVEN
DRDLA

ENGELMANN
FREDERIKSEN
FRIML
GREENE
HELM
HUERTER
KROGMANN
LEHMANN
MANA-ZUCCA

MOUSSORGSKY
NEVIN
NUTTING
PALMGREN
RACHMANINOFF
RIM SKYKORSAKOFF
ROGERS
SPEAKS

_

Do you realize that there are h""dr®d" of.^“thede^tTfor^nizers, teachers and leaders
vigorous movement for developing Public Sc oo
u
,
is a demand for trained teachers.

i«-r-—- If you havea

SCHOTT
SCHYTTE
SEEBOECK
SIBELIUS
TOSELLI
WACHS
WELLS
WHELPLEY
WILLIAMS

mnsic

class you can continue teaching at the same time you study.

WE BRING THE CONSERVATORY TO YOU

The contents is so important that Every Music Dealer will keep it constantly in stock

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO.

P<We 683

26 WEST STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

You Study with the best Teachers in the Country
Study in Your Own Home with the Best
Teachers in the Country

Special Certificates Awarded Our
Graduates to Teach in the Public
Schools without Examination

No longer is it necessary for the ambitious

System the masters’

Work done with us is accepted for credit

_

MiBBiilW

for a higher grade license.
A Public School music graduate writes:
“Thank you for prompt delivery of Di¬
plomas
Thev have been recognized by the
State University and a life certificate issued
me. Through them I have secured a posi¬
tion with an increase m salary of
a

WHAT SHALL
I Use To INTEREST
MY PUPILS?

month.”

sult of my lessons with you.”

METHODS FOR BEGINNERS
Blbro’s Very First Piano Lessons.
Mayor's Nature Pictures.
Mayor’s All Around the House. .
Mayor’s Piano Pictures.
Easiest Sonatina Album.
Blake's Melody Book I.
Blake's Melody Book II.
Bilbro’s Study of the Bass Notes.
Bilbro’s Little Etudes for Little Fingers.
Blake's The Eight Intervals.
Blake's Three Majors.
Peters’ Modern Piano Method.
Diller and Quail6* Tunes from Manyland.. .
Dlller and Quaile. When All the World was
Young .
Berold's Piano Course. Four Vols.
Bilbro’s Happy Half-Hours in Melodyland...

One studying in New York City states :
“I received full two-years’ credit for my

Uncle Rufe's Trombones. By Mattingly. .
The Silver Trumpet. By Mattingly.
Parade of the Scouts. By Woodrow.
The Wooden Sentry. By Thomas.
C Major on Parade. By Fox.

_ ByFriml.
_Blue Lagoon. By Mattingly. .
In Hanging Gardens. By Davies.
Camellia. By McIntyre.

Hyacinth. By L'_
Vaise Coucou. By Giles.
On Moonlight Sea. By Smith.

Clark gives the most practical ™eth‘T’
is,; Samuel Siegel, world-renowned

TJ J and william Foden, famous guitarist, give their
„ Coorse> induding Analysis and Appreciation
T

of Music, by Glenn Dillard Gunn, and A v
vanced courses leading to the degree. Ear
of

From another one we learn:
“I was elected assistant supervisor of the

SPLENDID PIECES FOR LEFT HAND ALONE
Forest Glades. By Franklyn.

in acral Conducting; Frances F..

study of Harmony; Protheroe g>«> h,» ■Music. Frederick J. Bacon, the great banjo-

. methods for mastering these instruments.

Another graduate writes:
“I have just been selected as director of the
voice department in a Music College as a re¬

grades and junior high.
CHARMING TEACHING PIECES

soul of music ou ft* Violin;

by Herbert J. Wrightston, are ad.
rmning an

“nZ =1=

And

c;no-;ne bv F. B.'Stiven.
ficiency in these various branches
we offer the same advantages which

were given to them.

This Is Your Opportunity- Mail the Coupon TODAY!

work with you.”

yo„ Z
Xjp "e
“
of the courses. Get the catalog and lessons-then decide.
_^___
writes:
“The instruction in your Extension Courses
is the best possible for one to obtain,
in
him to do as
person who knows and can use his, kn ™j®^ ahead—regardless of the
Please send me catalog, km sampleand Ml information
well and just a little better
college or
regarding course I have marked with an X below.
method by which he received
during his spare moments under
□History of Music
□Piano, Course for Students □Violin
□Voice
□Piano, Normal Training
□Mandolin
□Public School Music
Course for Teachers
^Guitar
□Harmony
Stave*'^o,itghbnTpmis.hefo““ySf copses, which have been of inea□Comet, Amateur
L|Banjo
□Choral Conducting
timable value to me in my work.
□Cornet, Professional
QOrgan (
□Advanced Composition
□Ear Training and Sight Singing

A teacher who has had four courses with us
PRIMERS, WRITING-BOOKS, ETC.
Peters’ Modem Music Primer
Mayor’s Note Speller
.
Peters' Blank Music
s’ Practise Record Slip.'.

^5

Helmer’s Rudiments of Music

TCT TUECE ED EE DfifMfC “Pyramids of Entertainment” (Operettas and Cantatas)
«what Shall I Use to Interest My Pupils?”

btl InLOL rRLt DUURO

THE WILLIS MUSIC CO.
137 West 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

-?c'75

1 0

Age,

University Extension Conservatory
LANGLEY AVENUE and 41st STREET
„
CHICAGO, ILL.
please mention THE ETUDE
DEPT. C-75

Name

when addressing our

advertisers.

THE ETUDE
Page 681f
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W^RLD

Christmas Entertainment
jestions (fS5

T°ramywhe?herS performed”'by^children ‘or
rown-ups. They utilize such
bilfanvn^op^m’cricket, slapWk, sand
blocks, etc.

A Fine Variety of Entertainment
Material for the Christmas
Festivities of the Young.

THEO. PRESSER CO.

Christmas Toy Symphony
By H. D. Hewitt
Price Piano Four Hands and All Parts, $1.50
P,‘Ce’ Piano Four Hand, alone. 80c
be given with almost any ,n"™berHr®,£.
The'peHorme°rs'will enjoy it as

may be played
By M. Greenwald

Babies’ Night
oS No. 11796
The Crosspatch Fairies
By Norwood Dale
Price, 60c
play with music for little
folks giving a brand-new treatment of the
holiday spirit. It may be used in Sunday
School or Day School. The Mother Goose
and Fairyland characters appear, and Mr. and
Mrs. Santa Claus, of course. The story is
exceedingly interesting and the music tuneful,
sprightly and safely within the range of chil¬
dren’s voices.

In Santa Claus Land
By G. M. Rohrer
Price

imbers, all tuneful a
ratchy. Time of perfori

Santa Claus’ Party
By Louis F. Gottschalk
Prir
On be produced without scenery an

-

Just from the Presses

Important (New) Publications

Little Skeptic
Catalog No. 11949
This is one of Spaulding’s
piano solos with cunning te
sung by a little boy.

By G. Spaulding

Christmas Bells
By Arthur Seidel
FofpllnofarndUthreeagfassls, bells or metal
e players
Toy Symphony

Santa Claus Is Here
By f. j. Bayed
Catalog No. 17960
This is a real Christmas song for a young
soloist, but it can be made additionally effec-

RECITATION
The Night After Christmas
By Frieda Peycke
Price, SOc
Catalog No. 18366
This is a very clever number that an accomplished reader can do much with, or a bright
igster could make a delightful recitation
the Assistance of someone at the piano.
VIOLIN AND PIANO
Christmas Bells
By m. Gceenwaid
Catalog No. 17112 — First Position — Price, 40c
Christmas Night
By J. Pietrapertosa
Catalog No. 840 — Third Position - Price, 60c

__

77-7
-VOL. XLIII, No.
Single Copies 25 Cents
--=====

number one
for MALE VOICES

andhwillSbehefoHowedfby'othr^cX;ci m ■" sj£r
tain a hearty welcome also awaits them fiom
Glee Club Directors. Price $1.00, postpaid.
NUMBER TWO
Joyous Moments
TEN LITTLE TWO-PART SONGS
for CHILDREN
by Laura Rountree Smith and Anna H.ucrmann H amilton

r.

Can ala^l«r sung<fn!ind»on.ilr,PnCe‘.'' . lpo>tUNDER THE SEA
by Evelyn Haydn end Je..ie Mne .

10

This stand is both pathetic and absurd.
The greatest
.flTf the world have been the most skilled technicians. It

Klaviermassig

four-part SONGS

1 ■ /.r-ngT1' si!,.;r;::.i'

WHENEVER IN NEED OF
ENTERTAINMENT MATERIAL
—OPERETTAS, CANTATAS,
SONGS, CHORUSES, MUSICAL
RECITATIONS, PIANOLOGUES,
ACTION SONGS FOR CHIL¬
DREN, ETC. - WRITE TO US
FOR SUGGESTIONS. WE
GLADLY SEND MATERIAL
FOR EXAMINATION TO RE¬
SPONSIBLE INDIVIDUALS.

-A.

INTRODUCING
^C—-TgryTHEjtg)

1

melody. The
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With the directness peculiar to the tongue, the Geman

makes no difference whether they hay-Kowakoff,

word Klaviermassig (meaning a piece of “anThafl
adapted to the playing characteristics of t e p

^^"^^“SrSyhaveacg„iied”t through years of laborious study -nth other masters-

wider connotation than is at first evident.
Not all good music is good piano music.
, ,
There are certain types of music peculiarly adapted to

* ‘“S JrtflShAuguste Rodin, pr.bahiy the

the voice, to the violin, to the organ, to the orchestra.
iTthe study of score reading, the editor was obliged for
Which is indispensable to give the eyes a true knowl¬
edge of form and of pro portion and to render the hand

a considerable time to play Palestrina Masses^
^
However beautiful these compositions are fox the jo
t
few more gorgeous choral effects have been achieved than

obedient to the commands of feeling.
Therefore, our advice to young people in the study penod,

those of Palestrina) they lose miserably when P ^d n th
piano. Played by a string quartet they would^ sound far bet
ter
Likewise, the lovely piece of Russo-French bi.arrene,

between the ages of six and sixty, is:

the Bird of Fire of Stravinsky, when played uPon_|h;,P^.
sounds in many passages as though some key oai
g

for it; never be satisfied until you have developed it to

Strive ^forit^struggle for it, work forrit, P^^ght

highestdegiee. ^ ^ ready for inspiration!

WerC-S3'f.r,r™ny of the mast.rs knew musicthoronchlv bat did not comprehend the soul of the piano noi the

Musical Patent Medicines
The day of the patent medicine ended as it should in a
The most pianomdssig of all composers is unquestionably
rhoiJn
very soul was pianistic. He knew the instrument
Sw othei have even commenced to know it. In other ways,
Beethoven Weber, Mendelssohn, Schumann, Gneg, i osz ow
Beethoven,
Schiitt, Poldini, Debussy,
ski, Rac lamno ’
_
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^iVjeni7i, Chaminade, Godard,
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from the housetops. Organized effort upon^Umpart of phyu
cians has served to educate the public so that there are le

l
’crlZJVJ, Cyril Scott, Etlielbert Nevin and others
Peicy
’
| the piano in the language of the piano.

THE VERY BEST CHRISTMAS GIFT
FOR ANY MUSIC LOVER!

^^“^iS'Ctatiousl andlh.se should
Fost caste and there are few publications that could affo
fri o,eJediion of the Strauss “Blue Danube” Waltz.
T?e Lw thumping and growling bass is singularly unp.amst.e.
It does not fit the hand and it sounds ineffective.

not escaped its “patent medicine..”
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TWO NEW OPERETTAS
and A CANTATA
by ARTHUR A. PENN
THE FLOWERS THAT BLOOM
IN THE SPRING
One act operetta for girls. Ten char a
(all flowers, except Caterpillar and Cri<
arid chorus. Time one hour. Scene a ga
Fascinating story, delightful dialog, 13 cl
musical numbers. Also suitable
:s. Price $1.25, postpaid.
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Talks on Playing the Piano
Chopin on Mammoth’s Tusks

Written Expressly for “The Etude”

Royal Favor
Ignace Jan Paderewski, former Premier of Poland, has
recently been knighted by King George, a worthy distinction
for many philanthropies bestowed by the famous pianist upon
British military enterprises. According to report he will not
employ his title “Sir,” but prefers to struggle through life
with the fame that he has attached to his name, sans alphabeti¬
cal additions. “Sir Ignace”'sounds almost as unusual as “Dr.
Napoleon Buonaparte,” “Professor George Washington,”
“Honorable Ralph Waldo Emerson.”
When one is really
great, titles become ridiculous,
Royal favor to-day and royal favor three centuries ago
are two quite different things. Note the particular cringe that
Henry Purcell adopted when he dared to think of honoring his
King by dedicating his Sonatas of III Parts to his ruler.
“To the King. May it please yor MajD’. I liad not assum’d
the confidence of laying ye following Compositions at your Sacred
feet; but that (as they are the immediate Results of your Majes¬
ties Royall favour, and benignity to me which have made me
what I am), so, I am constrain’d to hope, I may presume,
amongst Others of your Majesties over-oblig’d and' altogether
undeserving Subjects, that your Majtr will with your accustom’d
Clemency, Vouchsafe to Pardon the best endeavours of yor
Maj,les Most Humble and Obedient Subject and Servant,
“H. Purcell."

Superb Teaching Fields
American teachers have an exceptional field. Our Ameri¬
can children are remarkable in many ways. Miss Mary McSkimmon, the recently elected president of the National Educational
Association, expressed her opinions upon American Children, to
The Boston Traveler. Her optimistic outlook, after a lifetime
spent in teaching in Massachusetts, makes a very cheery pros¬
pect for those teachers of music who have to work in the same
field. Miss McSkimmon said:
“A few years ago the spoiled American child was the theme
of many a caustic pen, native and foreign. To-day the little
children seem to go along their happy way serenely, most of
them intelligently brought up by their mothers, all of them
highly approved of by their fathers. With much more free¬
dom than children of other nations, they are frank and winsome.
No one can honestly call them spoiled.
“As to the school children, all experienced teachers will
agree that they were never so easily controlled as now. They
are good comrades with each other, consider their teacher to
be their friend, and are proud of the honor of their school. The
judges of the juvenile courts in well ordered communities
throughout the state will tell/you of the vast improvement in
the behavior of the children of to-day. In whole school systems,
truancy, the mother of mischief, is about unknown. The police¬
man is rare who does not speak with pride of the fine boys and
girls on his beat, even if he has to admit that they arc too dar¬
ing in the face of the perils at street crossings. The school
children are better behaved than their fathers were.
“As for the older boys and girls, they are as unspoiled as
we will allow them to be. Parents who in their own youth lived
frugally, worked hard, saved thriftily, and denied themselves
the self-indulgence that weakens and debases, will not let their
children, through these methods, earn that same best gift of
enduring character. They piunper their sons and daughters
with the gratification of every wish. Unearned luxury degrades
youth by destroying all incentive for endeavor. If the young
people are spoiled, it is we who are to blame. We who know
too well the power of suggestion surround them with abundant
suggestion to evil. If we were as shocked at the bad film as we
think we are, it could be put out of commission by simply refus¬
ing to pay to see it.
“We cannot choose what laws we will obey—liquor, speeding, gambling—and then expect our young people to set us a
good example by obeying them all. When we clean up our own
lives, these young folks will have the chance to be what they
were born to be, not only unspoiled, but the material out of
which a new world will be made, and the best one that this old
earth has ever seen.”
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The
w'hTis'cuttom the tU of African elephant,,
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substitutes of all kinds are also used.
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™lo»‘ state of preservation that mailer annual, have eaten

their flesh. Certainly the ivory has beenThese mammoth tusk piano keys were sold to dealeis
America; and it is possible that some who read this artick may
play upon this ivory which roamed the tropical North P I
ago. It is certainly a far call from the Arct.c Jungle,

An Epoch-Making Advance
For years The Etude has advocated in strongest terms
the o-reat value of the sound-reproducing machines in musical
education. There can be no question but that the impetus
these remarkable inventions have given to the art has had much
to do with the enormous interest in music study at the present
day.
Our readers, however, will unquestionably be amazed by
the recent improvements which have been discovered, most of
which will be on the market in a very short time.
The improvements are so radical and so extraordinary
that they represent an advance over the present sound-repro¬
ducing machines as great as the present instrument is over
the old-fashioned cylinder machine.
Electrical recording and electrical reproduction, intensi¬
fying and clarifying the tone remarkably and pointing to
the possibility of much longer and finer records, represents
one stage of advancement. The principle is similar to that in¬
troduced with radio tubes. The difference is startling.
Another extraordinary discovery is purely acoustical and
is based upon what is known as “matched impedence” whereby
the impediments are removed scientifically, admitting aston¬
ishing increase in volume, compass and accuracy.
These inventions open the door to a new art. They are
so radical that the recording laboratories will make over thou¬
sands of records which were considered the superlative effort
of the manufacturers only a few months ago.
Old records played on the new machines are vastly im¬
proved and the new machines will play old records, but the
lovers of good music will hardly be content until they have
investigated the field and heard the almost unbelievable results
of the new machines with the new records.
Our experience has shown that the talking machine and
the radio increase the demand for better musical instruction.
Teachers should rejoice in this, as these new machines, com¬
bined with the radio, offer the music student of the private
teacher in the small town even greater advantages in some
ways than the wealthy pupil in the metropolis could secure
only a few years ago.
This great advance points to a new art in recording and
in reproducing, a revolution in the industry, as well ns enor¬
mous improvement in the facilities for musical education

i car oi musical prosperity
Everywhere there are indications of enormous prosperity
in the musical field. The demand for musical instruction never
was greater. It is clearly indicated that teachers and perform¬
ers who really have worthy services to offer to mankind await a
glorious harvest of opportunity. We, of The Etude are
especially grateful to our thousands of friends who have’been
helping to make our circulation climb higher and higher every
month.
6
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(Translated from the French by F. L. T. Seabury)
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URING the thirty years and more that I have
been teaching I have observed a large number
of pupils whose complexity of temperament and
nature, types of intelligence or of incompetency,
have given me much material for study. According
m this experience new light and ideas have overWhThTedmTnent masters with whom I have had the good
fortune to associate, Georges Mathias Theodor R tier
Stephen Heller and Saint-Saens, have shown me that the
method of teaching is constantly modified according to
the age. hand, talent and enthusiasm of the pupil. I try
to find a way of obtaining the best results m the short¬
est space of time. Virtuosity can thus become a means
of expression instead of being the chief aim of piamstic
studies. Persistent effort should give artistic results
proportionate to the care taken. An appeal shouW be
made to the pupil’s intelligence and reason to induce
him to work with the brain more than with the fingers,
to make him think and concentrate. He must be made
to understand that it is not the quantity but the
duality of the work which counts; that mere
mechanical work, without thought, is useless.
Above all, he must be shown how to work. And
it is this that I shall endeavor to explain here.
Obviously, I do not pretend to say every¬
thing, nor eloquently at that, but I hope
something new will be found in the following

;l Gan, and you will notice immediately the marked
difference^in the tone-quality of these masters of the
^Everything plays an important part in the finality of
tone obtained by an artist, such as suppieness of *
arms, freedom of movement, conformation of he■. hands
pliability of the skin, finger-tips thmk or thin, andtte
tfin^variety ‘of^tone^i^omfoT'the greatest difficulties of
the piano ^In spite of every natural ability—suppleness
of arms perfect hands and strong fingers—it is work
alter all, Meticulous work, that will develop the quality
which alone gives the infinite shadings nec!*s"y
f t
duceTbeautiful tone from a’n instrument which hinders
he pe “with too heavy or too light a touch
(action) o” by a general lack of mechanical re¬
sponsiveness. The pianist should be skilful
to
modify his execution instantly. This is no P

* After the technic of the piano has been mas¬
tered, the pianist has another difficulty before
him—interpretation. If one’s technic has been
-mined by intelligent and persistent work, talent
alone is insufficient-it will result in artistic in¬
terpretation which is the union °f thought,
sentiment, taste, simplicity and knowledge. But
to' interpret well, the fingers must be prepared
to play any difficulty that appears on the pages
of ancient or modern works.
It is a small matter just to play notes cor¬
rectly ; but one needs to be enough of a virtu¬
oso to master the hardest technical problem and
to interpret the composer’s thought. The pos¬
session of a brilliant technic does not entitle
one to be called an artist; but in order to inter¬
pret artistically, this technic is absolutely indis¬
pensable.

THE

The Piano’s Efficiency

PIANO is the only instrument on which can
£ produced at the same time melody harmony,
polyphonic problems and the most complicated passagjt
and it is, withal, the favorite instrument of the grea
masters
The pianist then should be the instru¬
mentalist who interprets with the utmost purity with
the greatest completeness. But this, alas is no
•
Violinists—a Kreisler, a Thibaud, a HubermaiL a Hei¬
fetz, and still others, play religiously what the
poser wrote; but pianists, for the most part at least do
just the opposite. The composer is nothing tc, them.
The pianist permits himself every liberty,
myself, why? I suppose pianists are so accustomed to
playing alone that they have a tendency to exaggerate
and to exhibit too often, what even beginners w.
presumption rather naive, call their persona ffy. To tins
they frequently add gestures, movements ofHI e body, ex
aggerated and grotesque antics. One might wish that
these “small fry", who never seem to realize the short¬
ness of life, could be more simple and modest.
The piano is not in itself a singing instrument. Its
legato, compared with the legato of the voice or vioui,
for example, is merely approximate
Never heless, a
correct and expressive interpretation, of the melodic part
depends solely upon a beautiful legato. One should come
as near to the legato of the violm or voice as ixiss b e.
It is a mistake to believe that the quality oi the tone
depends upon the perfection of the instrument one plays^
No. Each artist has a tone-quality of Ins own. No one
fortunate enough to have heard Anton Rubinstein or
Busoni could ever forget the extraordinary tone-co ors
which these artists of genius drew from their instru¬
ments. Listen to a Paderewski, a Rosenthal, a Hofmann,

one practices that way. It is better to practice piano or
at the most, mezzo-forte. The articulation should be
firm without being forced, the fingers playing on the
soft part of the tips. An excellent result will be noticed
a/once. The tone will improve and have a singing
Quality The manner of teaching should be modified I
rep at accor ding to the age, talent and hand of t he pup.
The difficulties are not the same for all. One hand will
execute naturally the trill or the double-notes, which
ZTs another much trouble. (Field, for example
could trill rapidly in spite of every effort.) But by
slow work, thought, concentration, listening to
the tone one gets from the piano may always be improved.
Tc^ much stress cannot be laid upon the usefulness,
the necessity of slow work. The greatest masters agree
on this. Georges Mathias told me that Chopin required
his pupils to practice from the first slowly and legato,
with very full tone, almost loud.
Heller and Saint-Saens Say, “Slow!”
HELLER gave me a rather
striking motto—“Practice very slow—prog¬
ress very fastand Saint-Saens also said, m
the humorous way he had of expressing him¬
self, "One must practice slowly, then more
slowly and finally very slowly.”
Never become impatient over the necessity
for very slow study; for confidence, so indis¬
pensable, and accuracy, are acquired only by
slow practice, thought and intelligence.
This slow work, which I recommend, requires
constant attention to the touch, upon which
tone-quality depends. So then, instead of form¬
ing the habit of rapid playing, it is better to
train one’s self to play slowly. It is the only
efficient way to progress.
, . .
,
Know what is to be done before beginning to
practice. Think first, play afterwards. The
work of the brain should precede that of the
fingers and never cease to direct and control
them. “One-fourth finger-work, three-fourths

STEPHEN

a'technical problem practiced intelligently,
wit|, useful variations, with rhythms which
change the place of the accent, thereby strength¬
ening each finger with different dynamic de¬
grees, bring prompt results and definite progISIDOR PHILIPP
,11 keyboards, however; but a good
easily to the most delicate pressure of the lingers
One should be able to vary the accents mdefinitUy to
obtain every contrast in shading, and to go with equal
caL from the most powerful fortissimo to the most
TEE*
modified, then, by the conned
action of the fingers. It can be cnerget'C or m T
Naturally, too, a hand that is short and thick or one tha
is long and slender, a bony or a coarse hand are all
quite different. No two hands will produce the same
tone but even a bad hand can be improved and refined
by careful observation and intensive, concentrated work
Do not expect of the piano more than it can give. U
modern instruments have remarkable resources an are
saUsfactorv for large halls. To play louder than one
should is to mar the carrying quality of the tone.
There is no difference in the sound of & single tone on
the piano whether it is played by a child or a great
artist since by itself it expresses nothing. It is in the
relation of one tone to another that the pianist should
seek and find expression and nuance. At the piano we
must prepare the tone before making it, and that is the
great art of the pianist. Once the tone is made all the
movements of the body, hand or arm, cannot change it.
On all the other instruments, except the organ, a tone
can be altered as soon as made, and it is this modifica¬
tion which is interesting since it instantly permits ot ex¬
pressive shading.
The quality most desirable in a piano is tone. Tone
should be worked for from the first and the pupil must
listeen attentively for it. Why does one play harshly or
unmusically?
The answer is easy to give: Because

The Pro'S use of the pedal is very important for
tonal effects. It reinforces the tone and gives it brilliance
breadth and fulness as well as swectness charm and
grace. On the contrary, the wrong use of the pedal has
a most deplorable effect in destroying all clarity, and by
confusing harmony and the melodic design.
The pedal has been called the soul of the piano. There
is considerable truth in this. The pedal helps to over¬
come the natural dryness of the piano-tone- Theuseol
the so-called loud (or damper) pedal alone, the soft
pedal (una corda) alone, or both together multiplies the
nuances that a talented player may obtain from the piano.
The good use of the pedal depends upon the sensitive¬
ness of the ear, the taste and the soul of the artist It
can be generally said that, when the playing is not clear
there is too much pedal. The use of the pedal is so
closely connected with the work interpreted with the
personality of the performer and the per ect.on of the
instrument, that it is difficult to give absolute rules. A
number of books have been written on how to use the
pedal; hut these theories are upset at the first experience
on the concert stage. However, no matter how it is
used, it must never become a “coche-misere -to con¬
ceal one’s shortcomings.

THE FIRST

Advice and Observations

STEP toward becoming a musicianly
pianist is to realize fully that progress can come
only little by little, that everything must be done as
perfectly as possible, that mind and muscle must coordi¬
nate that thought should precede action, that a purely
mechanical repetition of a passage fatigues with results,
and that one’s aim should be to make the greatest prog¬
ress with the least effort.
It is a familiar expression that technic is but a means
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to an end. Everyone admits that, but it is troublesome
to acquire this technic, and here is the difficulty.
A good technic is only the beginning, hut unfortunately,
many persons consider'it the end.
The most essential thing is mental work.
Mozart said, “I do not aitn to be original, and to de¬
scribe my style would be very trying.” But to-day, the
most insignificant pianist takes impertinent liberties with
the works of the masters, hoping thereby to appear
original.
One’s style should be correct, natural and simple, and
should follow faithfully the nuances and indications of
i he composer.
Once, when a great pianist had just played Chopin’s
Fourth Ballade, with shadings (agogic and dynamic)
,pf which the composer never dreamed, we spoke of his
interpretation which he vigorously defended. But he
could not answer me when I asked, “What would you
think of a pianist who treated one of your compositions
the way you have just treated Chopin’s?” Never change
the character of a piece by caricaturing it.
One should avoid fatigue, mental or physical, by stop¬
ping work as soon as one feels tired.
It is not easy to note the progress made each day; but,
after a certain amount of careful practice on a piece, it
will be found to go with greater ease, the fingers will
be more responsive and the ensemble more spontaneous.
Change for Freshness
’ | "'HE ETUDES should be changed frequently. SomeA thing new will be found in each one. The skill of
the fingers should become more and more noticeable.
Concentrate particularly upon the difficulties which ap¬
pear insurmountable, but after deep study leave them
for others, returning to them again later on. I also
advise not practicing too continuously on one difficulty.
It is better to review it several times the same day.
Always practice the left hand alone, and always try
also to bring the playing to a state of absolute accuracy,
and to a greater speed than is actually required. Every¬
thing depends upon the bass. It is never sure nor firm
enough.
When learning a new piece first of all read and
analyze it without playing it, then read it correctly at
the piano. This done, practice each technical or rhyth¬
mical problem separately, then in combination, listening
to it all with greatest care.
Now begin to memorize. There are three ways: eyes,
cars and fingers. I advise writing the passages par¬
ticularly difficult to recall, from memory, and away from
the piano. Unity of interpretation will follow easily.
I •earn to listen to yourself with merciless criticism.
The study of the scales, so necessary to develop
velocity and equality, need not be done in a mechanical
manner. Playing scales by the hour accomplishes noth¬
ing worth while. The use of rhythms will vitalize this
study from the start. But above all, take care to prac¬
tice them with varying shades of tone, going from
fortissimo to pianissimo, crescendo in ascending, dimin¬
uendo in descending, and so on. The practice of cross¬
ing hands (right hand over and under) is very useful
also. Practicing the repetition of two, three or four
notes with fingers lifted high (also legato, then legatissimo), will give excellent results.
■ Practice the scales in all the keys with the C-scale
fingering and with the regular fingering. Play them very
heavily, then very lightly.
Practice in thirds, sixths, tenths, then forte in one
hand and fiaiw in the other, staccato in one and legato
in the other. Do not forget the chromatic scale.
Power and Skill Developed
npHE POWER and skill of the hands are increased
1 by practicing extensions and contractions in the
same exercise. For example :

It is well to give special study to portions of pieces,
difficult passages, and s: on, so that these parts may be
conquered in advance.
A great deal of variety is needed in practicing ex¬
ercises, and if certain exercises are found to give par¬
ticularly good results they should be used often. But
as soon as one difficulty is overcome the attention should
be turned in another direction.
Practice changes in the intensity of tone, tempo, ac¬
centuation and rhythm, both hands alike at first, then in
different ways; right hand forte, left hand piano, legato
in right, staccato in left and hands crossed when passages
A very soft and slow legato is difficult to .do because

to play legato requires weight, and that isapttoincrease
the tone. The pressure of the fingers should be strong
enough to produce a legato effect and yet gen e en
not to make it sound loud.
,
• <
Never practice forte. Everything should be free ana
supple—the body, shoulders, wrists and hands—only tne
fingers should Jje firm.
Stephen Heller has said that the study of a piece
should ripen. That is, a piece once learned, when re¬
viewed after a little rest will be played much more freely,
and after several such treatments it will go very well
indeed.

than those of Liszt? In the concertos of Saint-Saens ,nd
Brahms it is virtuosity itself which constitutes their
chief beauty, for their rhythmic and melodic character
can be executed only by a virtuoso
The concertos of Liszt still astonish in our day, |,v
their audacity, ingenuity and variety. Are they not works
for the virtuosi? And our modern music, is it not written for the virtuosi, also ?
Never forget the good old English saying: “What is

Inspirational Moments
With Cultured Minds That Love Music

Listening to One’s Self
FIRMLY believe that in practicing on an instrument
the most difficult thing is to know how to listen to
one's self intelligently. What hours have been wasted
by pupils who practice without concentration or control!
Seek for the greatest perfection even in the minutest
details. So many are satisfied with too little, and practice
too often without thinking. Why spend hours practicing
difficulties which could lie easily mastered?
Sdme hands readily execute double-notes, others the
trill, and still others the scales.
Dwell on the technical problems that give the most
trouble and pass by those which come naturally and with¬
out effort.
True piano playing is impossible without a perfect
technic. It is absolutely necessary to enable one to in¬
terpret a work with the perfection it requires.
The best work is done with the brains. This is the
secret of the greatest economy of time. A technical
problem practiced intelligently—with proper variety, with
rhythms that change the accents and so strengthen each
finger, with different tonal shading—will soon put one a
big step ahead.
To produce a beautiful tone, Thalberg said, one should
in a way “knead” the keyboard with a hand of velvet,
■ the touch being felt rather than struck. It is essential
to maintain the utmost suppleness in the arms, wrists
and fingers.
It is also important to avoid the ridiculous manner and
bad taste, of playing the bass before the melody, pro¬
ducing all through the piece the effect of continuous
syncopation.
It is well to observe moderation in all movements of
the body (which should nevertheless have absolute free¬
dom), to maintain perfect repose in the arms and hands
(which should always be supple), never to attack the
keyboard from a height, to listen to one’s self when
playing, to be strict, and to know how to criticise one’s
self. As a rule one works too much with the fingers and
not enough with the intelligence.
To play too fast is a capital offense. It is very much
harder than you might think not to hurry and not to
play fast.
“There are pianists who abuse the pedal so, or rather,
they use it with so little logic that their sense of hearing
is perverted and they lose all conscience for pure
harmony.” This was written in 1860!
Change from slow to fast only by degrees, and do it
rhythmically.
As speed increases motion decreases. Remember that
it often spoils a piece to play it too rapidly, that slow
study is indispensable for perfect work, that speed makes
for imperfections.
Vary the Tempo!
XT OTICE THE TEMPO indicated by the composer.
A
Weingartner says in his “Art of Conducting,”
there is no slow tempo but requires a more rapid move¬
ment in certain passages, to avoid the impression of drag¬
ging. Neither is there a presto that does not also need a
quieter interpretation of in some places to avoid the feel
ing of hurry.
The metronome is invaluable in establishing the tempo
and maintaining it to the end, as well as to regulate any
deviation, in increasing or decreasing the speed, how¬
ever slightly.
Pianists with great technic often allow themselves to
be carried away by their facility in rapid playing. This
exaggerated speed hinders the music being understood.
The ear is assailed by so many different sounds that it
cannot distinguish anything. Beethoven said of these
pianists : "The speed of their fingers puts to flight their
intelligence and feeling.” And Mozart said: “It is
easier to play fast than slow.” But is it a good thing
to do? The listeners see the piano being played but hear
only sounds that mean nothing to them.” Does it not
seem strange to assert that virtuosity conflicts with the
beautiful, when Bach, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Weber.
Schuman, Chopin, Liszt, Brahms, Saint-Saens wrote
particularly for virtuosi ? Are there any pages more
beautiful than the Etudes of Chopin, or more dazzling

I

“We must judge music from its nationality, not be¬
cause of its nationality, but because of the temperament
from which it emanated.”—Albert Jowett.
“What the art of music needs to-day far more than
anything else is to return to the creation of beautiful
music without any other purpose."
—William Henderson.
“Now music is unique among the arts in that it is vital
in its very essence. It has not come down i" us from the
past; it must lie produced in our very presence to have
its effects.’’—William P. Merrill.
“I felt raised above all care, all pain, all feai, and every
taint of vulgarity was washed out of the world. That
is precisely wherein the moral power of music lies; for
vulgarity is the twin sister of vice."—Marcakkt Filler.
“The rhythm and regularity that are tile bads of music
arc to be found in everything. Therefore il is true to
say that music is at the heart of everything, and it is
very much at the heart of humanity."- 11. Ernest Hunt.
"Music is the nearest at hand, the most orderly, the
most perfect of all bodily pleasures; it is also the only
one that is equally helpful to all the ages of manhelpful from the nurse's song to the infant to the music
unheard of others, which so often haunts the death-lied
of pure and innocent spirits.”—Ruskin.
In every poet there is something of the painter and
the musician; in every musician something of the poet
and the painter; in every painter something of the musi¬
cian and poet. The character of the man's work will
depend upon the strength or weakness of the tinge that
is given to his own special art by relative strength or
weakness of the infusion of one or more ,,t the other
arts. —Ernest Newman.

To Promote Clean Playing
By Eutoka Hellier Nickelscn
1- Execute notes correctly.
2. Give notes their required time value,
d. Observe the melody line.
4. Observe rests.
5. Observe phrasing.
6. Have a distinction between “an even tempo”
a broken tempo.
both i!l,!|0t tlt0Z ?nc ,laiul lo precede the other, u
both hands should be playing at the same time
arl*ggiate chords:
(a)-When the waved line does not extend thro
both staves, the chords are rolled separa

f F°ZentIy

^m

10RDornot alio" T,ap^MoneS
not allow the pedal to blur.
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Tone Color Explained
Why Does 0,e Some No.e Sound Differently When Played bV Different Instruments l
What Are Harmonics?

By EUGENE F. MARKS
u

T

7- LANG-FARBE” is the German word for
1/
tone color—meaning the difference in the
IX quality of tone, as distinguished from pitch
and quantity. The same word in French is
“timbre" and in Italian “timbro."
The difference in quality of tone depends upon what
are known as overtones (German, Oberton; French, bon
harmonique; Italian, Suono harmonica).
In order to understand what is meant by tone color
one must realize that many tones are compounds of a
series of tones. When you hear the tone of C on the
Bass Staff played upon the piano you really hear in ad¬
dition to the predominant tone a number of component
tones and it is the arrangement and prominence of these
various tones that makes tone-color (Klang-farbe) and
makes the difference in quality between the various toneproducing agencies. This is why a comet sounds dif¬
ferent from a viola. Moreover, it is why one piano may
sound infinitely better than another piano.
The word Klang-farbe suggests the clanging ot a
large bell and the resultant vibrations of component
tones, and seems to be more meaningful than the French
1Ifk-we strike a low key on the pianoforte and listen in¬
tently to the resultant tone, we will discover that there
exists more than the one tone first produced; for the
acute ear catches several more sounds. Whence come
these accessory tones? We may well say, “from nature
itself,” for if we set a taut string to vibrating we will
find that the string vibrates its entire length, and in ad¬
dition, at the same time divides itself into two, three,
four, five, and so on, indefinitely, vibrating segments or
aliquot parts; and these numerous vibrations are so inter¬
related that to one vibration of the entire string, the two
segments each, will give two vibrations, the three seg¬
ments, three vibrations, and so on. It is the combination
of these numerous vibrations, which gives us a musical
sound. This experiment is continually performed m
physical laboratories.

How Many Kinds of Tone
Color Are There?
We confess we do not know. Middle C
on the Banjo, the French Horn, the Piccolo,
the Saxophone or the Bag Pipe, has the
same pitch but a totally different tone qual¬
ity It is this variation in tone quality which
gives the fascination to the orchestra, the
band, the organ. Some organs have over
200 speaking stops, meaning over 200 dif¬
ferent kinds of tone color. New stops and
new instruments with new tone color arc
being invented all the time. Carious mutes
and other contrivances are employed to
make radical or slight differences m tone
color Mr. Marks’s article zoill require care¬
ful reading but it will repay tlic reader by
giving him a better insight into the problem.

Source of Chords
4 4'T'HE WHOLE mass of tones and the connection
-A of harmonies must stand in a close and always
distinctly perceptible relationship to some arbitrarily se¬
lected tonic or first note of the scale, and the mass ot
tone which forms the whole composition must be devel¬
oped from this tonic, and must finally return to it, says
Helmholtz. Taking C, for convenience, as our selected
tonic, and listening carefully to the deep low C struck,
the first and second overtones—different from the funda¬
mental root-tone that we hear are G and E called upper
partials. These two overtones, if united and struck with
the root-tone, become a common chord—the triad. We
herewith present a diagram of the earlier assisting tones
in orderly appearance:

Foundation of Scales
F WE assume that the string vibrates at the pitch of
a low C we know that the vibrations of the aliquot
divisions, one-half, one-quarter, and one-eighth of the
string will produce C at different higher octaves; and
according to the researches of the great acoustician,
Helmholtz, the third, sixth and twelfth, give G; the
fifth and tenth, E; the ninth segment, D; the eleventh,
F; thirteenth, A; and the fifteenth division, B; which
yields our present scale or tonal mode. The seventh
and fourteenth divisions give Bb, which we have dis¬
carded in our scale formation. Thus it appears that we
have almost arbitrarily chosen the tones from the har¬
monics offered by nature, to form the scale, and that they
are not presented in the scale in accordance wffh the
order in which they appear in the harmonic senes. Uom-

I

Harmonic series—C-G-E-D-F-A-B
Scale
-C-D-E-F-G-A-B
However, it is noteworthy that our scale adheres
nearer to the earlier appearing overtones in the harmonic
series than those of less artistically advanced nations.
And it is not only that our scale alone arises from
these overtones, but from the same source come the
diversed scales of other nationalities, containing m some
instances only five tones (pentatonic) as found in Ori¬
ental countries; and in others the octave is divided into
as many as sixteen intervals, such as Arabic or Persian
music. These numerous intervals are extremely high and
far placed from the fundamental tone of the series.
Likewise, the Hungarians, according to their individual
character, prefer the unusual harmonics forming their
double augmented-interval scale, which is near akin to
our harmonic minor scale, the only difference being that
(he fourth note of the Hungarian scale is raised a semiThat any existing scale is liable to radical changes,
read the prophetic words of Helmholtz,
“The System of Scales, Modes and Harmonic Tissues
does not rest solely upon unalterable natural laws, but is
at least partly also the result of aesthetical principles,
which have already, and will still further change with
the progressive development of humanity.”
Meditate on the experimentation at the present time
of the whole-tone system.

Ex. I
,ai Overtones (major form)

this is a difficult problem, owing to the tendency of air
in tubes to generate strong upper and weak 'ower partials, which naturally gives the prime tone a brilliant,
dvfolinsS strung with metal strings, the mandolin and
pianoforte partake of this extremely high partial tone
quality. However, the piano-makers cut off __ the dis¬
sonant upper harmonics in “drawing a scale, that is
making a pattern or design, regulatmg the length of the
strings and selecting the “striking point” of the hammer
at that node, or position on the string, which destroys or
damps some partials and makes others prominent thus
producing a prime tone of superior quality. This is
why one piano-maker often claims his instrument is
superior in tone to another. The overtones on wind in¬
struments, which are obtained by varying the intensity
and direction of the air current, yield an additional reg¬
ister and are indispensable to complete the scale. Ihus
the French horn and bugle, having only one fundamental
tone depend solely upon the harmonies for extending
their scales. Likewise, the flute relies upon overblow¬
ing to produce the harmonics of its tube for its upper
register.
.
The tone of the flute-harmonique stop in the organ
is very sweet, pure and brilliant, due to the fact that the
tube, twice the required length is pierced in the middle
(the nodal point of the octave) with a small hole, thus
giving two' synchronous vibrating columns of air, which
partake of the nature of a pipe already overblown its
first overtone, thereby superintensifying the primal qual¬
ity. Likewise, the stopped diapason is soft and hollow,
as the harmonics are weakened by the peculiar construc¬
tion of this pipe.

(b) Undertones (minor form)

We find that the closest relationship exists where the
three different tones follow each other, in the nearest
conjunction or successively, as indicated within the bind
This forms the major triad-chord of C, named after its
root. Of course this chord may be changed into diiferent positions (inversions). The chord itself we see
was derived from nature and it is consonant, that is, the
vibrations of the three tones coincide in some perfect
ratio at regular intervals, and the resultant is free from
inequalities. When inequalities (technically called beats)
occur, giving a roughness to the resultant chord, such
uneveness is termed a dissonance.
.
The consonance of the minor triad is derived from a
reverse series of undertones or lower partials (see illus¬
tration (b) above). Thus we perceive that the constitu¬
ents of our major and minor chords are both derived
from the naturals of a compoimd tone.
Timbre or Tone-color
ONLY do the partials give us our scales and
chords, but as a side issue, they influence the very
making of our musical instruments, for it is the num¬
ber and intensity of the different harmonic constituents
of a tone that gives us the timbre or the quality of tone
peculiar to each kind of instrument. Alt of the different
varieties of tones are produced by the nuumber of assist¬
ing tones added to the original tone, and the diversity
of strength of each such tones, of which the fundamental
is usually the loudest. These partials differ in different
instruments.

NOT

Tone Quality in Instruments

IN THE cornet, trumpet and other brass wind instru¬

ments, the high dissonant harmonics prevail, so that
the tones’of these instruments are metallic and ringing;
which quality band instrument makers endeavor to sub¬
due by the shape and thickness of their tubings. But

Violin Rich in Overtones
VIOLIN is especially rich in overtones, and
an old instrument in whiek the vibrations of the
lower harmonics have been, through long and correct
usage, well developed and smoothly balanced, gives
forth a full, round, resonant tone of deep mellow¬
ness; which enhances the monetary value of such an
instrument to that extent that manufacturers of violins
endeavor to give an appearance of age to many new,
inferior instruments.
That the nodal point influences the tone quality is
well known to violinists, who, from the usual place of
bowing, carry the bow nearer to the bridge for louder
tones, and nearer the fingerboard for softer or more
fluty tones. The form of the vibration made by the
string is changed when touched by the bow in these
different positions, and this evidently varies the num¬
ber and strength of the upper partial tones, thus caus¬
ing a difference in tone quality.

THE

Violin Harmonics

TARTINI is thought to have been the first to sep¬

arate the harmonics from their basic tone in violin
playing, and to use them alone for their intrinsic beauty,
as they are very sweet, soft, ethereal tones of a flute¬
like character. Such separated overtones receive such
epithets as Tartini tones, flageolet, flautato, and are
obtained on any stopped stringed instrument, such as
violin, guitar and harp, by lightly touching a nodal
point with the finger-tip, and thus separating the string
into aliquot parts, which makes the string vibrate in its
entirety, and each part produces one and the same tone.
The notation indicating harmonics is generally an O
over the note, which means the octave. However, to
secure the other harmonics, especially in the cast of
the violin, which is the instrument employed more than
any other for harmonics, it is hetter to indicate the
point at which the string is to be touched. This is
done by writing a black note for the open string, an
open head for the note to be touched, and the resultant
sound is given in a small note above. The following
illustration gives the harmonic notation for the G and
D open strings on the violin, which are the main strings
employed for harmonics, the other strings being rarely
used.
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From the above illustration we observe that:
A touched octave sounds its unison,
A touched perfect Sth produces its octave.
A touched perfect 4th produces its 12th.
A touched major 3rd produces its lSth.
A touched minor 3rd produces its 17th.
Notice that these intervals are reckoned from the
nodes, and not from the open string.
The Damper Pedal on the Pianoforte
rT"'HE MOST artistic use of the damper pedal of
A the pianoforte is not for tone connection (legato),
but for tone coloring. We have seen that tone quality
is secured through the harmonics, so it remains only
for us to apply this knowledge to the manipulation of
the damper pedal, by which we are able to “cut out”
or “add in” the overtones or undertones at our pleasure.
We realize, that if a fundamental is sounded with its
harmonics, the resultant sound is richer and fuller than
if the fundamental sounds alone. A pedal depressed
with or before a tone gives this effect.. Also, if these
over or undertones are gradually added to a funda¬
mental tone, it would produce a most desirable and
charming crescendo. Such a crescendo is secured by
depressing the pedal slowly after a tone is given. Pedal¬
ing immediately after a tone, causes the partials to
enter and, to a certain extent, relieves the suddenness
of the sound.
Try this on your pianoforte; play a tone without the
pedal, release the key and note the immediate cessa¬
tion of sound and its meagreness in tone quality (har¬
monics missing). Now play the same tone with the
pedal while still sustaining the tone by holding the
pedal down, remove the hand from the key; then lift
the pedal very slowly and carefully and notice the
diminuendo. Any sudden movement or unevenness in
the releasing by the foot is liable to mar the entire
dying away effect (harmonics decreasing).

You are Responsible!
By Clifford Berg
What is it that seeyis to be holding you back, pre' venting you from making the progress you would like
to make in music? Is it not that you have overlooked
the natural principle that everyone is either Pusher or
Pushed?
\ our teacher is obliged to give you correct informa¬
tion because that is what you are paying for; but be¬
yond this point he cannot push you successfully; the
responsibility rests with you. It is for you to take the
information and make the practical application of it,
and in making this application you will succeed or
fail in direct proportion to the degree pf responsibility
you take upon yourself—the extent to which you push
yourself.
Learn to hold yourself answerable to yourself. Be
severe; and do not permit your natural laziness to inter¬
fere with the higher desire to achieve artistic growth.
Be critical and never satisfied with an indifferent per¬
formance of a work that you know you could do
better.
You alone arc responsible. Answer to yourself; be
unrelenting; criticize, and push yourself; and you will
experience a remarkable growth in musical ability and
judgment.
Begin today by adding a half hour to your practice
period.

"Touch” Piano Playing
By Fred N. Dean
I desire to state six reasons why a pianist when play¬
ing without notes, should play with the eyes closed:
1. It is impossible to see both hands at the same time.
2. Attempting to watch the hands necessitates moving
the head from right to left and left to right, which
causes dizziness and breaks up the continuity of thought.
3. In playing rapid passages, the eyes are unable to
follow the movement of the fingers.
4. The mechanical process is reduced to three senses;
namely, think with the brain, feel with the fingers, listen
with the ears.
5. With the eyes closed, all external distractions, as
far as the eyes are concerned, are avoided.
6. This plan, carried out, greatly improves sight-read¬
ing, as it trains the hands to find the keys through the
touch perception rather than by being directed by the
eyes.

Little Life Stories

Principles of Fingering in Piano Playing

ofjhe Great Masters

By Mary A. Schmitz
,•
•
„ series ’continued during the coming year.
(The following musical catechism is one oj a .
he published in hook form A
published in -The Etude” in the past and winch unit be
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Giuseppe Verdi

By PAULINE MALLET-PREPOST ORNSTEIN
The senes as a whole

(1813-1901)
13 How old was Verdi when he wrote the operas
‘Otello” and “Falstaff?”
A. “Otello” was written in 1887 ichen V n th ivas seventy-four years c ’_ ’ and ‘‘Falstaff ” which is a comic
opera, was written ii 1893, when the composer ivas eighty

1. Q. Where'and when was Giuseppe Verdi born?
A. In the village of Le Roncole, Duchy of Parma,
Italy, October 10,1813.
2. Q. Were his parents musicians?
A. No; his father kept a small grocery Store.
3. Q. With whom did Verdi study when he was a boy.
A. His first teacher was Baistrocche, who at the end
of one year’s teaching told Verdi’s father he could teach
the boy no more. Verdi was then ten years old and suc¬
ceeded his teacher as organist of the church at Le Ron¬
cole. He was sent to school in the nearby .town of Busseto. Every Sunday he walked back to Roncole to play
the organ, and in the evening returned to Busseto. In
Busseta Verdi studied with Provesi until he was sixteen
years old.
4. Q. Did Verdi study at the Conservatory at Milan
after finishing with Provesi?
A. No; he zvas refused admission to the Conservatory
at Milan because the examiners said he was “lacking in
musical talent."
5. Q. Biographers divide Verdi’s life into three
periods. What compositions belong to the first period?
A. The first opera of the first period was “Oberto,”
which sms produced in La Scala with some success. The
second was a comic opera, "JJn Giorno di Regno” zvhich
was a failure. Verdi at the time had lost his wife and
two children within a few months, zvhich is thought• to
have been the cause of the failure of the work.
6. Q. What three operas of the first period were great
successes ?
A. “Nabuccowritten in 1842, at the request of the im¬
presario Merclli,
The opera was a great success.
Another successful opera was “I Lombardi,” performed
■ at La Scala, Milan, in February, 1843, and “Ernani,”
which won immediate success when first produced in
Venice, March 9,1844.
7. Q. What was Verdi’s great masterpiece of the sec¬
ond period?
A. “Rigoletto.” It is said to have been written in forty
days. The opera has been a great favorite since it was
first produced in Venice in 1851.
8. Q. What two other operas belong to the second
period ?
A. “II Trovalorc,” produced in Rome in 1853. uith
great success f rom the first ; and “La Traviata,” produced
the same year, 1853, in Venice, but which was at first a
failure. This was not on account of the music.
The
tenor zvas half sick zvith a cold; and the soprano zvas so
fat that when the physician assured her she was toasting
away with consumption the audience broke into a roar.
9. Q. What great German composer, who was born
in the same year as the Italian master, influenced Verdi
in the compositions of his third period ?
A. Richard Wagner, whose works were being produced
at more and more theaters, and whose art theories were
being accepted by many composers,
10. Q. What great opera marks the beginning of
Verdi’s third period? Describe it.
A. "Aida,” written for the inauguration of the new
opera house at Cairo, by order of the Khedive of Egypt.
The scene of the opera is laid in ancient Memphis and
Thebes and zvas highly successful fkom its first produc¬
tion in Cairo, on November 24, 1871.
11. Q. What other operas were written during the third
period ?
A. "Otello” and "Falstaff," two operas founded on
plays by Shakespeare.
12. Q. Who wrote the librettos for these operas?
A. Arrigo Boito, who was himself a composer.

years of age.
,
14. Q. How do these rank with Verdis earlier operas
and with the works of composers of other nationalities?
'A. They represent a superior order of craftsmanship,
and rank 'with the greatest productions of the masters of
all nationalities.
15. Q. How many operas did Verdi write?
A. About thirty.
16. Q. Did Verdi write any symphonies ?
A. Verdi zvrotc no symphonies, but he wr.re a string
quartette zvhich has, however, not the musical value of
his later operas.
17. Q. Did Verdi write any songs or completions for
the piano?
A. Verdi zvrotc a few secular and sacred songs but
nothing for the piano.
18. Q. How did the beautiful “Manzoni Requiem"
come to be written ?
A. When Rossini died in 1868 it was suggested that
thirteen representative Italian composers each ;■ , ite a dif¬
ferent part of a mass in honor of the famous
in poser.
When these different parts were brought together the
effect teas anything but good: so the plan teas dropped.
Verdi zvas one of the thirteen and when the Italian
statesman Manzoni died. Verdi «vs asked / zvrite a
Requiem. In this Requiem he used the "I.ihera Me,”
originally zvritten for Rossini. In recent years the Re¬
quiem has been used zvitlt much success in the concert
hall.
19. Q. Did Verdi have any political honors conferred
on him?
A. Yes; in 1860 he zvas elected a member of the Italian
Parliament, but retired shortly after his election, hi 1875
the King made him a Senator. Verdi, in lion.; to his
ruler, went to Rome and took the oath of office
' never
sat at a single session.
20. Q. Where did this greatest of Italian opera writers
love to spend his time?
A. On his little estate at Santo . I gala, near Busseto,
if
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Teaching With Enthusiasm
By George Coulter
Above all things teachers need to keep their interest
alive; and to this end they should keep changing their
teaching material. It makes for tedium and the extinc¬
tion of enthusiasm to keep teaching the same studies
and tunes in the same way; and, even though they are
fresh to the student, stale pieces can not be presented
and imparted with the right sort of animation by the
teacher.
• Music is not a purely mechanical subject, like mathe¬
matics; it needs emotion to make it a live thing; and

(MRS. LEO ORSSTBW)
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IANO TEACHERS know only to0 ,wf
few pupils realize the importance of deciding
upon the best fingering before commencing ^
oractice a new piece. In playing the piancs habits
are formed with surprising ease, and -any difficulties
would never come into existence if only wrong habits we
not allowed to crystallize. It is the old ounce of prevention
which'Twcrth so many pounds of cure. Once a wrong
habit is lomed, hours of practice and concentrated
Pffnrt are required to break it down. Intelligent practice
cl by preventive measures save days of sheer gg^jTOne of the most universal evidences o this tjuth lies
in the common failure of the student to plan g°°Z"f0us
ings. When given a new piece he is naturally anx^us
tr, read it to get the general impression. After this,
instead of tackling the problems presented and studying
out the best means of overcoming the ffficu t.es which
really exist, most students will read and re-read a com
position, hoping to memorize it, and by mere repeat!
L master it. By this method any progress is deal A
bought It is true that after playing a composition over
maify times the easier sections will probably sound bet^ But it will be found that real difficulties do not
solve themselves without some thought. Onlyfvhen
balked by these will the student begin to wonder why

grown stale to hk”'^ * S° H *e pieces he uses
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vanishes out of lessons^
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This is where lost motion usually occurs and

i
i again on
nn ^
C so
so mai
that the second octave is niwavs
a dupthumb
heate of the^ If instead of^t wer^always
be skillfully handled and the angle of the w
*
that the thumb is equally comfortable when it is playe
possible! is very helpful in matters of fingering.
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piece. At his lesson he discovers one of tht
He is using an impossible fingering. Why had he not
Sough,” ,h.t Wore! Th«,****, »»^
marks the correct fingering. But what a task to
up habits formed during the week’s practice; habits wh ch
might with a little forethought have been constructive
rather than useless ones, totem fingers
other almost without thought.
These ar
habits, and because they are so subconsc on are ery
slow to yield and allow themselves to be altered. Often
after days of practice with the corrected fingering, the
^ sequence will re-appear to the dtaWaC £
both teacher and student. Improvement is slow where
'it could have been rapid. Time and effort must be ex
pended which could have been avoided if the work had
been intelligently prepared in the beginning.
To practice correctly it is necessary, above all things,
to use one’s mind, to plan and analyze the motions which
the fingers must make. The pupil must study a given
situation and work out a practical fingering But if
there is one thing most students are opposed to doing it
is just this. They believe that practicing consists ot exer¬
cising their fingers for so many hours per day. Cun
ously even long hours of this physical activity seem
often less exacting than half the time « “lb^ ap¬
plied. It is possible to go through the physical appear
ance of practice while the mind is dreaming of a thou¬
sand irrelevant matters ; and ninety-nine Per cent of f1
nracticing is done in this way. Hence, it takes the
average pupil many hours to accomplish what one real
student will learn in a very , short time.

T'HERE are two distinct dements in piano practice.
One is purely physical, a question of muscular de¬
velopment. The other element is intellectual and ana y i
cal It is only ingenuity which enables the studen
utilize to the best advantage his muscular equipment.
The thoughtful element is usually supplied almost whohy
by the teacher, but there is no reason why an mtdh^ent
student cannot use his mind to meet and solve ■ many
difficulties for himself. In faet the h^ ZiZof
that which encourages this attitude m t
P P ■
course, constant help is needed by even the me,s thmk
ing student. Where the solution of a Prflem ref’,r“
a broad experience and general musical knowledge the
teacher must supply this.
,
With reference to the matter of fingering,
of the principles involved will enable the rf 6 bring
decide wisely in most instances and therefore to bring
hi, lesson in snch ,h,P. ,ha, te
nff
progress can be made. When working out the Pr°“«™
of fingering, we have under consideration a keyboard
of many black and white notes in various relative posi¬
tions These are to be manipulated in all their intricate
combinations, by only ten fingers two of which are urn
wieldy thumbs. In the case of scales, arpeggios and

T

where the hand travels
wiiere
must

make possible a smooth movement up and down the piano
The fingering of all the major and minor scales is
so conventlonaUzed that in discussing scale huger,ng we
have only to analyze causes. What have been the genera
1 riZpffis involved which have led to so unn-ersal an

Two Elements in Practice
Ml,
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It is
In aSiZTtrilTmak’e easy what would otherwise he

aasHf
It is only possible to analyze the niech™cZPgT„g10of

otherwise practicable, a strong nnge
where any unusual stress is required.

^ jn con.

SI sriSHaflfi
power upon the notes of the theme.
Ex 1

PAULINE MALLET-PREVOST ORNSTEIN
true that the fingering 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3 would he equalb
reasonable.
Custom has merely fastened upon the
One had ,o be «l«e,ed ,ince ■* » <*»“*
easier always to use the same fingering in p avmg the
same sequence of notes. The scales which include black
keys are played so that the thumb on a white key fol¬
lows a second, third or fourth finger on a hlack one.
This is the easiest position for the thumb to pass u
,
as will easily be discovered by trying any other. In tact,
all 'decisions in regard to fingering should be entirely
practical
Whatever feels easiest for the hand is the
S unless in simplifying one difficulty
f
complicate what follows. There are often Passages
where several different fingerings are powtbte. and
will be comfortable for one type of hand while anther
• nrf,ferable for differently formed fingers. This is
clearly one reason why the student should learn to work
the matter out for himself.
f
We have spoken of uniformity in the octaves of the

by scale fingering is that it encourages the player to
cover as many notes in advance as possible. This is
perhaps the most fundamental of all principles of fingerL In the scale of C, for instance, the first, second
and third fingers can all be in position before beginning
to play. The moment the thumb has played C and the

npHE development of the pedal in the modem piano

Md w .d=
y Z,
Sd„,CT™« wto% “ i^Sly awkward to pto.
f the! were to be joined by holding down the keys,

to U,e

Which Otoe,

exactly the same as if these notes had been held y
fineers
There are, of course, some instances where
Snot Affile, owing to the existence of —ng
figures, but even here the pedal can be so skillfully
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Ex. 2

Song Without Words
Mendelssohn, Op. 19, No. 1

Here there is no occasion to connect the upper and
lower melody notes with the fingers; the pedal can take
care of the legato entirely and successive fifth fingers
may be used freely. An attempt to connect these notes
by changing fingers is absolutely wasted energy and
also cramps the hand which in turn produces a poor tone
In recent years a marked change has taken place also
in the general technical approach to the keyboard. The
hand position has been somewhat altered as our modern
knowledge of mechanical principles has advanced. A
generation ago the fingers were thought of as hammers
making successive strokes. We now think of them
essentially as supports for the weight of the hand or
arm. The use of the feet in walking is a fair example
of the same mechanism, the weight is simply transferred
from one finger to the other. In walking, we would
not think of lifting our feet high and stamping at every
step, and yet this principle was formerly applied to the
fingers in playing the piano.
The elimination of the idea of a stroke and the sub¬
stitution of weight has altered our ideas of fingering
for repeated notes. The former theory involved chang¬
ing fingers whenever a note was repeated. We now find
it much simplier in many cases to lxrnnce and rebound
on the same finger. This is not difficult when the finger
is firm and the wrist free and springy, and it obviates
the difficulty of shifting the hand position constantly.
This is clearly only advisable when applied to two or
three repetitions of the same note, since with long con¬
tinued repetitions a new impetus is necessary and a
change of fingers inevitable. It is, however, a great
economy of energy in single repetitions not to change
fingers. This would have been impossible had we ad¬
hered to tlie idea of a stroke, since the finger could not
lift itself high enough to get a good second attack quickly.
But, with the concept of weight substituted for the
stroke, we find it possible on a rebound to release the
key only just enough to allow the note to sound again
when the weight carries the finger down for the second
time. In this way a more rapid repetition can be made
by using the same finger.
In trills of all sorts it will be found much more con¬
venient to skip a finger. Trills should be made with
either fingerings of 1, 3, or 2, 4, or 3, 5 whenever pos¬
sible. For a very rapid trill the following fingering
is excellent.
Ex. 3

Occasionally, where great brilliance is required, not
only trills, but also passages may be played with suc¬
cessive third fingers. For example, the following from
Grieg’s Holbcrg Suite can be made really effective only
by fingering it in this way.

P

Why Wagner Triumphed
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handled that it helps to hold the required notes and yet
in no way clouds the voice leading. In most instances
the pedal is required by the accompanying figure, as, for
example:

Octaves should be played with the thumb and fifth
finger when the passage lies on white keys exclusively.
If sharps and flats enter, the thumb and fourth finger
may be used on the black keys, although occasionally
it is better to use the thumb and fifth finger even here.
This is especially the case where many successive black
keys appear.
One tendency which is found in many students is the
use of a third or second finger instead of a fifth finger
when skipping down to low base notes in the left hand.
The student is tempted to do this because he finds his
fifth finger untrustworthy, but there is no justification
for such a fingering. The hand would be in this way
thrown entirely out of position for what follows. The
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fifth finger must be developed to meet its Tesponsibiht^
It is the safest finger for base notes, but it is i P
that the octave above the note which is to be p
should be covered by the thumb. The measurement o
an octave should be a confirmed habit; and it is ’
easier at a rapid tempo to watch the thumb than o
follow the fifth finger with the eye, so that greater accu¬
racy is obtained by holding this position even when 1L’
thumb is silent. Also, this extended position of the hand
brings the fifth finger at an angle across the base note
so that it is less likely to slip off than in any other
position.
The fingering of double third and sixth scales has
been somewhat conventionalized, although much individ¬
ual choice may be exercised here. The important matter
to bear in mind is to choose a fingering that will as
nearly as possible permit of playing the upper voice
legato. The lower voice should be played staccato to
facilitate this and the hand must be held.at an angle
rather than straight. The wrist should be towards
the body and the fingers pointing away. This makes
it possible for the third finger to reach to a sharp above
the fourth or fifth fingers.
It cannot fail to be evident to anyone who thought¬
fully approaches the study of the piano that fingering
is one of the elements which needs most careful and
detailed consideration. And yet it is one of the points
in study which is most shirked by students generally.
If it can be made clear how much is to lx gained by
establishing, from the beginning of study, correct habits
of fingering, much painful experience can be avoided
for both teacher and student. This lesson must be
learned ultimately, and it will be realized either slowly
and reluctantly by the poor student or in a flash through
clear vision and systematic application in the student
whose mind is alert to help his fingers.

Eternal Vigilance the Price of Technic
By Leonora Sill Ashton
The other day an. old lady, who had been a music
teacher all her life, was talking to me in a rambling way
about her pupils.
This same old lady is in her dotage; and as I had
heard the same tales many times before, I was listening
more than half-heartedly—when this came forth:
“And whenever they made a mistake, I had them to
stop and play that passage five times correctly. And
they would soon learn my rule, and stop when they
knew they had played wrongly, and do this without my
telling them.”
What three good lessons the aged teacher held up
to the profession 1 •
First of all; was—Discipline.
There was no questioning why a mistake must be
corrected, and the correction drilled -until the error
was overcome. The rule was understood and followed,
because the teacher had pronounced it so.
Be firm and determined, and you will soon create an
attitude towards yourself akin to this example.
Second: There was alert attention on the teacher’s
part.
I do not believe there is closer concentration anywhere
than on the part of the conscientious music teacher.
The eye, the ear, and the brain must not lose touch for
an instant, with what is going on at the piano.
Thirdly: Insistence upon accuracy.
Every music teacher knows how easy it is to slip by
a mistake, or a faulty passage, with the lame, excuse
in your own mind that you did it for “the sake of the
whole.”
Eternal vigilance is the price we must pay for all
things, including technic, and the debt of the music
teacher in that direction is large.
■‘Tone quality must be secured through listening to
the best tone production. The habit of good tone can
be acquired in young people, and, when once formed,
careful guidance will preserve it.”
—Oliver King.
“A performer whose name counts—deservedly
or otherwise—has an almost hypnotic inflcncc on
his hearers, by virtue of which he may bring them
to their knees before a pure masterpiece, but
which he may also use to fob them off with pre¬
tentious trumpery. It -will be a long time before
the great public realises that there is no more
wisdom in judging a work by the reputation of
its interpreter than there is in measuring a
woman’s virtue by the prominence or obscurity
into which she is thrust by her husband’s social
position."—Eric Blom.

„„ Vnters,an,.nt of ,He Itea,s an.i eHndp.es Wn.cn He Pursue, ******
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By the

O MAN can understand Wagner completely. We
can onlv approach "toward an understanding of
Wagner'.” Bernard Shaw suggests that even
Wagner himself did not understand the full
significance of his work. . Wagner in his autobiography
hints as much. No genuine philosopher can grasp the
full import of a profound truth he may enunciate. And
Wagner was far more than a philosopher.
There is a vast number of folks who will never enter
into a real appreciation of Wagner. A Frenchman,
when he drinks his thimbleful of cordial, takes an afternoon at the task. There are seventeen flavors m that
cordial and he rolls each drop under his tongue until
Ch°e ts distinguished each one. The ^Ids of southern
France, the aroma of flowers, the buzz of bees, the re
treats of Benedictine monks, are. conjured up m the
mind as he sips away. The American gets his thimble¬
ful, dumps it all down at once, and then complains of

Ferdinand Himmelreich
A remarkable pianist, peculiarly gifted in t
art” of improvisation, Mr. Ferdinand Himim 1 eich is
known to thousands through his concerts ami 11 rough
his records, which have sold by the tens of ih
His compositions have frequently appeared
Mr. Henry T. Finck has said of his tran-aii:
do not think that Liszt himself could make .
brilliant or musical.”
Mr. Himmelreich was lxirn in New York City,
ler 15, 1880. In his early infancy his miwu
was discovered. At the age of five lie play
Sonatas. Later he studied with Joseffy, S. harv
Henry Holden Huss.
. His first big concert was given in Mendel
in New York City when he was fourteen.
His transcriptions upon any given theme or u,
been widely heralded. Given a theme, he will
it in the style of different composers, and dittei following the idioms and atmosphere in stub
that musicians such as Walter Damrosch and oils
been high in their praise.
Mr. Himmelreich\s original compositions are
in varied forms. His paraphrase upon Annie
appears in this issue.
Among his other well-known compositions a.
petual Motion,” "Harlequin" and "Polonaise" am
tions on "Nearer My God to Thee.”

The Piano in Modern Music
By S. L. Wynn
• 7"11 Elizabethans wrote music ‘apt for voices <
vio s.
o us everything is ‘apt’ for the piano,” remar]
„T?r®eK, 'soa In_ b's exhaustive but illuminating stud
on
iv MuS1^” The author discourses at long
■
SU)Ject, and following are selected excerpts brin;
mg some of.his contentions into focusinstrument

ha* at least
Imitations. It is t
tof percussion, it is confined to hand-teclmi

to melodv o"TntPa°0f- Mc,ody o" ‘he piano is ak
Piano ,am.
ru,lls- ^ melody on bells. T1
Piano is a mechanical dulcimer.
Fverv note is :
eXTrha Jtr? V [aPid,y failiiig^ibration .
bad, inevSle' AH °f ^ piano is’ whether
1
and it is within
limitat‘g
IZSST *•
IX no"
difficult, and the resuVofte °f r"' I>°lyphony **'VC
are onlv too ....
. J. tcn ambiguous at best. Chor
“A '15 2y'Tthmthe comPass of the hand. . .
perhaps the most sJnX of keyb°ard instruments
suitedPto theXLdeaT Th °f ^ They are ^
that is required of the’ ^ "0tes are ready*madcphysical agility to m-LPerformer is sufficient mental ai
tion. The ear l ™
eye and band follow the not
tion of notes and "n esfntlal function in the produ

* Warner cannot be understood byjhose who are un¬
willing to take time. There are such freaks as musical
guzzlers, who insist upon being able to down towto
performance at one earful and eyeful, who are ™0,e
cerned about the appeal to the ear and eye than about
the underlying message that the opera contains T sup¬
pose there will always be folks who consider Edgar
Guest a greater poet than William Shakespeare and the
Ziegfeld Follies a greater performance than BarsHai.
t +nni, a friend one time to hear the inaugural recital
on the new organ in Finney Memorial Chapel at Oberlin.
After a splendid program, played by Prof. Andrews, my
friend turned to me and said, “Now I wish he d play a
tune ” So many folks value a musical program in di¬
rect proportion to the number of melodies that can be
whistled.
Wagner a Musical Heretic

REV. ROBERT GRENVILLE ARMSTRONG
before he jumps, so Rubini stands on his F for three
measures, swells it for two measures, cautiously but ir¬
resistibly, but at the third measure he seizes the mlI o
the violins on the A, sings it with increasing vehemence^
ium0s up on the fourth, to the B, as if it were tne ea
lest thing in the world, and then, before every^Jto
eves executes a brilliant roulade and plunges
fence That was the end ; anything else might happen
“ no matter what. All the demons were unchained
noTon ,h« stage, a. at to „d of the o^ra 1». at
auditorium. The riddle was solved! * “ II "
feat that the audience had assembled, had, for tv
put up with the absence of all the accu^d operatic
delicatessen had pardoned Grisi and LaHlache
ing this music seriously, and were now divinely rewar
by the success of this wonderful moment when Rubini
jumped up onto his B.
Another illustration of this same handicap came in
Wagner’s bitter experience of trying to get ES? produced in Paris. At last he g*
to*
only to meet with an utter failure, financially at least
and practically. The only applause that greeted any of
the numbers in all sincerity was given when, I think,
Walthcr, violating the dramatic demands and the stage
directions, advanced to the front of the stage and sang
his “Song to the Evening Star.”
. , ,
This demand that the singer lie recognized ab°ve the
action or the thought even went so far as to makepos¬
sible such an absurdity as having a woman take the
lover’s part, Bellini even going so far m one of his operas
as to have the part of Romeo, supposedly the ideal mas¬
culine lover, played by a woman. Wagner yielded once
to the demand of the times. His “Rienzi’ was written
with an eye and an ear turned to the public. He even
•
™rt to
to a
a woman.
His next composiassigns
the Invpr’c
lover s part
wouia
tion “The Flying Dutchman, is not an opera of the
old school. Wagner then found his true bent, the musicdrama. In this opera we find the first real use of music
coupled with words to express thought In the music
is conveyed the idea of the sound of the sea m suen a
realistic way that Liszt was led to exclaim. It is wet!

ATT AGNER in his day was a musical heretic as roundly
condemned by the critics of the day as Harry
Emerson Fosdick is condemned by certain self-appointed
critics of our day. It is amusing to read the criticisms
passed then by the supposedly supreme j udge*’of music to
hear them prophesy that the future would 1* W 8
’
according to their judgment, as only a passing P
■
The critics of Berlin, kept Wagner’s operas off the Berlin
£ge for ten years, some of them for fourteen yw.
Now wherever Wagner is performed a full house is
assured. It is always hard to understand why the men
we crown with our appreciation were not received
royally in their own day. Something of an understand
ing of the background then and the development fro
that background always helps toward an understanding
of the aims and purposes of the man, once condemned,
now crowned.
.
No new movement springs full-born, mature, in a
ment of time or in the work of one man. As Huss and
Savonarola prepared the way for Luther and theReq
mation movement, so the ground was prepare^
p
by Beethoven, Gluck, Mozart, and especially Weber, for
the more complete achievement of Wagner that would
carry the work of music over into that larger field the
full expression of the soul of man through the full use
of all the arts of man. But the work of preparation
was extremely slight as compared to the fulness of view
which Wagner attained.
To understand Wagner’s point of view we must unaei
stand something of the development of the opera up to
his day, for his contention was decidedly against the
current trend of opera.

W

The Parisian Ballet

ANOTHER development in the ordinary opera of the

wS for the'man who will create a genuine opera
by writing both its text and its music.
Wagner from the very beginning wrote his ovvn texts.
Most if not all, of the composers of that day and earlier
depended upon others for their texts Certain me
tained considerable fame for writing librettos for , )eraS;
Wagner’s idea and ideal of opera made it impossible for
him to make use of another’s text. For him> words and
music must have an intricate connection. In his later
work he states that words and music came to irt
simultaneously.
The Ninth Symphony
r» EETHOVEN came to the point in his work where he
D felt that he had reached the highest point of musical
expression and that the next step was the combination
of the words and music in the full expression of the
aspiration of the soul. The Ninth Symphony, with »t«
ultimate burst of triumphant song, was the logical out
come of his philosophy of music. But the full beauty
of that concept was not realized even in the Prions
of the Ninth Symphony, until Wagner conducted it with
tremendous success. It took a W-agncr . to undersUnd
Beethoven
It was Beethoven’s music that first stirred
Wagner to a life devoted to music. It was Beethoven’s
philosophy of music that had a large share in shaping
Wagner’s ideas. Wagner, even at the age of twentyseven, put these, words into the mouth of Beethoven,
expressive of his (Wagner’s) interpretation of Bee¬
thoven’s attitude toward the opera : “ ’Annoying labor 1
exclaimed Beethoven (with reference to the revision ol
his ‘Fidelio’ to make it more palatable to opera-goers
of his day). ‘I am not an opera composer; at least I
know no theater for which I would care to write another
opera! If I were to write an opera after my own mind
people would run away, for they would find in it none
of the arias, ducts, terzets and all the stuff with which
people at present make up an operatic patch-work; and
what I would write in their place no vocalist would
want to sing, no auditor to hear. The only thing they
know is glittering unreality, brilliant nonsense and sugarcoated tediousness. Were anyone to write a true music
drama lie would be considered a fool, and would indeed
be one if lie did not make it for himself alone, hut tried
to bring it lx-fore the public.’ ” These words not only
reflect Wagner’s interpretation of what Beethoven s ideal
for the opera would lx but his own ideal tor it. Even
at this early age Wagner was facing the ultimate out¬
come of his musical theories. Wagner indeed brought to
a full fruition much of what Beethoven foresaw.

day was the ballet. In the second or third act there
had to be a magnificent ballet in order to satisfy the audi¬
ence. This ballet had to take place at this particular point
hecause ill Paris at least, the patrons of opera did not
come in until then from their late dinners. The ba' et vvas
a greater attraction than the opera itself. This ballet de¬
mand was the cause of the failure of “Tannhauser
X 6™ produced to Paris. W.g.er absolute refused to conform to the custom of the day. He did
rewrite the first act and created a marvelous substitute
for the ballet in the Venusburg scene Even then he
was so infinitely ahead of his time that the ordinary
ballet dancers could not interpret his thought. His re¬
fusal to have the customary ballet resulted m the r ot
carried on by the aristocratic young bloods of the Jockey
Club who had their mistresses intheregular corps of
the ballet and who were afraid that if Wagners ideas
prevailed the ballet would of necessity be doomed, it
fs interesting to note that in the Paris Opera to this day
a ballet has to he performed at the close of the regula
opera, largely to give those singers who do not appear
in the regular opera of the day an opportunity to appear
before the public. This, along with the continuance ot
that particular nuisance, the clacque, or paid applauder
persists in Paris in spite of much opposition on the part
of lovers of art for art’s sake.
It will readily be seen that most anything would do
Rubini’s High B
for a libretto provided the music gave ample chance tor
ELODY was the keynote of the old opera. Tunes
the singer to exemplify all the gymnastics of voice de¬
that could be whistled by street-boys were more to
sired and that there was plenty of opportunity for the
be desired than thought expressed in. terms of music.
introduction of the ballet. Opera became, then, merely
Then, too, the individual artist had to have a full oppor¬
a string of arias, duets, ballets, strung together rather
tunity to display his or her particular talents. The long,
loosely. Seme of the operas that made the greatest sen¬
involved arias came into being for the express purpose of
sation in those days were the greatest drivel so far as the
displaying the vocal gymnastics of the favorite singers of
libretto was concerned. And as far as dramatic quality
the day. Wagner tells in one of his letters of a visit
was concerned, that, apparently, was an undreamed of
to the opera in Paris to hear Mozart s Don Giovanni,
possibilitv.
a tedious work. The opera was crowded simply for one
With this slight hint as to the situation in opera in
reason, Rubini sang his famous trill on A and B. As
Wagner’s day we are perhaps a little better prepared
Wagner writes, “Rubini did not become truly divine
to understand the contribution that Wagner made.
until he got on his B; that he had to get onto if an even¬
Finck, in his life of Wagner, calls to mmd a most
ing at the Italian opera was to have any object. No,
interesting coincidence. In the year that Wagner was
just as a circus-tumbler balances himself on his board

M

Wagner’s Thoroughness
T T. IS for this reason that Wagner speaks of his operas
1 as -‘music drama” rather than opera. The content of
the term opera in Wagner’s day spoke too much of long
arias, vocal gymnastics, ballets. Wagner s desire was
to create a real wedding of words and music and
dramatic art. It was a tremendous ideal for the young
man to set Ixfore himself. But it was the necessary
step in opera. Like all prophets of a new day Wagner
had to pay the penalty of hitter abuse Ixcause he dared
to hold to his ideal. Only once did he listen to the
voice of the public, in “Rienzi.” After that he kept
on his way, climbing up the ladder to a more thorough
understanding of his own theory until in The Ring
and in "Parsifal” we have the complete uniting of words
and music in an almost inseparable form. That is why
it is not easy to create a concert program of \\ agner
music It is not written to be divided up into small seg¬
ments. There isn’t a Wagner selection but that loses
in significance and meaning when taken out of its proper
setting. That is more than can he said for most operatic
a* Wagner went even further. As an indication of his
thoroughness in his theory of creating a complete union
of words and music, when he rewrote the first scene
in “Tannhauser” for the Paris Opera he used the French
words instead of the German in order to have the proper
cadence and accent of the French woven even into the
music. What he did in this particular incident was only
in line with his habitual care in the use of words and
music when writing in his native tongue.
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By a remarkably skillful handling of text and music,
Wagner succeeded in making,opera truly dramatic. When
he at last attained the power to control the production
of his own works through the patronage of King Lud¬
wig, of Bavaria, he gathered about him a company of
singers whom he succeeded in inoculating with his
ideal of the submergence of the individual into the action
and spirit of the music drama. In common parlance,
he secured team-play instead of grandstand-play from
his company. Perhaps we cannot realize what an accom¬
plishment that was in his day, a day when each artist
was keenly desirous of curtain calls and much applause;
when dramatic art was forgotten while the artists came
to the footlights and sang to the audience regardless of
the dramatic demands of the plot.
Everything had to work in together, scenic setting,
music, action, when Wagner had control. Not alone was
he a master poet in the creation of his librettos, not
alone was he a master musician in the composition of his
scores and the securing of the proper tone-colors, but
he was also a master producer in creating the stage set¬
tings for his marvelous conceptions. He introduced spec¬
tacular settings never before realized on any stage, not
because he desired the spectacular but because the setting
demanded it. There must be the ring of fire, there must
be the revolving stage in “Tannhauser,” there must be
the illusion of water nymphs swimming gracefully about
as they sing of the beauty of. the Rhinegold. He carried
his stage ideas so far at Bayreuth that he had a double¬
deck stage prepared in order that one setting could be
prepared while the other was being used. Wagner could
not bear any inconsistencies in the settings, the dramatic
action of the music. All had to be one harmonious
whole. It has been said that any of his settings for
“Parsifal,” if looked on as a single picture, would do
credit to a Rembrandt. Of course these drastic depart¬
ures from the ordinary ways of doing things called
down upon his head any amount of criticism.
A New Era
T T IS USE of the score in his music dramas marks a
A* new era in music history. His score forms a tonepicture of the story. In the music is carried the story,
reminiscences of the past, prophecies of the future. This
is accomplished by the remarkably skilful use of motive.
These motives came to be the outstanding character¬
istics of Wagner’s later music, developed to a complete
form in “Parsifal.” In fact one can hardly begin to
appreciate a hearing of “Parsifal” until he has learned
the motives which, fortunately are given in the front of
the libretto.
A motif may be defined as a short phrase which Wag¬
ner uses as an index. In “Die Meistersinger” Hans
Sachs alludes to Tristan. At the allusion there is woven
into the orchestra music a reminiscence of the Tristan
motif, a real musical quotation.
By the use of motives Wagner is able to create a back¬
ground through his music such as would take a long
narrative in the spoken drama to create. A short theme
and the whole beauty of the Grail scene is flashed across
the mind. Or a short theme and the interior of the
Venusburg is again seen. Or, in the words of Finck,
“The most striking use of reminiscent melodies occurs
in the ‘Gotterdnmmerung’ when Siegfried relates the
story of his life to the hunters, just before his assassina¬
tion. Almost all the exquisite motives of the ‘Siegfried’
drama here delight the hearer once more, and recall the
pleasures of an earlier evening. To give Siegfried and
the orchestra in this place a new set of melodies would
have been as absurd, as inconsistent, as undramatic, as
to make him tell a new story. Apply this principle to
all the details of a score and you have a luminous idea
of the difference between an unorganic opera and an
organic music-drama, in which the perfection of musical
form is attained by having every part connected with
every other as closely as are the parts of the dramatic
poem.”
Others have tried to imitate Wagner’s use of the
motive but only with partial success. Used without skill
the motive becomes stilted and inane, like a poetical quo¬
tation dragged into a sermon, not because it belongs
there or adds anything to the meaning but because the
preacher thinks he has got to haye a snatch or two from
a poem somewhere in his discourse. Dr. Percival Huget
can take and weave into his sermons poem after poem
and they nestle there like jewels in a proper setting. So
Wagner uses his motives. They are never dragged in
by the scruff of the neck. They vary according to the
mood of the character portrayed. Sometimes they are
gay, sometimes sad, sometimes riotous, sometimes weird,
always appropriate to the time and setting. It take? a
real genius to handle material that way.
Wagner also used his orchestra to the full in his
music-drama ideas and ideals. Sometimes, as for the

shepherd, he had to have a special instrument mack t
create the exact tone lie desired. In order to blend the
tones aright and to do away with the barrier of an orchestra between the audience and the stage, he had
orchestra hidden from view at Bayreuth, with t e rasses
well under the stage. The effect of the whole was splen¬
did. There was the perfect blending of tone, the proper
shades of tone-color and the desired effect of the music
being indeed an integral part of the action going for¬
ward on the stage.
Wagner’s Orchestra

THE CARE with which Wagner used his orchestra is
well characterized by Felix Draeseke, quoted by
Finck: “Just as he makes use of special melodies to sketch
principal persons, so also he has attempted to secure the
same end by means of the various clang-tints. Accord¬
ingly he uses—although, of course, not exclusively—
the brass chiefly to accompany The King and the martial
choruses; the high wood-wind to paint Elsa; the Eng"
lish horn and bass-clarinet to sketch Ortrud; the violins
(especially in high ‘harmonic’ positions) to indicate the
Grail and its representative knight. Yes, even the choice
of keys appears to have been made with artistic delibera¬
tion. Or is it unintentional that Ortrud’s appearance is
almost always indicated musically in the key of F-sharp
minor? Is it unintentional that the four buglers always
blow in C-major, and also greet the King's arrival al¬
ways in C? Is it accidental that the key of A, which is
the purest for the strings and the most magic in effect
on account of the greater ease of producing ‘harmonic’
tones, always announces the approach of Lohengrin and
the Grail's intervention in the action?”
One could go on indefinitely in many ways with what
care Wagner worked out each and every detail of his
music-dramas, as he preferred to call his operas. I have
tried to indicate in some slight way that Wagner was
more than just a writer of music. He was an interpreter
of the future of music, a creator of the real musicdrama, a poet of great skill who wrote his librettos, not
merely to form a string of words to be sung but to con¬
vey real thought, a stage director who could and did act
out what he desired as an example for those who were
under his direction, a scene producer second to none,
an orchestra leader who could bring out the tone-colors
most appropriate to the stage action, a composer who
wove thought, words, action and music into one great
harmonious whole. No man can understand Wagner
without understanding something of this wonderful com¬
posite genius, poet, musician, director, producer. Other
great musicians will appear. Other great poets will
write. There will be operas produced. But it is to be
wondered if a combination of all these in one man
will again walk this earth.

What About Class Instruction?
By Arthur G. Maule
A great deal is said these days about class instruction
in music. What do we really know? Merely that with
the right pupils and the right teacher employing the right
means, class instruction is often a success. Otherwise
it may become a failure.
The theory is that the pupil who is playing or reciting
is doing outwardly what all the other pupils are doing
mentally. This is quite correct in a great many different
kinds of subjects.
In music, however, every student seems to breed his
own special set of faults and technical sins. He may
watch another play and see the musical slips of the other
pupil corrected, but they may be an entirely different
set from those which he has developed. In such cases he
gains something but not what he might from private
instruction.
History, harmony, hand-training, sight-singing, and
theoretical and more or less mechanical features of a
musical education, can usually be taught in class better
than in private. With musical instruments some enthu¬
siastic and particularly well-trained teachers have gained
fine results in class work with elementary pupils. There
is no problem in pedagogics in which the question of the
individual enters more persistently.
“Mozart condescended more rarely than any other com¬
poser to cross the steps which separate refinement from
vulgarity.”—Liszt.
‘Russia is the country in Europe most emotionally
quickened to surrounding life. Russia undoubtedly is
barbaric and savage in her intensity; but can any real
art^be produced without just some such elemental con•—Leopold Stokowski.

The Music Teacher’s L/CUl
I
Automobile

l

By May Hamilton Helm
How did we ever manage to teach music before the
automobile gave us so many catchy expressions to'il¬
lustrate certain things in music?
For instance, “Don’t step on cr too hard.”
How
perfectly applicable to the pedal on the piano.
Too
much gas may prove fatal to human life, and too much
pedal (the “loud-pedal”) undoubtedly kills the beauty
of many a piece.
One of the phrases frequently heard in auto-langu¬
age, for no one will deny that the automobile has a
distinct vocabulary, is “getting warmed up,” though
pianists have used that expression long liefore the advent
of the auto. There are many pieces one can play with
ease after getting warmed up, that would In- impossible
to begin with. At foot-ball, too, players on the side line,
anxious to get into the game, warm up, by running, "to
be ready for the opportunity when it ernes"—which
some one says is the secret of success in life. An ex¬
perienced pianist does not always begin with a soft,
slow piece, though that is good, but vane- the order
from day to day.
Great pianists never have to “play for company”
without warning. The dates of their engagements are
known in advance and there is plenty of time for bath¬
ing the hands in warm water, for massage and exer¬
cises before they meet their audiences. Teachers, es¬
pecially in the smaller towns, realize the advertising
value of being willing to play on short notice, conse¬
quently they must often play without having time to
warm up. For such as these the best plan i- in practice
frequently, rather than long at a time. If a liacher uses
time spent in waiting for tardy pupils, it will help in
being also ready and not dejicndem upon a long warm¬
ing-up prelude.
Beginners have to be shown that they run play with¬
out looking at their hands. Remind them, for infants
nowadays could drive a car, if the law permitted, how
many things are done in driving, that one dor> by feel¬
ing rather than by seeing. The automobile has surely
intensified hearing, and the development of tliat sense
is the greatest need of musicians.
Many children can recognize a great number of cars
of different makes, by sound, can tell whether “she’s hit¬
ting on three or four,” which tire needs air by "the
way it rides.” All these things can be correlated with
music lessons.
The following illustration was used by a Pacific
coast musician. He said that to have musical tempera¬
ment without adequate technic is as useless as having a
tank of gasoline without a car in which to u -e it; and
technic without temperament as useless as a Packard
or a Rolls-Royce without any gas.
The Greatest Teacher taught by symbols and by
aJ°ne*- SmCC tlW automotji|e plays so large a part in
the life of to-day, music teachers are using it not only
as transportation but also as illustration of many of
the tacts and principles of music.
Many more com¬
parisons will suggest themselves to music teachers who
rive a car. This seems to be good pedagogy—to make
use of one interest to awaken another, and to proceed
from the known to the unknown.

Little Facts From Musical History
°RGA,N pcdals are said to have been invented about the
"as ‘’Covered by Columbus. They
are attributed to Bernhardt (1490).
two
,saplc!>ut> often heard in ancient music, has
(III S’) Pre atlon^ The Sackhut mentioned in Daniel
centuries T
a Wnd °f harPi but, in later
sackbut ’
Englantl the trombone was known as a
clo7X°rZZndednthat mUsic a"d -orals were very
nation woulH f n™* —listed that a moral decline in a
Beethoven ° °W *** ’ower'nS of musical standards.
»«.

“LSrin
in staffs thaf'is n"”slle,s carfieff their poetry written
ntnsical ,■«*- When no, nse.t lor
weapons.
y Purposes they made convenient
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part in Proceedings where the

and where the jazz b^T^Cn^^ high'C,2SS
—Duke of Devonshire.
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of the greatest patrons of music of
the Russian capital. The Professor
rT IS always a source of keen
shared with Rubinstein in giving her
gratification for me to talk
concerts. He used to say that Rubin¬
about my husband, the late
stein’s tone was so luscious and so
• Professor Theodore Leschetbeautiful that he always wept when
izky, particularly when the discussion
he heard it.
centers about those things which were
“If there was not a good tone, there
dearest in life to him-the never-end¬
was nothing in the student’s playing
ing problems relating to the art ot
that interested the Professor. Tone
studying the pianoforte. Although
was always first. In his time m Rus¬
we* were married when, he was late in
sia there were many great singers,
life, his activity was so very great
including Patti, Lablache and Mario.
that it is difficult to describe up until
The Professor continually used to
the last tragic days when his afflictions
say that he learned more about beau¬
prevented him from engaging in the
tiful tone from the opera than from
work he loved so greatly. His mem¬
any other source. It was always
ory was astounding, arid time and
' more difficult to sing for him than to
again he recounted the great events
play for him. He was most exacting
of his life to me and expounded many
about tone. In fact, in his later years,
of those precious principles which
there was only one singer whose voice
have indubitably been the foundation
really pleased him. The Professor
of the success' of the careers of more
always advised his pupils to listen to
great pianists than any other teacher
the great singers, and also, when
in the history of the art.
possible, to go to the opera to gain
“Like Professor Leschetizky, I was
new standards of beautiful tone.
born in Poland; and this bond of na¬
“The Professor was ruthless in his
tionality is always one of great
severity upon the pupil who expected
intensity. My birthplace was in that
his natural talent to do everything.
much-discussed city Przemysl, which
He used to say, ‘When you are study¬
was the focus of some of the bitterest
ing, forget that you have talent.
conflicts during the great war
My
Work. Master time and rhythm and
family was unusually musical. Partly
tone and the pedal. Do these things
Italian in origin, my family had lived
with your mind and your fingers.
in Poland a long time and was in¬
Then when you come to the real play¬
tensely musical.
My great uncle,
ing your talent may step in and work
Jules Fontana, was a co-pupil with
marvels.’ He also used to say that
Chopin, when -the master studied with
in order to make a really fine pianist
Eisner. Fontana knew Chopin inti¬
one must have a first rate talent, a
mately all his life and was probably
first rate teacher and at least ten years
the best known editor of Chopin's
of hard, intelligent constant study.
works. During the great Revolution
mn.MrnWor^He Foremost PeOaM o, The literature of the instrument is so
of 1830 Fontana was obliged to flee.
great that he compared the student’s
He settled in Paris as a disciple of
task with that of drinking an ocean,
Chopin. Although he died in 1869,
before success could be assured.
nus,c MAaAZ,NE
his traditions came down through my
“After tone, the Professor sought,
family and were most valuable in
most of all, rhythm. This he insisted
MME. MARIE ROBORSKA LESCHETIZKY
giving me an artistic insight into the
was a sense which one must make part
works of the great Polish-French
ie’s
very
fibre.
It could be taught to a limited exof o
to paint in a new and different art. It was against the
but it could best be acquired by the closest aural
"^‘I^was not intended, however, that I should become a
nature of the man himself to be stereotyped. There were
observation and by interminable attempts to get the swing
professional pianist, although my family earnestly de¬
certain preliminary exercises in scales, arpeggios, touch
of new compositions. The rhythmic patterns and de¬
sired to have me become a fine amateur According^ at
which his assistants gave. These more or less stereotyped
signs, he insisted, should be the language of the pianist.
the age of eight I was sent to Louis Marek for piano¬
They should flow free from the fingers just as the
forms are desirable in making a foundation, but the real
forte instruction. It was not until the age of seventeen
idioms of any language flow from the tongue. He was
art
follows.
He
used
to
say
to
me,
‘The
making
of
an
that I went to Leschetizky. He told me that while I
most keenly sensitive about this subject which is so diffi¬
artist
is
not
unlike
cooking,
like
making
a
cake,
for
in¬
played the piano with a native instinct, what 1 need®d
cult to explain. He would say that certain people stamstance. There must not be too much salt, not too much
was a school master. I began to cry, and then he said
mer and stutter in speaking, that their words and phrases
sugar. The artist teacher must taste, and taste, and
humorously, ‘Don’t worry, my dear you will marry and
always seem stiff and stilted, that they say the terms but
taste, until the result is just right.’
it will be all right.’ I had little idea that I should be¬
that there is no flow, no articulation, no accent.
He
come the wife of the master so very greatly my senior.
Stupidity Taboo
claimed that musicians often stutter in similar manner,
“It did not take me long to realize what he meant
with bad articulation, that they have nothing to make
i t X ESCHETIZKY had no use for stupidity. He revwhen he said that I needed a schoolmaster. I was with
their
playing
interesting
and
intelligible.
The
rhythmic
L ered the individual born with talent and gifted
him as a student for some five years, and enormous at¬
swing of an itinerant gypsy band meant far more to
with natural taste. He looked upon such a one as some¬
tention to every conceivable detail in playing was m rise
him than the broken playing of a pedagog who accu¬
thing apart and superior to the rest of mankind. With
a great lesson. He made me see that youth walks upon
rately rendered all the notes with no rhythm. He even
such a pupil he was absolutely tireless. It was quite im¬
roofs. Youth does not seem to realize that it must get
used to insist that lack of rhythm had an effect on him
possible
to
keep
any
domestic
routine
m
a
home
with
down to the hard, cold foundation of the art Some young
like that of seasickness. He sought to argue that the
such a pedagog. Meals meant nothing to him when he
people never find this out, and they spend their entire
broken rhythm of the heavy seas was the thing that
was working with an interesting pupil. The lesson peri¬
lives up in the air, floating about m clouds of their own
caused seasickness and that a poorly played rhythm had
ods would be extended by the hour and his enthusiasm
vanity, never really reaching any results worth while.
a similar effect upon the nervous system. However ac¬
seemed indefatigable.
curate this may be from a scientific standpoint, I do not
“The Professor’s ideas upon technic were otten very
Amazing Youth
know; but I do know that the Professor was as convinced
striking. Because many of his pupils have had wonder¬
t^npHE FIRST thing that impressed me about Lescheof its truth as he was of the movement of the stars in
ful technical equipment, he was supposed by many to
1 tizky was his amazing youth. Not until his last
their
orbits. He could not tolerate a pupil with a poor
have made a fetich of technic. This was far from the
two years did he acquire any of the complexion of old
sense of rhythm.
fact. He often told his pupils, ‘Technic is like money.
age. He was always discovering new and fresh ideas.
You have to have money to buy beautiful things. But, on
He used to say to me, 'I learn something from my leas
the other hand, you may be like the parvenue and spend
Piano Playing a Human Thing
talented pupils every day of my life. It was not unti
your money buying trash. Money is in itself an evil
I commenced to teach that I realized what this meant.
U pasSIBLY one of the reasons why so many of the
unless wisely spent. So is technic.’ I have often known
1 famous pupils of the Professor met with world
Teaching is a wonderful aid in learning, a most bene¬
pupils to come to him with startling mechanical accuracy
success—I refer lo pupils like Paderewski, Hambourg,
ficial experience. When one is introspective one sees in
and speed of fingers. The Professor would turn away
Goodson, Gabrilowitsch, Friedman, Bloomfield-Zeisler,
every effort of the pupil something that is helpful. It ' his head in disgust and say, 'You have lots of technic,
Essipov, and many others, was that he always considered
enables one to discipline oneself. The teachers who con¬
but it is not a beautiful technic. It does not interest
piano-playing and the art of music in general as a human
tinually pity themselves, because they are not virtuosi
me in the least.’
,
thing, an art for the people, instead of something for
and have to undergo the grind of teaching, are to be
“In the matter of tone, Rubinstein was the mentor of
the limited few.
In this connection he used to say that
pitied. They either have not sufficient initiative, or suffi¬
Professor Leschetizky. He always declared that his
piano playing is like acting. The pianist must not
cient vitality, or sufficient ambition to try to progress.
own hand was not particularly pianistic, but that that of
Every moment I was teaching I was learning something.
merely press down keys and make sounds. He must
Rubinstein was ideal to produce tone, because of the
convey musical thoughts to the audience. The larger
The Professor knew this and urged me to teach
( large pads of flesh near the finger tips. Rubinsteins
the audience he is able to move with great master¬
“One of the things that astounded me about Lesche¬
tone he said was like an organ. They were together at
pieces, the higher and finer his art.
Imagine an actor
tizky was that his methods were almost entirely empiri¬
St. Petersburg in that golden age when such eminent
who struts upon the stage and merely recites the words
cal That is, he had no real method. Instead he had a
musicians as Henselt, Dreyschock, Nicolai, Rubinstein,
of a great play.
He has no standing in the theater.
method, different from every other, for every pupil who
Davidoff, and the then youthful Auer were giving their
ever studied with him. In other words, every new pupil
The greatest actor is the one who brings the most meanbest to the art. The Grand Duchesse Helene was one
was a fresh canvas upon which to paint and, moreover,
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ing and the most beauty from the text! He used to say
that there should be an eleventh cominandment reserved
for pianists:
‘Thou Shalt Have Intelligence.’
“Unintelligent playing, mere playing of the notes, would
drive him to dismiss a pupil. He had to be assured that the
pupil was thinking or he would not listen patiently to his
work. Although he was really a very patient man when
the pupil was doing his best, he was unrelenting in . his
severity when the pupil make mistakes. He used ’to say,
“There is absolutely no excuse for mistakes. There
is always some slow tempo at which you can play that
piece without any danger of a mistake. It is infinitely
better for you to play it at that tempo absolutely right
than to hazard faster tempos and thus compel unavoid¬
able blunders. The only practice that is worth anything
at all is perfect practice, practice without mistakes. If
you are stupid enough to make mistakes, and to go on
repeating mistakes, how can you ever hope to play well ?
One of the reasons why many students do not progress
is that they habitually practice 'mistakes, year in and
year out, instead of taking the time to correct mistakes
once and for all. Every time you repeat a mistake ypu
are going backward.’
•
Your Fingers Have Less Brains Than a Horse
ts'T'HE PROFESSOR could be furious when a pupil
A played a work fast at first. He used to say,
‘Your fingers have less brains than a horse. You must
train your fingers, patiently, slowly, surely. You are let¬
ting your fingers run wild. You must not p’.ay with
your fingers alone. Play with your mind.’.
“He attributed his own success to industry. He re¬
marked, ‘Men say I am a different kind of a teacher.
I am only industrious. I work harder with rhy ptipils.’
Of course, this was not strictly true, because in addi¬
tion to his great gifts he had a wonderful vitality which
he imparted to his pupils; and his fertility in the way
of fresh and interesting ideas upon everything relating
to the art was amazing. Every day he would think of
new and fresh things. His work never tired him or
bored him. There was always something new and in¬
teresting ahead. This, coupled with his wonderful ex¬
perience, made him a great figure in the history of music
of his time.
“I hear in America, a great deal about what is termed,
the ‘Leschetizky Method of Relaxation.’ Just as in the
case of a great many celebrated men, there come posthu¬
mous traditions and legends which would have amused
the men themselves very greatly. One teacher here de¬
scribes relaxation as a ‘freedom from nerves,’ whatever
that may mean. I am sure that the Professor would not
have understood it. Of course, there was relaxation;
but that relaxation must not be misunderstood. It was
rather a kind of intense physical and mental concentra¬
tion followed immediately with relaxation. Complete
relaxation would mean total limpness and inertness from
the shoulder to the finger tips. Of course, with the arm
in such a condition it would be impossible to produce
any tone' whatever. Therefore the term relaxation in
the stroke is a misnomer. His practice in playing all
cantilena passages was to have the finger touch the sur¬
face of the key and then permit the arm pressure to
bring out the tone. In other words, the key was never
struck. Instantly after this there was, when the nature
of the music made it possible, the greatest possible re¬
laxation. This rests the whole playing apparatus and
prevents any objectionable stiffness attending the next
succeeding stroke. Of course, in very rapid finger pass¬
age work there is not the same opportunity for the alter¬
nation of concentration and relaxation. However, even
in these passages there was to be cultivated a lack of
stiffness in the hand finger and the arm. These things
are easy to outline in a paragraph like this but they can
only be accomplished after slow, laborious training and
years of careful coaching.
Keeping Up the Technic
ttT ESCHETIZKY was a great believer in the daily
' practice of scales in piano playing. He used to
quote Liszt who, when asked how it was possible for him
to keep up his immense technic, replied, ‘Five finger exer¬
cises and scales.’ Leschetizky believed that these simple
means were really better than many complicated exer¬
cises. He made a great distinction between those who
were ‘musically gifted’ and those who were ‘piano gifted.’
He insisted that there was a distinct pianistic gift. He
believed greatly in general culture and had little use for
the musician who was an ignoramus in other lines of
general culture. He had studied for three years at the
University of Vienna, but left because of the Revolution
of 1848.
“The professor was very nervous about public per¬
formances. The last time he played in public was at

“Leschetizky’s power of concentration was enormous.
Tf hT were playmg or teachmg the house ought have
Frankfurt, in 1886, when he played the Emperor Co'^°
wned down and he would not have known ,t. His
of Beethoven with great success. The remaining
..
tork would keep him far up into the night. He usually
nine years of his life were/.devbted to teaching,
this was intense work, it was perhaps less nerv went to bed abo.it
thc mornmT? and " f UP again
a fnr energetic work at ten. He would teach for
than the career of the virtuoso. Moreover, he was
rea y hours a day, even when he was over eighty, and he
most interested in teaching.
. , ' ,
"An early experience in St. Petersburg had made him
Paderewski visited us, he arrived at six o clock and
very cautious in his movements. One of. his serva ,
an ignorant Moujik, became intoxicated and tried-,
they visited and played billiards untl1 fiv* 'n the mornkill him. The servant'was-over-powered and fprjven.
ne The professor used to say that if Paderewski had
not been the greatest pianist he might have become the
remaining for twenty-five years more tcoachman. The professor, however, could never ge
greatest billiard player of his time, or, in fact, anything
over the experience and always . had a loaded revolver in
he wanted to, such was the diverse nature of Paderew¬
his bedroom. He was saved from the murderous attack
ski’s genius.
by a faithful St. Bernard dog, Ajax. For this reason
A Tragic Ending
he adored dogs. I still have a vision of him, when
T SEEMS pitiful that the professor's long career,
aroused, walking through the night with a loaded revolver
“JT
which has brought so much joy to the whole
in his hand and scaring me half to death.
world through his numerous pupils, should have ended
“Leschetizky had a very severe training from Czerny,
with great suffering and mental distress. Ilis profess¬
the teacher of Liszt. Czerny he described as a little
old man with a long pipe and a queer round cap on the ional work reached so far back that he actually played
ag a child for Maria Louisa, the wife of Napoleon I.
back' of his head—a typical schoolmaster. He was
He was also the teacher of some of the youngest virtuosi
totally different in t every, way from Leschetizky as a
of the present day. With advancing years he was at¬
pedagog. Czerny was the apotheosis of the mechanical
teacher. He manufactured more musical machinery than tacked, with arterio-sclerosis, or hardening of the arteries,
almost any other man that ever composed. His works;’ 'interfering with thc blood supply to the brain. All this
occurred during the early days of thc great war, and
largely technical, were over > one thousand. Yet he was
a fine teacher for Leschetizky, who was almost revolu¬ -I find that many Americans are unfamiliar with this
tionary in his musical tendencies at that time. Czerny
pathetic page in musical history. Nearly two years bethought of Schumann’s Caynaval as the work-of an iore his death he became blind. This wore upon his
accomplished dillitante. Chopin he described as ‘sugarmind constantly, as it might, after such a vivid career,
water mixed with paprika.’
rfe became suspicious of his best friends ami imagined
“Leschetizky went .fto-Czefny, when he was ten years
that they were plotting against him. Sometimes he would
of age. One of his first .experiences was that of being arise in the night and try to leave the house. When
present when the long,, lank figure of Liszt came to visit
I stopped him he would cry pathetically, '! want to go
the old teacher. Liszt saw a copy of ‘Rienzi’ on the home. I want to go home.' Finally he went to liis last
piano and said, ‘Behold, here is a man who one day home, and thc noble career of a great artist and remark¬
will become immortal.’ Wagner, at that time, was able man was closed.”
hardly known. It was possibly from Czerny that the
professor got some of his habits of long and exacting
Self-Test Questions on Mme. Leschetizky's Conference
labor. When Czerny found that the pupil did not know
a work, he thought nothing of giving him sheafs of
1. What did Leschetizky say of the value of teachingt
paper and obliging him to 'write every single note and
2. Did Leschetizky make a fetich of tec line .’
mark from memory. This same task was repeatedly
3. Where did Leschetizky say that lie learned the most
given to Leschetizky’s own pupils. We even had to about tone?
write out all the orchestral part of long concertos from ■ 4. What did Leschetizky say about pupils stutteringI
memory.
5. What is the only worth-while practice I
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How to Hear with the Eye
By the Well-known English Musical Psychological Expert

H. ERNEST HUNT

Jr*»

Musical Monographs
Thoughts from the Pen of a Famous Musical Educator
When an artist has conceived a design for a new work
there is no rest for him until he has carried it out in
tones, in colors, in marble, or in words. He mode s and
remodels it, until it conforms to his ideal of the beautiful.
Men must have rest, but there are those who think
they must be idle to have rest. “Idleness is not leisure,”
said Benjamin Franklin. There is rest in a change of
occupation; hence, men who have correct views of life

Music is a living language, it is a universal language,
it pictures and expresses every shade of sentiment, and
does so more powerfully than does the language of
words. Yet when it portrays joy, sorrow or love it
does not depict any particular joy, sorrow or love, but it
gives us simply these states of mind in general.
Next to religion, music is one of the greatest civilizing
powers. You cannot point to a nation that is totally
devoid of religious ideas neither can you discover even
a small tribe, be it ever' so crude in its customs, but
has its music.

The student who plods along on the road to learninf
without associates, the student who never meets thos
who are engaged with him in thc same work, is apt t<
become self-sufficient and conceited, or perhaps he be
comes independent.
It is claimed that we musicians are especially afflictei
with jealousy and conceit, for both faults blossom am
often become ripe fruit in other professions.

Music is purely an abstract art. It has nothing tan
gible about it. The painter and sculptor see their work
the poet reads his; the musician only hears his.

An Article for Young Musicians
It is often said that a real musician must be able to
“hear with his eye, and see with his ear.” By this we
mean that when he sees music written on the copy it
actually conveys the idea of sounds to him. He does
not have to hum it over or go to the piano to find out
what it sounds like, any more than we have to read
words aloud in order to find out their sense. Being thus
able to hear a thing by looking at it, the musician saves
himself an enormous amount of time; and he soon finds
that he can do more and more in this direction. Pres¬
ently he reaches such a stage that it would be quite im¬
possible for him to go back to the old clumsy method
of playing a thing over to get at its musical message.
An instrumentalist will go even a step farther than
this; for when he sees the music he can not only hear
what it sounds like but he can also imagine himself
playing it on his instrument. So we have here three
senses working independently, but also linked up very
closely together.
These are sight, hearing and what
we may call the muscular sense. What our musician
sees, he can both hear and play. What he hears, he
could picture as written and then play it. What he
imagines in the musical way, he can play and also write
down.
.
,
,
,
These are very valuable acquirements and make tor
true musicianship, and if we begin at very simple exer¬
cises it is not difficult to travel a long way in no very
long while. But as I am writing for readers whom I
shall never see, and as it is quite impossible to know
what are the individual capacities, I must begin at the
very beginning, hoping to be forgiven by those who are
advanced far beyond the easiest stages.
In order to be quite clear about the process we should
know something about the way in which we hear.
Sounds are vibrations traveling like waves through the
air. These waves are picked up by the ear and sent,
like an electric impulse along a wire, by means of a
nerve to the brain. But the message that comes over
a telegraph wire, through a phone, or by wireless, is
not really any message at all until it has been dealt
with by the machinery at the receiving end.
In the
same way our nerve-messages must be dealt with in
the brain and translated before we can understand them.
We translate them by the brain-pictures which our previous experiences have given us. If we have already
had experience of them, or something like them, we
recognize them as old friends; if we have not met
them before, we cannot really understand them. In such
a case we put them on record in our memory for future
reference and recognition. Consequently our brain pic¬
tures are tremendously important.
Now you will see that if we wish to recognize and
hear the sound of the printed note, we must first have
a stock of sound-pictures in our brains, and these will
not make themselves but must be very carefully put
there. They must be quite clear, and we must be able
to call them up when we want them.
Now let us try a little exercise. Here is example No.
1, just a single note.

Many musicians go to excess in their attempts a
Playing with expression. They disfigure anv art-wort
and, so to speak, turn the face of a saint into that of
Lortf n ' ' ■' T~e true artist is satisfied to let the art
work have its effect.Show-work may astonish fo
ime, ut it will soon be denounced as such.
—Karl Merz, in “Music and Culture

What Really Counts
By A. Louis Scarmolin
How often do we hear students remark, in speaking
of a certain piece, “Oh, I am through with that, I had
for him to
■studles and no doubt they are e
it a year ago 1” This attitude of pupils has come to my
composer has ’ ■ an< l° try to discover the inessag
attention several times during my experience in teach¬
his music If fu**.
WOrld throul?h the mediui
ing ; and I am glad to say that in each particular case I
d° this with
have been able to correct this mistaken idea concerning enthusiasm, he wint"1
t that the pieces Tr n SUn>nSed and delighted t0
their old pieces.
were a year ae •
J °VCn raore beautiful than
If the student can be made to realize that what counts
he will be able to a. aSL.his. understanding incr
in his playing is not the grade of difficulty of his piece
Playing will then
harC h'S Joy with others; fo
but his understanding of it, he will readily see the advan¬
he will be helnin t more welcomed by his friends
tage of getting out some of his old pieces, now that he
his community."8 ‘° Spread the
good mu:
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you will see that our old friend, the original note, simply
goes on a little excursion, up to next door notes ana
back again. Listen to hint-can you not quite easily
hear him? If you can, excellent. If you can not, then
go to the piano and play the notes, listening very care¬
fully in order to make a clear sound-picture which you
will be able to recall at will. Now go away from the
instrument, as before, look at the written notes and
see if you can reproduce their meaning. Make quite
sure that whenever you see them you hear them also.
You should next try some exercises for yourself. Think
of your original note going on an excursion down¬
wards and back again; hear him, quite clearly, as he
does it. Now get a sheet of music paper and write
down where he has been, hearing him as you write.
Then go to the piano and play what you have written,
listening carefully to test whether it sounds exactly
as you had expected. If correct, you may go on. But
if you made mistakes it is of no use proceeding to more
advanced tests until you get sight and sound working
accurately together. You can then proceed to make
more elaborate excursions, not merely to next-door notes,
but to intervals, skips and jumps as well as steps. Pres¬
ently you ought to be able to recognize and translate
any of the ordinary intervals within the octave at first,
and later on exceeding the octave.
You will realize, however, that a mere jumble oi
notes does not make a melody any more than a heap of
bricks makes a house. In each case we need an architect
to do some planning. We need, first of all. a selection
of notes; there must also be a rhythm and a key. Rhythm
means that there will be some regularly recurring ac¬
cent or stress, like poetry, and that the melody will thus
have some shape and form. Key means that the melody
or composition has a home from which it starts out in
the morning and returns at night; and there is always
something of the atmosphere of that home about. The
melody may go into lodgings for a little while, and
then we call that a modulation, but it never finally re¬
mains in the lodgings. Sometimes it changes its apart¬
ments with alarming rapidity until we hardly know what
its address really is, but it comes back safely home at
last. That is why keys are so restful; and to have no
key at all in music is just about as comfortable as having
no home.
Take Example 2 now, and let us dress it up in a
rhythm and give it a key, then it blossoms forth as

Ex. 1

Go to the piano and sound it, and listen very care¬
fully to what it sounds like. Now take the example
away from the instrument, and sit down and look at it,
and while you look recall the sound very clearly and
accurately. How does it sound to you? Is it nearly as
real as the piano made it? If it is not, then sound it
again on the piano, and listen once more. Now can
you recall it like a real note on a real piano? Some of
you will be able to, and perhaps some will not. This
only means that those who cannot hear it will have to
work a little harder or a little longer than the others.
But if you are not able to make one single sound picture
clear in the brain, how can you hope to make dozens
perhaps at a time. Spend a little while in getting this
first simple exercise perfect, it will be time well spent.
Now if you look at Example 2,
Ex. 2

Ex. 3

Example 3. Its rhythm is a two-pulse measure; its
home is called G major, and we double the length of
the last note to give it a satisfactory balance. Can you
hear it without playing it? Of course you can. Now
you should write lots of simple little exercises like
this, never separating the notes from the sound. Practice
them in all ways, hearing them, then writing them and
testing them by playing. Writing them first, then hear¬
ing, and playing to test. Then play them first and write
them after, and then test what you have written. Go on
to two-, three- or four-measure phrases after this pat¬
tern, gradually increasing the difficulty and making the
excursions more wide afield. Vary the rhythms (go
to your poetry book to see how you easily can do this),
and also change the key for the sake of variety. Very
quickly you will find that you are getting the knack
of writing tunes like the little, simple one in Example
4. If you write half a dozen of these a day for two
Ex.4

or three weeks you will soon develop the ability to hear
melodies in your head and to write them down. Then
as soon as you see an easy melody of this kind its sound
will at once come into your mind as you see it. Then
you will know that you are getting on excellently and
have already done what a great many people never
succeed in doing at all.
before,
The next step is to take our starting
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and to put another note on top of it (Example 5) and to
hear the two together as one. It may help at first
Ex. 5

if you hear them mentally one after the other before
combining them, but the two-in-one step is very impor¬
tant. If you cannot get this with the utmost clearness,
go again to the piano and sound them, listening care¬
fully and putting the sound-picture into the brain. Then
go away from the piano and waken up the sound-picture
at sight of the written notes. Separate them and then
combine them again so as to be quite sure that the mindpicture is as clear as it can possibly be.
When this is so, you may proceed to make excursions
with thirds instead of single notes, as in Example 6,

Ej.6 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
and then you may start making your own exercises in
thirds again as you did with the single notes. Always
remember that you have now notes, rhythms and keys
to work with, and nobody could possibly ever use up
all the various forms and changes which these can
offer. Just as you would try experiments with bricks
to build play houses of different kinds, so also you can
make any number of melodies. Even the greatest .com¬
posers have only these same bricks, but the brains
come in with the way in which they combine and make
use of them.
Now take the notes in Example 6 and turn them
upside down; then, instead of thirds, you have sixths.
Can you hear what these sound like in Example 7 withEx.7

out going to the piano? At any rate, picture what you
think they ought to sound like and then go and play
them to test your idea. If you were’ right, you may go
on, but if your impression was wrong, correct it by
listening carefully and then rehearsing the sound to the
notes so that you can hear the sound of a sixth when¬
ever you see one written. After you have got the clear
idea of a third, sixths come quite easily.
In Example 8 you will see that we have begun to
mix thirds and sixths together so as to get more variety.
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First follow each part separately from sight and hear
how it moves, and then in your head put them together
and hear both at once. Be sure to have the soundpicture very exact, and in order to test whether you are
getting it as clearly as you should, hear all the C’s
as C sharp. What difference does this make? Where
is “home” when you have introduced the sharps? You
see now how necessary it is to have your sound-pictures
quite clear and accurate.
• Look at the melody of Example 8 again and you will
see that the way it moyes is first one note up and then
two notes down, missing a note on the downward skip.
Now supposing we fill in this blank note, splitting the
longer note into two shorter ones and making the melody
run instead of walking. We call this filling in the pass¬
ing notes, and it certainly seems 'to liven things up.
So, having done this with the top part, we set to work
in the same way with the lower part, and presently the
example appears as in No. 9. This is as plain as posEx.9

sible to hear, and if you have succeeded with the pre¬
vious exercises this little two-part passage will present
no difficulty, but you see we are certainly getting on fast.
So far we have reached two notes at a time, but
three at once are scarcely any harder. Moreover, we
are getting so used to hearing the notes we see that
we can do harder things now more easily than ,the
easy things at first. In Example 10 we .take our old
friend the third. Hear him quite clearly, and then
Ex. 10

imagine the D below sounding at the same time. Always
remember our rule, and whenever you are unable to
get the sound-picture clear, go to the instrument and get
one made for you, and attend to it so clearly and care¬
fully that you can recall it whenever you wish. Then
when you see a note with a third above and a fourth
below you will hear mentally what it sounds like.
In Example 11 we carry the matter a stage further and
make a short passage in which we have three parts
sounding at once. Can you hear it? If not, you can
Ex. 11

/ '"r1

sound the bottom part first and then the upper parts
to get them quite clear. Afterwards they can be com¬
bined and you listen to the three at once. Make them
into your sound-pictures and add them to your store.
Then find some easy passages of a like kind in the vari¬
ous pieces of music you have and practice on these until
you hear quite clearly “with your eye.” Some of your
earliest two-part studies will do very well indeed to
begin upon, but anything that it both simple and easy
will give matter for exercise in this way. Later on you
can proceed to the simple two-part Inventions of Bach,
trying first with little easy bits and leaving the more
difficult till later.
Now try to hear what Example 12 says. The bass

note is altered, so first recall what Example 11 sounded
like with the D in the bass, then picture the sound of
the D being lowered one note to the C. The effect is
quite different, but see if you can hear the effect with¬
out having to play it first. Get it out of your mind
if you can, and if not, then get it out of the piano, and,
having got it, hang it in the gallery of sound-pictures
that you are gradually collecting.
You will find that most of your music is written on
two staves and not on the single one which we have been
using. So now we re-write Example 12 with practically
all the same notes, but on two staves as it would appear
if written for the piano. The sound-picture comes just
as easily, and if we practice this point we shall soon
be able readily to read the musical meaning of passages
Ex. 13

written thus, as in Example 13. - In Example 14 we
turn the three-part harmony into four-part by filling

Sparks from the Musical Anvil
a part that would be sung by a tenor if four voices
re singing a part each, as in a quartet. The effect
Ex. 14

Flashes of Active Musical Minds

Great Orchestral Master Works, As Heard Over the Footligh
the Radio, on the Talking Machine and the Player-Piano
By VICTOR BIART

“One should not always depend upon others for one’s
music. The foundation of a musical people is the ability
_«4f.”—Elizabeth Rf.thrr».

is richer and fuller, as you should he able to see and
hear. But if you cannot get it satisfactorily, then play
it and listen, afterwards practicing it and mentally re¬
hearsing it until it is perfectly familiar.
You can now try little experiments by yourselt, to
train your hearing to slight alterations and variations
in the written pattern. For instance, in Example 14,
what would be the mental effect of putting E flat instead
of natural? What would it be like if the B were flat
also in the melody? It is great fun to take easy pas¬
sages someone else has written and to alter them mentally
and to try to hear the result of the alterations. In a
little while you will get just as clever at solving these
little musical puzzles as you would at any other.
Composers of music have to be very clever at puzzles
of this kind, for they write things on paper and must
know just how they would sound when played perhaps
by an orchestra of sixty. The composer cannot have
something strummed out on the orchestra and say, “That
sounds nice, I will write it down;” he has to write it
down before the orchestra can play it. If he should
happen to be as deaf as Beethoven was he will never
be able to hear with his ear what he has written. He
can then only hear it with his eye.
But there are composers who have to make up all
their music by playing it first on the piano, and this
is because they have not been trained to hear, as you
are beginning to hear, with the eye. Consequently, they
can think only of the things their fingers can play, and
if their fingers have grown as stiff as mine, that will
not amount to very much. And in any case, their fingers
could never play like an orchestra. But you can make
all sorts of new sound-pictures when you have trained
yourself in this way, and then what you hear you can
Now, I think, you will see how very important this
work is, and how far it can take you in time. So you
should never be content to look on written music as
mere notes; it must always be sounds and music to you.
Everything in the musical way then assists your prog¬
ress, and the foundation you are laying will be of the
very greatest value to you in many ways. Conducting,
composition and extemporization are all built upon this
foundation. If you exercise along these lines every day
for a little while, you will find that you will get sur¬
prising results, and, best of all, you are growing and
are developing true musicianship.

A First Piece Recital
By Robert Price
. Are you worrying about that next recital? You have
been in the custom of entertaining your pupils at regular
intervals with private programs at your home, and have
found it a splendid means of inspiration. Now, here it
is, time for the next one, and. sufch an outlook!
Sickness, vacations, social events and a host of other
causes have interfered with your usual teaching schedule.
More than half of the boys and girls would have to de¬
pend upon old pieces for creditable performances.
Is that your situation? Then why not try the “First
Piece Recital”?
One of the most amusing ideas for a party we have
ever known, is that in which adults bring pictures of
themselves taken when they were little children. Why
not apply a similar idea to music study?
The plan is simple: merely this—ask each of your
pupils to come to the next recital prepared to play the
first “real piece” he ever learned. The novelty of the
idea is bound to interest them.
As a fun maker, the plan is excellent. When Mary,
who amazed her fellow students at the last musicale
with her facile rendition of a Chopin Etude, proceeds
to give an absurdly dignified interpretation of “My
Mamma’s Waltz,” the merriment will break forth. Soon
stiffness and self-consciousness, the usual bugbears of
formal programs, will completely disappear and every¬
one will be having a good time, which is bound to be a
stimulant for the next more serious event.
The idea is a good one for use in regular Junior
Music Clubs, as a novel change from more sdrious
study1; and the members of an adult organization have
taken part in a “First Piece Recital” with no less en¬
joyment.

“Negro folk-songs are simple and beautiful, and jazz
is complex and hideous; but both are perfect reflections
of emotional states—pure in one case, stupid and vulgar
in the other.”—Harold Bauer.
“Even more important than technical agility is the spir¬
itual essence that must manifest itself. The necessity
of constant change of expression is a greater stumbling,
block for the pianist than are feats of dexterity.”
—Guiomar Novaes.
“I claim that it is the duty of municipalities to take a
deep interest in music in all its aspects, and in fact in
art generally, from the point of view that it is incumbent
upon them to do everything they can to elevate and refine
the people.”—Sir Dan Godfrey.
“This is the chief value of art—that not only to the
artist, but to the whole community, the practice and pur¬
suit of art is the supreme resource of man against sub¬
mergence by the commonplace. And by art I mean all
forms of human activity which both come from and keep
alive the creative imagination.”—John li. McEwen.
“Music is a factor in the life of the people only in
those cities where it is municipally controlled, or at least
managed by the public at large and not by a small clique.
. . . You will find a vital interest in music in those
communities which have a direct interest in the aesthetic
life of the city.”—Cecil Ardf.n.
“The Great Panjandrums measure the success of music
much in the same way that they measure ihe success, of
the Cleansing Department—by statistics. The test in the
one case is the size of the audience; in the other it is the
number of dustbins emptied in the course of the year.
This view is typical of the municipal mind in music, and
that is why municipal music is generally so hopelessly
inartistic.”—A. N. S., in Rochdale Observer.

How Music Stopped a Battle
By Percy A. Scholes
In 1758 a British force landed in France—at St. Cast,
in Brittany. A Breton regiment was marching to meet
it when all at once it stopped—the British soldiers were
singing one of its own Breton national songs! The
Bretons, carried away by their feelings, joined in the
refrain. The officers on each side told their men to fire
—and the words of command were found to be in the
same language. Instead of firing at each other, the
two forces threw down their weai>ons and became friends.
How was this? The British regiment was Welsh,
and the Welsh are descendants of the ancient Britons-driven into the mountains of Wales by the Saxons in
the sixth century, at the same time as the ancestors of
the Bretons were driven across the sea into Brittany.
After more than a thousand years, the descendants
of these two bodies of the old British nation met, and
tound they knew the same language and the same songs.
Differences had crept into the language and into the
songs, of course, but the two regiments could talk to¬
gether without much difficulty, and join in a chorus to-

‘
“own in Brittany as bmgann
has (The Battle of St. Cast) and is still popular
wales as Captain Morgan's March. It can be fou
m some song books.—Br„„, ,/„. -Grcat j\ftlsicians.”
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Late Official Lecturer on the New York Philharmonic Concerts

Symphony “From The New World” by Dvorak

N

In the next phrase the celli are answered by the flute
The ominous stillness of these two phrases is suddenly
broken by a violent outburst of the entire stringed orches¬
tra, vehemently uttering this fragment of the opening

O SYMPHONY, perhaps, makes a stronger
popular appeal to. the American music-loving
public than the last of Dvorak’s five sym¬
phonies, the one entitled “From The New
World” The title itself strikes a responsive chord,
that of patriotism. The national, in fact always exerts
a great charm, whether it be represented by the native
the exotic. Folk-music, therefore, offers a source
of most favorable material for a sympathetic composer,
and none has proved himself more at home in this
field than Antonin Dvorak, the great Czech composer,
who lived from 1841 till 1904. Not only the folk-music
of his own land, but that of. other countries as well,
commanded his interest and found him a receptive

melody.

From this rhythmic eruption the initial member of the
first theme of the first movement suddenly appears in
rhythmical, though not yet harmonic, form.

$t During his sojourn in this country, from 1892-95, in
which he occupied the position of Director of The
National Conservatory in New York, the master became
keenly interested in and closely studied the music of
the Negro of the South. He never tired of hearing
the plantation songs and spirituals sung by the young
colored musician, Mr. H. T. Burleigh, at that tune a
student in the classes of the eminent composer, Mr.
Rubin Goldmark. In this music Dvorak thought- to
find a true basis of American folk-music. As Mr.
Burleigh tells us: "Dvorak just saturated himself with
ANTONIN DVORAK
the spirit of these old tunes and then invented his own
themes ” Those to which he desirSd to give a particu¬
larly American snap he cast in the molds distinguished
harmonization involved by this interval, as well as that
first of all by that characteristic rhythmical feature,
of the entire work, lies largely the colorfulness of this
syncopation.
Everyone knows, of course, that this
symphony, which is one of its outstanding attractions.
feature is by no means an exclusive property of Negro
This richness and variety of harmonic color is a charm
music; it is shared by the Scotch as well as the Hun¬
of this delightful composer that matches his wealth of
garian’s. A study of the thematic material of this
melodic invention. All this is further heightened by the
symphony will show that not all of its themes are in
brilliancy of his instrumentation.
the syncopated rhythm; in fact, apart from the Intro¬
duction, which is pervaded with it, it is employed in
R. WILLIAM ARMS FISHER, once a pupil of
this characteristic form only in the two themes of the
the master, says that the composer in 1««,
first movement and the middle section of. the second.
longing to hear his native tongue and with something
A different manner of syncopation appears in the begin¬
akin to homesickness, spent the summer in Spillville,
ning of the Scherzo, which is in triple measure, but it
Iowa, a small community of Bohemians. Here, as the
has none of the particular significance just explained.
outcome of his enthusiastic study of the folk-music of
A melodic feature, no less salient, of the Negro tunes
the American Negro, he wrote the symphony From
is the employment of a minor seventh. This striking
The New World.’ He told me . . . that the wideinterval is very typical of the music of the Orient,
stretching prairies of the mid-west had greatly im¬
from which it was also introduced into the Christian
pressed him”
.
.
Church. It is encountered in the first measure of the
It is evident, therefore, that the negro element is
Introduction, in the subsidiary theme in G minor 'not the only radical one in this work, for the composer s
between the first and second thlmes of the first move¬
homesickness naturally involved his own nationality rep¬
ment, in the middle section of the second movement, in
resented by tunes in folk-music style. What could be
the Principal Subject of the Scherzo, and in the first
more natural than that his longing should permeate
theme of the last movement. It thus plays a prominent
the expressional content of this symphony, with its num¬
part in the sombre coloring of these passages. In the
erous passages of pathos and sadness? In no part of
the work does this find more poignant expression than
in the famous and beautiful Largo. This duality of
racial atmosphere and the strongly personal vein con¬
stitute the expressional content of the work, which is
purely abstract, that is, in no way based upon a program
or synopsis.
The thematic material is original with the composer,
with the exception of the second theme of the first move¬
ment, for which the beginning of the song “Swing Low,
Sweet Chariot” is employed, also a snatch from “Three
Blind Mice.”
Introduction—Adagio

M

Increasing activity and rapid awakening quickly lea
to a climactic height—the threshold of the first move¬
ment proper.
Allegro Molto
ROM the introduction the first theme emerges in all
the glory of its vitality and energy, the melody open¬
ing with an ascent in vigorous strides through the in¬
tervals of the E minor tonic harmony, carried by tne
third and fourth horns in unison. The syncopation m
the second and fourth measures of phrase A give this
theme its rhythmical physiognomy. In phrase B tne
clarinets and bassoons, moving in thirds, put forth a
different, hut no less sharp, rhythm in their emphasized
dotted eighth-notes.

F

»/-===/

=- Bassoons"

A repetition of phrase A transfers the melody an octave
hieher to both oboes in unison, the path of tonality then
turning suddenly to the key of the relative major, in
which the wood wind presents phrase B. The melody of
phrase A thereupon reappears in all strings to rise to a
climactic height in which the trombones, the artillery
of the brass contingent, blare forth this melody together
with bassoons and bass strings (celli and double-basses).
Following this phrase B is strung out into a transition
to the subsidiary theme in G minor. The first measure of
the latter is twice interpolated, during this transition,
by violas and celli, presaging the approach of this pic¬
turesque theme, which enters after a passage of sub¬
sidence.

A

SOLEMN tone, with touches of sadness and pathos,
permeates the opening phrase of the introduction.
The syncopated melody, with the minor seventh in the
first measure, is carried by the celli in this phrase, the
whole, with the shifting harmonies, moving in rather
low register.

ZZ\Uttlle

(treat interpreter has th
alrht? ^acu l-' °f turning it, by some mysti
j
l“ which his personality become,
do mm ingredient, into a glittering *
ut hJWU9h ltxbc not g°ld’ has so derep
th appearance of gold that it enforces undid
currency. At (my rate, it mil serve the art
Purchase public favor
Eric ^Blom.

—

House In SpIUvlUe. Iowa, where Dvorak Wrote Most
of the "New World Symphony
Dvorak's Favorite Walk at SpUlville, Iowa
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After three repetitions of this phrase, in the last two of
which the melody is taken by the second violins, it
appears in bass strings and is developed in .the violins
to a climax followed by a brief episode in G major
derived from it, flutes and oboes following its out¬
lines. This episode of the transition rests and subsides
on the dominant of the relative major key, G major,
in which the second theme appears.
The melody of the song “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot,”
already described as furnishing the material for this
theme, with slight rhythmical alteration, is carried by
the flute, the strings—except double-basses—providing a
harmonic background in ppp.

escent state issues a
.
sharp minor, sung by flute and oboe, gently a”'®a 6 of
the softest fluttering in the strings. The ear
j
this melody is intensified by the minor seventh,
J
:s 3 and 4 of the following examples, referred

More plaintive is the period that follows, with the
quisitely tender melody in the clarinets, the double-basses
discreetly plucking a soft accompaniment. I he synco
pation in the last measure of this example is agam dis¬
tinctive. The two upper parts a e clarinets, the lower,

The melody is repeated by the violins, and a codetta
based upon it concludes the exposition.
In the development, which begins after the double¬
bar, the thematic material is developed in the manner
peculiar to the sonata-form; fragments of both themes
are presented in varying rhythmic form, in different
keys, answered back and forth by various instruments.
An interesting example of this thematic treatment is the
presentation of a fragment of a theme in the form known
in counterpoint as diminution, that is, each note reduced
to half of its original length in one part or voice, while
another gives it in its original form. The first motive
of the second theme is here treated in this manner.
First violins.

A merry chirping and warbling of wood-wind in Csharp major, soon joined by Violins, is the signal of
awakening, effected by a, flood of crescendo to climactic
fortissimo illuminating the alteration and combination of
motives and fragments of both themes of the first move¬
ment. This brief but animated episode begins with the
following measure:

i

Largo
TI7E NOW come to the largo, the heart of this beauW tiful symphony. The brass and low wood-wind
open the movement with sustained chords of slumbering
softness and a stillness akin to that of the vast prairie
that so impressed the composer. Beginning with the Emajor chord, this opening phrase suddenly turns, as if
in awakening,.to the key of D-flat, that of the movement.
Above the harmonies of soft muted strings the English
horn sings its irresistible melody, dreamy, and full of
longing. No instrument could be more aptly chosen for
this melody than this one, with its sad and melancholy
tone. It is, incidentally neither English nor a horn,
but an alto oboe, even more plaintive in tone quality
than its soprano sister. The name is now generally ac¬
cepted as derived from a corruption of the French
angle—angle-shaped, on account of the angle in which
a part of the instrument was bent, by reason of its
length—:nto “anglais,” English. The first part of this
melody is a| follows:

After another return of the principal subject, tht'
coda, in which a rhythmic variant of the first theme of
the first movement mingles with the fundamental mo.
tive of the Scherzo, brings the movement to a close
with a crashing chord after a disintegration of the
motive.
Allegro Con Fuoco
HE IMPASSIONED first theme of the finale, full
of earnestness and vigor, is proclaimed in march¬
like gait, after an introduction of nine measures, by
trumpets and horns, to accompaniment of full orchestra.
Here again the minor seventh contributes to the tone
of solemnity and pathos, in measure 3.

T

A scampering subsidiary theme in lashing triplets,
first in violins, then in wood-wind, leads to the second
theme. This is one of the most beautiful and tender
melodies in the entire symphony. It i given by the
clarinet above a fluttering tremolo in strings.

After this lovely theme comes a codetta containing a
measure from “Three Blind Mice,” which is developed
as a ground bass, «hen elaborated with trills in flutes
and oboes. In the development there are, in addition
to appearances of the first theme—also in diminutionflitting reminiscences of fragments of the first themes
Scherzo
of the preceding movements.
HE SCHERZO is odd and unique. Its principal
In climactic grandeur the recapitulation begins with
subject combines dainty piquancy with sombreness the first theme of the last movement. A coda teeming
and capriciousness. The charm of variety is offered by
with buoyant animation follows the second theme and
the two middle sections (trios). These are in the style
codetta. After a great climax a subsidence presents a
of the folk-song and take us right into the midst of
final view of the first motive (first tw. measures) of
European peasant life, calling up memories of the com¬
the Largo and that of the Scherzo, the latter one slightly
poser’s distant homeland.
varied. The main theme of the last movement then ap¬
A strong rhythmic impulse in wood-wind, horns and '
pears in sad mood on horns, to be taken up by strings
kettle-drums in the opening phrase sets the Scherzo in and all wood wind in deeply impressive solemnity in
motion. In this striking rhythm the string groups suc¬
retarding tempo. After this the sudden outbreak of the
cessively deploy into a harmonic position forming the
major mode sheds a light of exalted magnitude on the
chord of the minor seventh on the tonic (e, g, b, d). This
first members of the first themes of the first and last
arresting harmony at once casts a sombreness further
movements, .called out simultaneously by horns, trum¬
precipitated by a receding and sudden diminuendo to
pets and trombones and ending in a poignant outcry.
double pianissimo. Against this original background
In precipitous haste the last measures rush to a close,
flute and oboe in unison daintily pipe the fundamental
ending in an extinguishing diminuendo on the final chord.
motive of the Scherzo, with interpolations by clarinet.
The phrase (always four measures unless otherwise,
specified) based upon this motive here follows:
Testing Your Own Work
The abatement that follows leads to the return of the
principal subject, with the English horn melody, after
which the opening chords of the largo bring the move¬
ment to a vanishing close on repeated chords low in the
bass, on the double-basses.

The principal subject (all the section in D-flat) is led
to a close by two muted French horns, dreaming of the
opening measure of this melody, to drop off with a lin¬
gering fragment of it into slumber-like silence.

By Hosea Henderson

The principal subject (the entire portion in E-minor
extending to the first double-bar) comes into full bloom
in the great orchestral climax that soon follows.
An abating transition leads into the first trio, Poco
sostenuto, E-major. A lovely melody, first sung by flute
and oboe in octaves, forms its first part. It is then re¬
peated by clarinets. Strings bring up the accompaniment
in simple chords. It is folk-song to the very core.

An abbreviated return of the principal subject, har¬
monically varied in a manner well worthy of study, is
followed, after a brief transition featuring the funda¬
mental motive in an orchestrally interesting treatment
by the second trio. This is another delightful example
of folk-song, like the first trio, just the kind of tune, so
often heard on instruments like the accordion. The body
of the song is carried by wind instruments above a cadencing and later, rippling, figure on vio'ins.

T

h ” “What to Teach,” etc., and not technical

This department Is designed to help the

T

The development, upon the conclusion of the thematic
discussion, leads to the recapitulation, in which the
themes return in the same order as in the exposition.
A departure is here made from the customary scheme
of presenting .the second theme in the main key in that
this theme here appears in the key of A-flat major. The
climax of the movement is reached in the coda, in which
both themes appear interwoven. A last proclamation of
the first theme in trombones and bass strings brings the
movement to an eloquent and forceful closure.
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This exotic theme, with its minor seventh in-the fourth
measure, is regarded by some as typical of Indian music,
especially when it is accompanied by the drone bass
furnished by the plucked celli on G and D.

»•»

THE ETUDE

The student should always look forward to that tii
when he will be obliged to cut the educational cabl
binding him to his teacher and sail forth upon t
musical seas with his hand upon his own tiller.
The usual human leaning at such a time is to f'
^reedon fr°m the teacher's curb.
What really happens ? Unless the pupil has been unc
such severe discipline that he proceeds automatically,
old himself in check, he begins to be more and mt
indulgent with his playing habits. He plays his Han
and his Philipp religiously for a few weeks, and grad
ally they disappear. His Schumann grows more "slopf
and his Chopin is engulfed in a mire of rubato.
How can he get back?
Largely',by means of a series of rigid tests or chec
, ave you ever been through a great manufacturi
Plant where machinery was being made which requit
the most exacting precision? A good part of the
ot producfon goes toward experts who test, test, tf
r as ingly test at every stage of the progress.
Unless you wish to slip back you must invent sinu
vm!r fi6StS *° apply to your own work every day. T:
the
"■“« test your accents, test your tempo w
do
"mer'lful metronome. Question everything •>
noth? T ^ 3,1 the time' Test your memory. T;
no hmg for granted but Test, Test, Test.
tt always pays.

tench,ertW"5”™*%%prope°rV belong to the Musical Questions Answered
problems pertaining to MusnaU
must accompany all Inquiries
Fundamental Features

Attention During Practice
WAlSndU£|o^nSt™studyTfor anjOength of time
n«omeT restless when practicing. How ca
remedy this?
j. p

Advanced Studies and Pieces

(1) rhythm,
irmony, and
ng of form?
Teacher.

1 I am Playing
Moral l a
aVs? nstowliat technical studies
to take un next After Heller’s Op. 4(5 I am plann°„g to go on with his Op. 45 andOp. 16. and from

after Mozart! Haydn and
‘xercisei* ^lue
up Beethoven V What uiecnauiL.t
Here is a question of a conflict between interests. So
2.r Inmost of Czerny’s works the »etronoi|e
long as a pupil’s attention is focused upon hi, practice
markings are so high that it
Sfhese markings
play
at
the
designated
speed.
Are
rnest
he will be contented and happy; but if it wanders to
right?—H. S.
other more attractive fields, practice becomes tiresome
and profitless. While he makes his fingers go mechanicYou seem to have fed on a pretty stiff diet All the
aflv 'he is thinking of the baseball field or the skating works that you mention are of *
rink and consequently wishes his piano in Guinea.
should think it time for a change. \ on are ge tmg s
Let us seek the solution of our problem in the popular
feited with Heller, for instance, fine as his studies un
craze for cross-word puzzles. Why is it that thou¬
sands of people are driven to neglect everythmg-work
d°Leteme recommend that you pursue your technical drill
nlav even food—through their enthusiasm for these
undel The guidance of some comprehensive book such
fussy devices which often place a heavy strain upon
as Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios, by Cooke, JWP
their brain power?
If only piano practice could be
plementing this work by selections
o«n Crame
made equally alluring we should not have to urge Johnny
Studies, which I do not notice on your list Alter tne
and Susie to do their daily hour’s stunt, but might have
latter may come the two books of Mo*??;S’ 0p’F ;
from which a judicious choice may be made
For
to pull them away from the piano by mam force.
studies more on modern and interpretative lines, I u In the first place, then, the cross-word puzzle is at ac¬
gest Haberhier’s Etudes Poesies Op. 53-59, Arthur
tive by reason of its very system. The mystic pattern
Foote’s Nine Etudes, Op. 27, and MacDowells Twelve
made by its black and white squares is of immediate
interestf and this interest is further whetted by the
Eliterloufstudy of Haydn and Mozart, you should
fact that each puzzle has its own peculiar arrangement,
which reacts on our minds like a clue to a detective^ be ready for some of Beethoven’s Sonatas, as we
works of Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schumann and Chopin.
Can we not, then, concoct a similarly enticing pattern
for piano practice? Let’s group the hour penod into While the classics are invaluable to aproperp^anisoc
education, they should be alternated with more modern
properly proportioned sections, each of which is de¬
voted to an essential item, and all of which are squared
companions. ^
^ become a slave to metronome
off in the accepted cross-word fashion, as follows.
markings, which are often inserted carelessly and ab¬
surdly by editors; for to strive for extreme speed a
often the worst thing a student can do
Rather ms st
upon clear and accurate results, at a slow or medium
tempo. Scampering over the keys at breakneck speed s
as bad as attempting to repair an automobile tire while
the machine is traveling at fifty miles an hour
Rub out your metronome markings, and insert in their
place the slogan, SAFETY FIRST!

srssz swa*. sions which constitute the framework of a P-ere and
rhythm proper, the time-pattern that is embroidered with
in this framework. Begin, therefore, by teaching the
pupil to count the heats steadily and staccato, clapping
his hands or marching about .the room to mptasffl| ttenn
Then, while he claps the teats, drum out the rhyt ^
pattern in a given piece with a pencil on the piano or
a table
Take a Mazurka, for instance, which has
something like the following rhythmic structure, dis¬
tinguishing beats and rhythm thus:
Beats (clapped) :
Rhythmic pattern
(tapped with pencil) :

iJJJ-l
m

jjj JJJI
iJJJi

J. I

Be sure that the pupil understands in advance the
rhythm of each composition that he studies, mtd ^m
teach him to count aloud, to nod Ins head on the beats,
or in some other way to indicate the time during nis
P’(2!)CTransposition may he started by giving the pupil
little finger exercises and having him PractJce th®se
all the keys with which he is familiar. If he,
the scales of C, G, and F major, for instance, he may
play the exercise (1) in these keys, as at (2) and (3) .

yec/inic 5

flew
Piece 10

It is but a step from this process to the transposition
nf little studies or even pieces. I do not advise, how¬
ever putting too much stress on this subject, since
results are hardly worth the effort.
(3) Play easy duets with the pupil, such as H. Wohl
“What exercises would you suggest for faulty
fahrt’s Op 87, having him read on in strict time, even
fingering? The
£ ^X, under
if he is somewhat inaccurate in his notes. A few minutes
XirfiJnn She is using a Kohler first year book.
drill of this sort at the close of the lesson is ahealth
ful exercise to which he will look forward with pleas¬
endless times I h
ure. When he is far enough advanced, you may assign
her slide’off h<
a portion of some collection of pieces—say a Sonatine
Album—for him to read during the week, again insisting
on the observance of strict time.
Carelessness in fingering is a fault that is d'ff;cult *°
(4) Harmonv really begins with scales, and these
remedy, since it means a neglect of a fundamen al which
should early be given the pupil while their structure
is hard to recover.
Some pupils are brought up o
Observe that figures refer to minutes of Practi<T
is explained. Gradually intervals, and then the prin¬
believe that reading music means simply to play the
Johnny is now to draw this figure, enlarged aTu<*
cipal triads, may he worked into the lessons, following
correct notes. We who know better, however, realize
as is desirable, on a sheet of pasteboard; and then t
some good text-book, such as the Harmony Book for
that there are other factors that are just as unptrtjVt.
cut it into its component sections. When he sits down
Beginners, by Preston Ware Orem. Look out that the
especially time, touch and fingering. But since the lastto practice, he shuffles these sections up, and
pro¬
doses are sufficiently small, and that each step is thor¬
named of these factors is the least mterestmg of all,
ceeds to carry out the provisions of ea? °n£is’ w?k
oughly understood before proceeding to the next
order in which they happen to occur. Thus hts work
it is especially subject to neglect.
(5) (6) Form in music concerns its architectural
Let
us
simplify
the
problem
by
getting
down
to
brass
has the requisite system and variety.
d
features: the way teats are grouped into measures,
tacks.
Select
something
of
worth-while
nature—say
But perhaps the chief fascination of
<• k
measures into phrases and phrases into sections ’. You
dementi’s Pirst Sonatine—and get it m a well-fingered
puzzle is that there is a pleasing sense
should become familiar with such details by studying
edition. Then assign the pupil a certain passage which
ment in solving each of its details. Likewse m carry
a book like Musical Forms, by Ernest .Pauer, or Form
she is to play only with one hand at a time. Each
ing out the practice scheme, each item should imve
in Music, ty Stewart MacPhereon.
•measure is to be repeated at least three times; ^d dur¬
definite end in view. Take the matter of tecta.A_ sign
Then apply your knowledge by showing the pupil, or,
ing
the
first
time,
she
is
to
pronounce
aloud
each
fingera different technical task for each day. K ^
better still, having him find out for himself, the divisions
number.
Not
until
the
fingering
corresponds
accurately
working on scales, let him Puttee C and^ tafirst
of each piece that he studies, and how each division should
with these numbers should she be allowed to begin
day, D and A the second and^so on, epe ^ ^
be given its individual meaning. Let each phrase work
playing with both hands at once.
. ,
•
up to its climax, and the whole be finally put together
When she finally reaches this point, if a mistake
so that there is a continual growth in interest. The clear
lingering occurs, let her herself re-mark the finger numunderstanding of form is one of the prime factors in an
bef with a blue pencil, and play the erroneous measure
intelligent interpretation.
I venture to suggest the following as the order of
correctly several times.
...
„„t;i sbn
Such work as this must be insisted upon until she
importance attached to the above features:
ingenuity may invent.
,
n; ax to all these
is taught to notice the fingering; for this fault cannot
Finallv let the review work be a enmax
1, Rhythm; 2, Form; 3, Sight-Reading; 4, Harmony;
be patched up. It must be eradicated at any cost, other¬
5, Transposition.
wise there is no cure.

Study Is
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laHeSr°eVefhen, should be sufficient material to keep

and aeroplanes!

■■Special Issues." any one oj which will he well worth a year’s subscription to
P
“The Etude,” are now in preparation for the near future.
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THE RECIPE FOR SUCCESSFUL
STUDY
A concluding chapter in Francis
Rogers’ book, “Some Famous Singers of
the 19th -Century” contains some conclu¬
sions which, while primarily intended for
voice students, are no less suitable for all
students of music.
“As every, singing teacher knows, mere
beauty of voice is by no means rare; what
is rare is the effective will to develop the
voice to its utmost, capacity,” says Rogers.
"Natural beauty of voice is often a detri¬
ment to its possessor, for it may tempt
him to rely upon nature, rather than on
art for his victories. The solidest founda¬
tion of all for a career is an artistic am¬
bition that will not be denied. This am¬
bition includes the qualities of self-denial,
patience and industry; it needs to be
guided by a keen intelligence and fortified by a sound, vigorous body; then, if it
be furnished, too, with a voice of good
quality and power, we have the wherewithal to build a career.
.
The early struggles of Pasta, Rubini
and Duprez offer a precious lesson to
young singers that believe the world cruel
in refusing to accept them at their own
valuation. Even those of their colleagues
to whom recognition came speedily (excepting Catalan!, whose attitude toward
her art was in no way commendable) made
and sustained their reputations by virtue
of their unswerving devotion to high artistic ideals. The attainment of every height
i but the point of departure for ;
flight. Sontag after 20 years of
retirement, won a new celebrity in an en¬
tirely new repertory. Malibran was always
learning new roles and perfecting herself
in those she had already sung. . . .
With such examples as these before us,
we shall not be far from right if we
change the recipe for success from one of
having into doing—Voice, Voice and—•
Voice’ into ‘Work, Work and—Work.”’

FACTS ABOUT GREAT SONG ‘
WRITERS

The Musical Scrap Book
Anything and Everything, as Long as it is Instructive
and Interesting
Conducted by A. S. GARBETT

A PARISIAN NIGHT’S ENTERTAINMENT
In his Music and Bad Manners, Carl
Van Vechten gives a curious account of
how intensely the galleryites of Paris interest themselves in music. Our own concert-manners are undoubtedly better, but
perhaps our interest is not as keen as it
might be, judging from the following:
“Another stormy audience I encountered
at a concert of the Colonne Orchestra in
Paris,” writes Van Vechten. “The concerj took place during the season of poor
Colonne's final illness. . . . Gabriel
piem^ his successor, had already assumed
the baton, and he conducted the concert
in question. Anton Van Rooy was the
soloist, and he had chosen to sing two very
famillar Wagner excerpts, Wotan’s Farewen from ‘pije Walkiire,’ and the air
which ceiebrates the evening star from
‘Tannhauser.’
“The concert proceeded in ordinary fashi until Mr. Van Rooy appeared; then
tbe Uproar began. The gallery hooted, and

screamed, and yelled.
All the terrible
noises which only a Paris crowd can invent were hurled from the dark recesses of
the gallery. The din was appalling, terrifying. Mr. Van Rooy nervously fingered a
sheet of music he had in his hands. Undoubtedly visions of the first performance
of ‘Tannhauser’ at the Paris Opera passed
through his mind. ... Mr. Pierne,
who knows his Paris, faced the crowd,
while the audience below peered up and
shuddered, with something of the fright
the aristocrats showed during the first
days of the Revolution. Then he held up
his hand, and, in time, the modest gesture
provoked a modicum of silence. In that
silence someone shrieked out the explanation: ‘ “Tannhauser” avant “Walkiire”’
(‘Tannhauser’ before ‘Walkiire').
That
was all. The gallery was not satisfied
about the order of the program.”
The change was made to suit the gallery
and all w it well!

WEBER’S LAST VISIT TO BEETHOVEN
Sir Julius Benedict’s Weber contains
account of a
': the composer of “Der
Freischiitz” paid t Beethoven at Baden,
r Vienna, in October, 1823, which gives
is a vivid idea of how poor, deaf Beetho-

a string of complaints about his position,
about the public, the theatres, the Italians,
and i
: especially about his c
grateful nephew.
“Weber, evidently touched by this tale
, advised him to leave Vienna and
Germany and England, where his
works \
) much appreciated.
‘Too late,’ cried Beethoven, pointing
is ear and shaking his head sadly; then
he seized Weber’s arm, and dragged him
away to the hotel where he used to take
his meals.
‘After a long and most interesting conversation referring to the highest questions of art, the time came for departure,
Again and again Beethoven embraced
Weber, and it was long before he would
loose the thin delicate hand from his
mighty fist. ‘Success to your new opera;
if I can I will come on the first night’
his last words. The two great n
met again.”

“We all felt strangely moved when e
s poor, desolate-looking room,” writes Benedict. “Everything
was in most appalling disorder—music,
money, clothing on the floor, the bed
made, broken coffee-cups upon the table,
the open pianoforte with scarcely any
strings left and thickly covered with dust,
STRA VIN SKI’S SPATS
while he himself
s wrapped in a shabby
old dressing-gown. He recognized Weber
Admirers of the Russian compose
Stravinski, may find some amusement i;
and embracing him, energetically
story told of him by Leigh Henry, and shouted
‘There you are, du Teufel’s
quoted by Sir Dan Godfrey in Memories Kerb (Lou devil of a fellow!), and, handand Music.
ing him his tablet, pushed a heap of
Godfrey says that Leigh Henry was from the piano, threw himself upon it, and
walking with Stravinski along Regent during a flow of conversation commenced
Street, London, “when the composer sud- dressing to go out with us. He began with
denly stopped in front of an outfitter’s
shop, the window of which contained a
„ ., .
,
striking display of alluring-looking spats.
BALAKIREFF, A GREAT RUSSIAN TEACHER
Before Leigh Henry could intervene,
W Musical Life, Rimsky-Korsa- on, played him our essays at composition
Stravinski rushed into the shop, demanded *°“ t*lus describes Balakireff, one of the he instantly caught all defects of form'
to be shown all the spats in the window, founders of the modern Russian school of modulation, etc., and forthwith seating
and decided to purchase the lot—sixteen 1T|usic.
'
himself at the piano, he would improvise
pairs! Then he looked at his watch,
' Balakireff, who had never had any and show how the composition in question
turned to his companion and exclaimed: systematic course in harmony and counter- should be changed exactly as he indicated
‘I have an appointment, here’s some P0lnt’ and had not even superficially ap- and frequently entire passages in other
money, look after the spats,’ and dashed P*lec* himself to it, evidently thought such people’s compositions became his and not
out of the shop, as quickly and as sud- studies quite unnecessary. Thanks to his their putative authors’ at all.
He was
denly as he had entered it. Poor Leigh original talent and pianistic gifts, thanks obeyed absolutely, for the spell of his n rHenry followed him all over London that also to the musical environment which he sonality was tremendous.
Young
'tV
day trying to deliver them.”
had found at Ulybysheff’s (who had a marvellously alert fiery eyes, with a’handGodfrey also tells one about Sir Thomas private orchestra which played Beethoven’s some beard—unhesitating ' authoritat'
Beecham, the erratic English conductor: symphonies under Balakireff’s leadership) and straightforward in speech read
“With its customary fickleness,
-he somehow became at a bound a genu- any moment for beautiful piano 'improvisa
weather, one spring day, turned very warm me, practical musician. An excellent pian- tion, remembering every music measure
sunermr sight
si obi- reader
rpnrW of
nf mmlc
...
A
measure
although the morning had been cold, ist,t. a superior
i_, _a r.HjH lo
nlm .
Beecham found himself perspiring furi- splendid improviser, endowed by nature
... ’
. n f earn
ously as he walked along in his heavy with the sense of correct harmony and ,
, P°SI '°n? pIayed f°r Wm, he was
fur coat. At last he found he could stand part-writing, he possessed a technic, partly
°U."tl to exerclse dle spell as none else
it no longer. Hailing a taxi, he Opened native and partly acquired through a v
the door, hurled the ponderous coat in- musical erudition, with the help of an i
“But with all his native mentality and
side, and turning to the driver, com- traordinary memory, keen and retentive, brilliant abilities, there was one thing he
manded, ‘Follow me.” Then he sauntered which means so much in steering a critical failed to understand; that what was good
up the street as if nothing unusual had course in musical literature. .
for him in the matter of musical education
happened.”
“Whenever I, or other young men, later . --- -r no use whatever for others.”
“Wherever people gather together I
would have music, for it brings happiness
and contentment.”
—Hon. James J. Davis.

Schubert frequently received less than
$2.00 for a new song.
Grieg had a life pension from the Nor¬
wegian Government, which pension was
started in 1874. It is said that without
this his health would not have permitted
him to do more than a fraction of the
work he accomplished.
Franz objected very strenuously to the
transposition of his songs to other keys.
Once he wrote to his publisher, “When
I am dead I can not do anything to pre¬
vent this; but as long as I live I shall
fight against it.”
Schumann enjoyed writing for the voice
more than for instruments. At least he
wrote upon one occasion, “I can hardly
tell you how delightful it is to write for
the voice as compared with instrumental
composition.”
Schubert set seventy-two of Goethe’s
poems to music.
“HE IS QUITE THIN IN PARTS”
In Memories and Music, by Sir Dan
Godfrey, famous British conductor, as his
father and grandfather were before him,
are many interesting little anecdotes and
tales, but the following description of Sir
Dan by the 12-year-o!d son of Jean Ster¬
ling Mackinlay surely deserves special at¬
tention :
“The R. H. Dan Godfrey always ap¬
pears to me to have a determination. He
has a very good musical mind.
He
conducts extremely well, to my mind. He
is moderately tall and has very long legs.
He does a lot of concert work. He is
quite thin in parts. He spends most i of
his time conducting. He has very highcolored checks and long fingers. He gets
very tired. He works very hard at times.
He is very well known in the town of
Bournemouth. His face has now become
very serious as a lot of work depends on
him.”
Doubtless the work he does in Bourne¬
mouth is largely responsible for Sir Dan’s
very serious face. He has for many years
conducted a famous orchestra in that city
by the sea, and popular South Coast holi¬
day resort. Apart from that, he seems to
have a lively sense of humor. With evi¬
dent relish, he quotes the following ad¬
vertisement gleaned by his friend Percy
Pitt: “For Sale: Fine old Italian doublebass. Knows all the operas.”

Many educators nowadays praise mu:
as of practical value in child training, qu
apart from its .-esthetic and spiritual valu
The fact did not escape Goethe, greati
of German poets.
(t.“Song,” says Goethe, in Wilhelm Meist
is the first step in education, all the r<
are connected with it and attained
means of it; the simplest instruction 1
enliven and impress by song—nay, ev
what religious and moral principles we 1
before our children are communicated
the way of song; other advantages for t
excitement of activity spontaneously ari
this Practice, for in accustoming t
children to write the tones they are
utter in musical characters, and beside tl
to subjoin the text below the notes, th
are forced to practice hand, ear and e
at once, whereby they acquire the art .
Penmanship sooner than you would e
Pect; and all this in the long run is to
e ected by copying precise measuremen
and accurately settled numbers, they con
to conceive the high value of mensuratk
and arithmetic much sooner than any oth
way. Among all imaginable things, a
cordingly, we have selected music as tl
eement of our teaching, for level roai
un out from music on every side.”
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FRANK FRYSINGER.Op.-2l2
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CIVIC PRIDE

Tempt*

di Marcia

R.S.MORRISON

MARCH
SBCONDO

To be played in brisk military style(witb strong accents.
M.M. J*=
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HUNGARIAN MELODY
KELER BELA
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THEME

E HIMMELREICH
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Semplice

THE MOTOR OAR
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In the real style of a Spanish dance
graceful and alluring. Grade 3.

CARMELITA
SPANISH DANCE

Allegro vivace M.M.J
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RICHARD FERBER
5 3

CHOOSE YOUR

PIANO AS THE ARTISTS

DO

WHEN CHALIAPIN SINGS
the piano is always

acting demands of the accompani¬
il o CHALIAPIN, world-famous
ment and the solo.
□ operatic genius, the Baldwin
In any Baldwin you will find a new
\ is more than an instrument
A SVQCjESTION
revelation of your musical dreams.
Aq of music. It is a versatile
Choose YOUR, piano as the artists do. Visit the Baldwin dealer near you.
companion in the interpretation of The book, “How Artists Choose Their
Pianos,” will help you in selecting the in¬ Baldwin Uprights,$850 and up;
his art.
strument for your home. We will gladly Grands, $1400 and up; Reproducing
The Baldwin brevet of distinction send you a copy free. Address
Models, $1850 and up. Convenient
is surpassing purity and resonance
THE BALDWIN PIANO CO.
payments if desired.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
of tone, responsive alike to the ex¬

*

Copyright 1925 by Theo.Presser Co.
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The Superlative 1 Radio
The Supreme in a Phonograph
In

The
Brunswick
Radiola
No. too

a single exquisitely beautiful instrument!
The Brunswick Radiola scien¬
tifically unites the reproductive mastery of the
Brunswick Phonograph with the Radiola of the
Radio Corporation of America, thus offering
the supreme in a phonograph with the greatest
achievements in radio —in a single instrument

H

I

I

It will change your previous ideals of radio, of
music, of the ultimate in home entertainment,
no matter how high you have placed them.

ERE is a new world every day—plus the
old. The newest and most amazingly ver¬
satile of musical instruments.

The Brunswick Radiola
You want to hear a great speech, a famous con¬
cert singer, a great orchestra scores of miles away.
So you turn a little lever. And thrillirigly, won¬
derfully, it comes to you . . . Your ideals of
radio multiplied.

Foremost artists of the
New Hall of Fame
record exclusively for

Then you tire of the world’s events. You feel a
rail for “dance music,” for an old song that you
love, an inspiring rendition of a classic.
And again you turn the lever—that is all.
All the recorded music of all time is, too, at
your command!
Thus the two most important things in life, the
ones that happen today and the recorded achieve¬
ments of yesterday, are brought to you ....
exquisitely, marvelously.
And knowledge, education, interest in life rest
upon those two . . . together.
The family whose information is limited to the
affairs of today only is educationally and cultur¬
ally at a disadvantage.
The one whose interests rest only with those of
yesterday lives behind the times.
This remarkable instrument, The Brunswick
Radiola, supplies them both.

Combining the world’s outstanding achievements
in radio—the receiving devices of the Radio
Corporation of America—with the world-noted
Brunswick Phonograph, in a single cabinet of ex¬
quisite craftsmanship, there is, in all the world, no
instrument like it.
Mechanically, it marks scientific perfection—an
instrument you can obtain with positive assurance
of lasting satisfaction through die years to come.
It changes from a phonograph to a radio, fora a
radio to a phonograph, at a simple turn of a
lever. You change no parts to operate it.
Not a makeshift, but a scientific UNIT
It is in nowise a makeshift—simply a radio receiv¬
ing device in a phonograph cabinet—but the per¬
fected result of exhaustive laboratory work by
acoustical and musical experts of the Radio Cor¬
poration of America and of Brunswick. The
Brunswick Method of Reproduction has been
subsidized to do for radio what it did for phono¬
graphic music.

The Brunswick Radiola No. 360

Half the space
Prices as low as $170

No wet batteries

Some styles embody the Radiola Super-Heterodyne,
others the Radiola Regenofkx, others the Radiola
No 3 and No. 3A. All are obtainable on surpns

No outside wires
No exposed horn

ingly liberal terms of payment.
For a demonstration .call on any Brunswick dealer.

The Brunswick Radiola No. 160

Due to synchronizing of the Radiola loud speaker
with the Brunswick all-wood tone amplifier and
dual-purpose horn, it attains a beauty of tone, a
rich musical quality—a clarity that is almost un¬
believable.
BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1815
orrrrK: CHICAGO
BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

The Brunswick Radiola Super-Heterodyne
—some remarkable features.
J Requires no outside antenna—no ground wires. You can move
it from room to room—plays wherever you place it.
2 Amazing selectivity permitting you to pick out instantly what
you want to hear—and “cut out” what you don’t. Consider what
this means in big centers.
Z Combines the superlative in radio with the superlative in phono¬
graphic reproduction—a phonograph and a radio in one.
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A MATCHLESS ARR A V!
EDUCATIONAL SUGGESTIONS FOR THE NEW SEASON

Schirmer Publications
NEW EDUCATIONAL PIANO SOLOS
(.Mostly Easy Grades)

The
Schirmer
Catalogs
Any of famous refer¬
ence works, of which the
following is a partial list,
may be had free for the
asking. Especially in¬

will send you a valuable
Complete Catalogues
of Music and Books
in 7 Parts
Mention the parts desired
as follows:
Part 1. Vocal Music: Songs
with Piano, etc.,

1 3. Piano’ Music,’ 132
pp.
1 4. Organ Music, 24
• 5. Orchestra and Mili¬
tary Band Music.
• 6. Music for Wind

Special Catalogues
lphabfitical Title Cata¬
logue of Piano Music,
lphabetical Title Cata-

Christmas Music, 16 pp.
Easter Music, 24 pp.
Educational Dance Music
Collections: Folk-dances,
Singing Games, etc., 24
The New Choirmaster’s
Guide, 214 pp.
Organist’s Guide, 86 pp.
New Piano Teacher’s
Guide. 202 pp.
Sacred Songs and Duets,
52 pp.
Schirmer’s Library of MuSchirmer's Scholastic Series.
16 pp. The same. Nu¬
merical List, 4 pp.
Singing Teacher's Guide,
uses. Operettas, Musi.
Plays, Recitations, et<
riceP?.’ist of Music a

Huerter-Unde Hiram (Courttry Dance)
—Hale and Hearty (Barn

sby—Light Heels
Her and Qualle—Rondeai

—Pierrette
Nelson—When the Sun Looked

DUler—March of the Mur
—Sir Pantaloon
—Danse (Laujov)
—Exaudet's Minuet
—The March of the T1
Kings

The Original Williams Books
NOTHING EASIER
CHILD’S FIRST
Adventures of
MUSIC BOOK
A Modern and Practical
Instruction Book
for Children
FOR PIANO

Ten Little Fingers in
Mother Goose Land

llustrated by Nina V. Wrlghi
PRICE, 75 CENTS, NET
Omstein — Memories
Childhood

Dutton—The Rainbow
—The Old Mill-Wheel
—Song of the Cricket

fi

Osgood | yule BaJldrina }
Wright—
re Preludes:
Preludes I and II
Preludes III and IV
Preludes V and VI
Zllchef—Remembrance

Horvath—Cradle-Song
—March of the Amazons
—By the Fountain
—The Juggler
—Little Ballad ,
—Peasant's Procession

30 EASV SOLOS. UIOLIN AND PIANO
Schirmer’s Best-Selling Pieces in the 1st and 3rd Positions
Bloche—Conte (A Tale)
—Historiette (A Sfory)
—Souvenir (Remembrance)
—Valsette (.Short Waltz)
Burck—The Little Wanderer
.—Slumber-Song
—The Woodpecker (Minuet)

Frey—Sister's Waltz
Hackh—Message of the Flower
(MModie)
'—The Tin Soldier (March)
—Zephyr (False)
Krlens—Birthday March (Marche
Triomphale)
—Lullaby (Bercm e)

Oehmler—The Gipsy Street-Vio—Tramping Troops (Military
March)

The Famous Method for Piano by

HAZEL GERTRUDE
KINSCELLA
First Steps for the Young Pianist
Schirmer's Scholastic Series, Vol.
Second Steps for the Young Pianist
Schirmer's Scholastic Series, Vol.
Third Steps for the Young Pianist
Schirmer's Scholastic Series, Vol.
Fourth Steps for the Young Pianist
Schirmer's Scholastic Series, Vol.
Fifth Steps for the Young Pianist
Schirmer’s Scholastic Series, Vol.

63
84
110
145
173

Sawyer—Happy Jack Tunes (The

DILLER-QUAILE BOOKS
By ANGELA DILLF.R and ELIZABETH QUAILE

—Springtime
—Sunday Morning

NOTEWORTHY SPECIAL WORKS
F
STOESSEL. A.
gram Studies for the
Essentials of Violin Mastery
ment of Piano Technic
(Schirmer's Scholastic Series,
:e
Vol. 171)
net, .60
with Special Referen

ng-Books: Book I

By JOHN M. WILLIAMS

RIEGGER, W.
Begin with Pieces (Elementary
Method for Individual or Class In¬
struction on the Violin) net $1.00
WITHERSPOON, H.
Singing (A Treatise for Teachers
and Student?)
net, $2.00

The Best Teachers Always Use

SCHIRMER’S LIBRARY
SCHIRMER’S SCH0L.
SERIES

FOR PIANO
Net
First Solo Book (Scholastic Series, i'ol.51)
-60
Second Solo Book (Scholastic Series, Pol. 72)
-15
Third Solo Book (Scholastic Series, Vol. 105)
.75
Fourth Solo Book (Scholastic Series, Pol. 116)
-75
First Duet Book (Scholastic Series, Pol. 52)
-60
Second Duet Book (Scholastic Series, Pol. 73)
Third Duet Book (Scholastic Series, Pol. 106)
1.10
Fourth Duet Book (Scholastic Scries, Pol. 117) (To be published)
The success of the Diller-Quaile Books continues increasingly.
This signifies the marked effectiveness of the folk-tune principle upon
which they are founded.
The Duet books are graded so as to be used in conjunction with
the books of Solos—although each group is complete in itself.

MASTER SERIES FOR THE YOUNG
Selected and edited by EDWIN HUGHES
With biographical sketches by CARL ENGEL
For Piano
In 12 Vols.
1. Bach
5. Beethoven
9. Schumann
2. Handel
6. Schubert
10. Chopin
3. Haydn
7. Weber
11. Grieg
4. Mozart
8. Mendelssohn.
12. Tschaikowsky
This unique series gives the young pianist an assortment of fine
material from the master composers for the piano. It fills a longfelt want and has no parallel in educational piano music.
Price, per volume, 75 cents, net

Order All Schirmer Publications of Your Regular Dealer
Copyright 1925 by Theo.Presser Co.

G. SCHIRMER. INC., NEW YORK
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, movement; tobe played in a rather capricious manner. Grade

A joyous mazurka n

4.

WILLIAM R. SPENCE
Tempo di MazurkaM. m.
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RONDE DE NUIT

Salic- Oboe, Soft Flute t'4 Tremolo

'jAi’l

I

l-V^ bJ La

S.TUDOR STRANG

W ncitc^recita^numher, as played by the composer and other well-known srtists.

Arav

Eage 725

C! A N T T OU E 1)’ AMOU R

jclb Soft Flute 8'

W. BERWALD
A fantastic night parade, approaching and retreating. A study in dynamics. Grade 3.

tut

Andante

M.M.J-72

Copyright 1913 by S. Tudor Strang
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A modem concert solo,

BOLERO

F. DRDLA, Op. 208

Mr. Drdla's latest compositioa.
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The Fermata

CELTIC LOVE SONG
CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN

OLDFIELD PORTER

Moderato

«How long am I to hold this pause?”
nueried Evelyn, looking dubiously at the
fermata over the C in the second measure
0f Schumann’s Nocturne in F.
There are no definite rules as to the
length of the pause. The player must denend largely on his own judgment. It
is customary, however, to hold a fermata
over a long note about twice the value of
the note, but when it is over a short one
it usually is held several times the value
of the note. For example, a half-note
with a pause might be held for four beats,
while a pause over a quarter-note might
add four additional beats. Do not think
it necessary, however, to count out these
beats mechanically, for artistic interpreta¬
tion has no hard and fast rules.
There is a decided difference in the time
value of the pause in an Adagio, for ex¬
ample, and in an Allegro. In the former
the time value of a half-note would lie
doubled, while in an Allegro it might be
increased four or five times its value. One
advantage of this is that it gives the player
who has been going at full speed time to
relax.
A pause over a bar indicates a short
cessation of sound, merely long enough to
separate the periods, especially when the
first has no immediate connection with the
second, or when there is a change of key.
Over the double bar at the end of a piece
it indicates completion.
Grieg’s Cradle Song, Opus 38, No. 1,
has a pause on the last note of nearly
every complete period. These may be re¬
garded as tenuto signs, merely, indicating
a brief prolongation of tones, except at the
final close. In the old choral songs there

was a pause at the end of every line, as
the following example will show:

The organist often filled in these pauses
with interludes, which formed a kind of
embellishment for the staid and solemn
choral tunes, and were often highly artis¬
tic. Composers realize that by judicious
use of the pause they can produce striking
effects. In the first movement of Sym¬
phony No. S, in C minor, Beethoven intro¬
duced the pause to create a feeling of
suspense.
Singers and violinists especially betray
the length and depth of their artistic at¬
tainments by the use they make of the
pause. When they sustain the final tones,
allowing them to die away so as to pro¬
duce a feeling of tranquil repose, the lis¬
tener is wrapt with attention, even if the
player otherwise has no great technical
ability. But if for want of sufficient
breath, or lack of training, a singer or
player disregards pauses and hurries along
as though he were eager to come to a close,
the effect is unpleasant, to say the least.
There is a pause at the end of the
cadenza in Lange’s Flower Song.
The pause is frequently used in this
manner also at the end of arpeggio pas¬
sages, as in Schumann’s Paganini Etude.
This allows the vibration of the instru¬
ment to die away and give the whole a
feeling of finish and finality.

Letters from Etude Readers

o’er

ray breast,

Copyright 1925 by Theo.Presser Co

She whom you seek has gone for - ev -

erraore;

Helping Out
To the Etude :
Mrs. Smith has no piano, but she loves
music. So for one hour each day she has
the use of my piano, and in exchange I
use her sewing machine.
Likewise little Pearl Grey has no piano,
and I offered her the use of mine, gladly,
with no thought of pay in any form. That
was not for Pearl. She bakes my pies
and does my mending and says that one
good turn deserves another.
In ever so many homes there are idle
pianos; and not only they, but owners as
well, would be better off if pianos were
practiced upon.
There are many who
would willingly pay in work, or money,
for the chance of a few hours’ practice.
One friend back home put an advertise¬
ment in the paper that she would be glad
to rent her piano for so much an hour,
and she has made a comfortable income,
supporting herself and little daughter upon
the proceeds. She had to turn away quite
a few, because the hours would not reach
around.
Julia Stone Carson.

She whom you seek has gone for -

not always available away from popula¬
tion centers, and players who could read
music were equally scarce. A violin and
a reed organ might constitute the “or¬
chestra” for a dance or social evening.
Without conservatory training of either'
player, but with some native musical in¬
stinct, and a not too sensitive ear for
harmonic, niceties, the keyboard player
might improvise simple chord accompani¬
ments to the memorized melodies of the
fiddler. This was often done to the entire
satisfaction of players, dancers and audi¬
ence. To learn to “chord” in this way was
often the limit of musical ambition for
many untaught amateurs. This is un¬
doubtedly the practice referred to by the
correspondent. Persons who knew nothing
of reading printed music were sometimes
quite skillful at “chording.”
Wm. B. Kinnear.

.Reconstructing the Past
By R. I. CAre you, pupils, getting as much benefit
as you might from your instruction?
Many valuable remarks of your teacher
should be written down in your Pianoscript
Book, compiled by Alberto Jonas. If done
after each' lesson this will prove a review
of the lesson at the time and a treasure
of wisdom for many years. Whenever you
wish to recall your impressions of a cer¬
tain piece, just take your written record
and the selection and you can visualize the
correct manner of studying and playing it.

“Chording”
To the Etude :
In the Etude for July, 1925, a corre¬
spondent inquires concerning “chording
(for dances, etc.).
Editorial comment
indicates unfamiliarity with an amateur
practice common a half century and more
ago. It consisted in vamping or improvising accompaniments to songs, violin
solos, and the like.
Popular songs and dance music of the
“To achieve distinction as an operatic
time being usually very simple in structure, artist one must think for oneself and cul¬
harmonic demands were easily met by tivate the power to express a distinctive
tonic, dominant, and subdominant triads,
individuality in one’s work.”
With occasional dominant seventh chords.
—Geraldine Farrar.
Harmonized editions of popular airs were
British Copyright secured

The Princess Grand
The piano of the day is the small Grand.
Shown above is our most popular model—the
Princess Grand.
In thousands of homes from
Maine to California, its dainty Colonial lines,
exquisite finish, delightful tone and touch are
endearing it to discriminating owners.

IVERS & POND
PIANOS
are built today as in 1880, in all types but in only one
quality—the highest, by the same interests, with the same
artistic ideals.

500 leading Educational Institutions and

nearly 75,000 homes now use them.

How to Buy
Nearly 300 leading piano merchants throughout
the country sell Ivers & Pond Pianos. If there is
none near you we can quote factory prices, and
make direct shipment, the piano to please or be
returned at our expense for freight.
Liberal
allowance for old pianos in exchange. Attractive
easy payment plans.
For catalog and full information write at once.

Ivers & Pond Piano Company
141 Boylston Street
BOSTON, MASS.
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Free Voice Action

B

EFORE attempting to practice any
exercises, it is well that the vocal
student exactly and definitely under¬
stand their purposes. To be told, for in¬
stance, that certain exercises are for de¬
veloping resonance, is not eenough; for
such information is vague and leads to me¬
chanical practicing, which may or may not
develop the desired Quality.
In the first place, what is resonance?
WJiy is resonance desirable?
Again,
in which way does any particular exer¬
cise develop this quality ? These are ques“
tions that every vocal student needs to
have answered before he can derive full
value from its acquirement.
Voice, as we hear it, consists of two
kinds of tones—fundamental tones and
overtones. The fundamental tones are
made in the larynx. When the vibrations
from these tones pass over the openings
of the buccal and nasal cavities and set
the air in these hollow spaces into vibra¬
tion, they produce what are called over¬
tone’s. The amplification and modifica¬
tion by these overtones is known as res¬
onance.
Controlled Resonance

By L. O. Huey

The Singer’s Etude

Preparatory Exercises, Derivative Control

IN

SUSTAINING speech sounds as
forming words we must first work in
Edited by Vocal Experts
monotone for a reasonable time, or until
the
voice
show's an inclination to vary the
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to Make This Voice Department
pitch. (The normal progression of speech
“A Vocalist’s Magazine Complete in Itself
is on intervals of lA and l/% of a whole
step.) Then allow it to rise and fall jn
natural cadence, remaining meanwhile on
the plane of speech, without attempting
definite pitch. Bring all phonative sounds
(each consonant begins or ends in phona¬
Practicing for Resonance
tive sound) to the front mouth and lips,
with no tones produced in the back mouth,
By Charles Tamme
and making no attempt to invest the tones
with other than buccal resonance.
sounds, or better, vowel vibrations and sung on a single note, is excellent for de¬
For this purpose a short passage, say
veloping beautiful resonance. It should
pitch vibrations.
be executed in the following manner. fifty words, of fine descriptive prose, with
First of'all, a clear distinction must be
an appealing sentiment, should be used.
First,
the
true
vowel
form
or
character
made between pronouncing a vowel and
“Spell” each word by sustaining its alpha¬
forming mere tone; that is, the whole at¬ of each of the vowels should be under¬ betical sound (both vowel and phonative
tention should be focused upon the vowel, stood and mastered. Secondly, in pass¬ consonant sound) and then “pronounce” it
for and in itself. Tone, as Kipling said ing from a to e, the e should be pro¬ by sustaining the phonative or vowel sound
in another connection, "is another story.” nounced in front of the a, the i in front (from three to five seconds) of each syl¬
Then there are the fifteen vowel sounds of the e, o in front of i, u in front of o. lable.
After mastering this point of detail, prac¬
ESONANCE can be brought about in to be mastered, each with a definite stand¬ tice the same exercise with various color¬
Ex. Thine.
Sustain.
various ways. In singing we are par¬ ard of its own.
Of greatest importance, however, is the ings.
T-h-i-n-e.
ticularly interested in the resonance pro¬
Spell Slowly.
A Valuable Exercise
duced in the nose and mouth and over student’s comprehension that the vowel
T-h-i-n-e.
NOTHER
exercise
for
developing
sound
is
formed
above
the
vocal
cords,
which it is possible to exercise a great de¬
Pronounce.
beautiful resonance, often used but
gree of control. The fundamental tone, in in the mouth—never in the throat. Now
Thine.
passing over the opening of the hollow the* easiest way to form the habit of pro¬ rarely understood, is the one using cc—ali
When a sentence is completed in this
spaces or resonance chambers, sets the air nouncing the vowel sound in the mouth on the nine note scale. The ce being the way, repeat it in a conversational monotone
in them vibrating provided the size of the and well above the throat, is to pronounce most resonant vowel, is used first, and (natural pitch of voice). When finished,
hollow spaces and their openings conform it in conjunction with an initial conso¬ after it the ah which is one of the most
repeat the entire passage in the same way.
to one or more of the wave lengths that nant. Articulation thus comes before pro¬ difficult vowels in which to maintain reso¬
Watch your voice. The voice itself, later
may exist in the column of air in the nunciation. After - articulating the con¬ nance. The object is to maintain in the ah
on, will suggest various exercises which
fundamental tone. It will be seen, there¬ sonant, be sure the vowel is pronounced sound the resonant sensations which are
easily obtained in the ee sound. In order one will do well to follow. One selection,
fore, that every voice, even in speaking, in front of the articulation.
How many hundreds of vocal students to do this, pronounce the ah in front of repeated many times, will answer the. pur¬
necessarily possesses certain qualities of
pose. During these studies allow the voice
resonance. Now the question arises as to are daily practicing vowel sounds pre¬ the ee.
The consonants are of great help in to engage in song (spontaneous, if pos¬
how to better the quality of this reso¬ ceded by consonants! Not half of them
sible) whenever it desires, but do not go
nance and thereby* sing more artistically. know, however, the reason for the con¬ practicing for beautiful resonance, for
beyond the tessitura and, above all, do not
the
articulations
of
the
various
conso¬
sonant;
and
so,
unwittingly,
they
prac¬
An overtone is never active by itself;
it requires a fundamental tone in the tice on, perhaps singing the vowel in nants all have definite places above the force. The object of this control is to
larynx to set it into vibration; also an front of the articulation of the consonant larynx and well in the realm of the res¬ obtain a blend or cohesion of tone, in¬
overtone depends primarily for its in¬ —perhaps not—mere chance determines onance chambers. Therefore, they natur¬ cluding the study of word articulation, in¬
tensity upon the fundamental tone. There this vitally important matter. No wonder ally tend to keep the vowel sounds directly volving the tip of the tongue, teeth and
following them out of the throat, and lips. Not only word formation but the
are singers, of course, who can produce a so few become great singers.
when employed consciously to this pur¬ action of vibration must be taken into con¬
greater volume of sound with a smaller
Enunciation
pose, the value of precise articulation can¬ sideration when developing the vowels.
expenditure of energy upon, fundamental
The possibility of distinct word enuncia¬
tones than others; and therein, to a great
FTER THIS way of singing the not be over-estimated.
The consonants are divided into several tion is destroyed when we cause the tones
extent, enters the value of technic in res¬
vowel well above the throat and in
to shift from one control to another by at¬
onance.
.
front of the articulation becomes a fixed classes: labials, linguals, dentals, palatals,
The first thing in the consideration of habit, the same principle should be ob¬ sibilants and aspirates—each having a tempting to give each vov'el a* distinct
“Articu¬ character or quality through conscious or
the technic of resonance is the working served with each word which is sung. definite point of articulation.
difference between fundamental tones and Each succeeding word should be enunci¬ lation,” in a narrow sense, means to “join arbitrary lip, tongue, jaw and soft palate
together.” In the labial tn, for instance, action. Under this procedure correct vi¬
overtones, or those produced by resonance. ated in front of the previous one.
We have learned through experimenta¬
And always, whether in the words of a the lips approximate; the lingual n re¬ bratory influence is also nullified. It is
tion with the vocal cords that pitch song or in the simplest of exercises, the quires the tip of the tongue articulating at well to bear in mind that tones focused
sounds originate in the larynx.
Again, student should listen and hear if the vowel the gums of the upper teeth; the palatic forward under derivative control should
through experimentation, it is known that is true to character—it must not deviate ft requires the back of the tongue! and the be accompanied by the sensation that the
hard palate to articulate; the sibilant j tones are “going out,” while tones fo¬
vowel sounds, while depending for pitch in the slightest.
and intensity upon the fundamental tones,
It is useless to try to place the vowel requires a blowing through the approxi¬ cused in the masque, under the first priare, nevertheless, separately assignable to anywhere with physical effort. If the mated teeth; and the aspirate h requires tordial will, if correctly formed, be accom¬
the resonance mechanism. The proof is vowel is required in the front of the that the stream of breath be focused panied by the sensation that they are “stay¬
simple. It is perfectly possible to talk mouth, pronounce it there, allowing the against the upper teeth.
ing in.”
without vocal cords so long as the ar¬ imagination full sway after you have con¬
A study of these various details and a
The Action of the Sustained Tone on the
ticulating mechanism is in normal con¬ scientiously shaped the vowel.
Physi¬ faithful application of them will make for
Instrument and Its Reaction on the Voice
dition. However, the sound will be of cal contortions never help, but invariably beautiful resonance. But vague ambitions,
low whispered quality, without pitch, and, hinder the singer.
even in the matter of resonance, invariably
First—Vibration: The law of vibration
since lacking the fundamental impetus
demands that the tones be started in the
The simple Italian exercise a-e-i-o-u, point to mediocrity.
from the vocal cords, without volume or
center of the tone area and maintained at
intensity.
this point until all the phonetic sounds are
A Good Working Basis
brought to a fccus and equalized under
Opera in English
forward placement. The great secret—it
GOOD WORKING BASIS for the
"Operas will be given in English. Here¬ singers as Charles Santley, Edward Lloyd, appears to be such—of vocal development
singer, therefore, is to assign pitch
sounds to the larynx and vowel sounds to in lies ‘The Day of the American singer. Belle Cole, Kirkby Lunn, Clara Butt and lies in holding these vibrations to a central
Will
he
and
she
be
ready?
Will
they
be
focus until, through a gradual change m
the
younger
Florence
Austral,
have
been
the resonance mechanism.
In other
words, it is the vowel sound which is of ready to sing their native tongue as beauti¬ trained and have demonstrated that Eng¬ cell structure a tendency toward tensione
vital importance in practicing for reso¬ fully as does the German, the Frenchman, lish may be made just as beautiful as any expansion is started at this point. In or'
the Italian, sing their vernacular ?
nance.
. .
other language. And therein lies a thun¬ der to continue the process of expansion
“These are the times when an American
this focus should be held until the tones
The vowel is formed above the origin
dering hint to the American teacher of commence to ascend for reinforcement
of pitch vibrations; that is, the vowel singer would better forego the continent
under the first primordial. This process
sound is formed mainly with the mouth. and stop in ‘London Town’ where such singing!”
is continued by focus in the masque, espe¬
The quality of the vowel sound depends
cially in vowel building or vocalizing.
upon the number of overtones within its
“Some of our modern young composers ought to be made to sing the music they
Second—Breath Control: Subconscious
form. The important thing is to differen¬
or automatic development of diaphragm
tiate between vowel sounds and pitch write for the voice.”—Sir Henry Wood,

R
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tic control through an extension of nor- by the sensation that the tones are “stay¬
ing in.” The ability to enunciate words
*1 soeed action. (Sitting position.)
m77,i'rd—Sustained Tone; The ability as developed under forward placement is
to maintain purity of vowel while sustain- not interfered with, but greatly broadened
; tjie tone> first in monotone, as directed, by this change in focus. One reason for
order to’promote automatic or indirect this is that the focus is away from the
ontrol these exercises should be worked tongue instead of toward it, while buccal
° t in a sitting position. Sit well back
vibration is increased rather than dimin¬
wkh the body erect, and inclined slightly
forward to free the chest. This position ished.
At this time, under free voice action, the
in nowise hampers tone emission.
Fourth—Focus of Tone: Bringing all vowel sounds should automatically incline
,+ones forward to the front mouth and lips to return to the plane of basic sound emis¬
(derivative control) meanwhile maintain¬ sion under the first primordial, which is
ing the sensation that the tone has free exemplified by the animal grunt. They
- egress, or is “going out” until such action should be developed under this control
produces a general blend of quality on all -until each vowel sound can be distinctly
produced by “grunting” on the tones. This
vowel and phonative consonant sounds.
fifth—Persisting in the above action procedure should be repeated as a part of
until the tones show an inclination to as¬ daily practice in' working for freedom and
cend en masse for reinforcement. When breadth of tone. Although it cannot be
perfected this action changes the focus done at once, eventually, under perfect
from the front mouth and lips, or buccal control, one should be able to “grunt” on
cavity, to the "masque of the face,” or the tones without movement qf the dia¬
upper resonating chambers, accompanied phragm.
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A New Piano—hr smaller
in size and weight than the
old cumbersome upright!

Vocal Limitations
By Charles Edward Mayhew

I

T IS THE case more often than not ciples involved, and practice regularly. The
that one's vocal limitations are set not principles upon which the development of
so much by musical shortcomings as by vocal resonance depends are absolute.
a lack of will power to overcome obstacles; There is no guesswork about them. If
a proneness to listen to everybody’s advice one has sufficient time to devote to regular
regardless of their fitness to give it; practice, a pleasing tone, to put it mildly, .
neglecting to spend a regular amount of can be obtained. That tone can be as
beautiful as the tonal concept of the singer,
time in daily practice; being forever in a
state of rushing from one thing to another but no more so.
from morning till night, so that one is
The Outstanding Fault
nervously unfitted to attempt anything sys¬
DDING to the testimony of teachers,
tematically; and forgetting that all things A
come to him who works faithfully, x - performers and conductors of the
present day the available information
earnestly and sincerely.
A large number of people are taking les¬ handed down to us by musicians of the
past, we cannot but see that the outstand¬
sons in painting, drawing, instrumental
ing fault of the majority of the people
music, elocution, dancing and many other
who want to sing is that they do not
accomplishments.
Only a few, a very
understand enough about music in gen¬
few, of these intend or are able, to take
eral. Many of them have a poor sense
up these subjects professionally, but they
of rhythm, and cannot count. Worst
do want to play, or paint, or speak, or
of all, they do not see the necessity of
dance better than the less altruitous per¬
“keeping time,”—they are firmly con¬
sons around them. There is much to be
vinced that singers, like poets, have “li¬
said in favor of or against the things that
cense,” and that while counting may be a
one likes to try to do. First it causes com¬ very good exercise for organist-directors,
petition and, second, there is always a
pie-anists, and such barbarians, it is be¬
chance that the person who is ambitious neath the dignity of singers with heavenly
may develop unsuspected talent. A great messages and God-given talents. They
many of those who make a beginning ot look upon the counting proclivity as a sort
studying the subject in which they are most of sickness. It is not an uncommon thing
interested will succeed in making a vast im¬ to find students who actually do not like
provement, and some of them are sure to to sing rhythmically, but this type of
rise above mediocrity.
student is often intensely musical at heart.
The reason for this fancied dislike is^that
Those Who Fail
they have an instinctive feeling that “Re¬
HE FEW who utterly fail will have pose is the soul of art.” To them keeping
only themselves to blame, for the only time seems like hurrying, and they feel,
way to succeed is to work, and those w 10 correctly enough, that hurry is the greatest
really work cannot fail. Most people are enemy of repose. It is not possible, howtolerant of those who study piano or paint¬ ever to develop true repose without having
ing, or who take dancing or elocution les¬ rhythmical feeling. Therefore, if one has
sons, but how often one hears the rem*"c’ a keen appreciation of repose as an indis¬
“She hasn’t any voice,” or the question, Do pensable asset of the artist, one should re¬
you think it is worth while for her to take member that the surest road to it is by
lessons in singing?” Most of the peop e way of rhythmical sincerity, and should
who sing do it spontaneously, just because learn to count and to accent.
.
they cannot help it. Some, who have
Another common fault of singing
“strong voices,” and are proud of them students is the failure to get a good under¬
because they like to make a noise, sing standing of the terms used by composers
merely to- be the centre-piece, their chiet to indicate the way in which they want
aim in life being to call attention to them¬ their music performed.
Students often
selves. There is something “within the guess at the meanings of the terms, ana
human breast” that delights in making (or their guesses are, as often as not, utterly
in listening to) a lot of noise, but—that is wron® What errors might be avoided if
not singing. Singing is the result o a the dictionary were more frequently used!
desire to clothe melody in lovely tone, an
When metronome marks are given, too,
to express with deepest feeling the senti¬ good results might often be obtained by at
ments embodied in the words. People w
least knowing what the metronome might
are truly in earnest about singing, and have have to say about the tempo.
perseverance enough to work out the pro
Although many qualities of the mind
lems in co-ordination needed to make wea
combine under each of the four headings
•voices resonant, will most surely bring Physical, Mental, Emotional, Spiritual, all
their voices to a state of musical efficiency the limitations of a singer are compre¬
if they concentrate their energies in wor , hended by one or more of these terms. In
get a thorough understanding of the prin¬
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SOMETHING new! Yes,
and extremely practical.
For-the Wurlitzer Studio
Piano is the most remarka¬
ble advance of the day in
piano construction.
It combines all the superb
tonal qualities for which
Wurlitzer is famous. Yet it
is a dainty, compact, beauti¬
fully appropriate addition
to even the smallest room.

Easily moved about
Pick it up—two can do it
easily! Move it anytime,
anywhere. Many are buy¬
ing this Wurlitzer Studio
Piano as an extra for practic¬
ing. And in apartments,
schools, churches and con¬
servatories, it fills the same
space-saving need that it
does in every-day homes.
While the Wurlitzer Studio
Piano is designed to save
space, it is also constructed
to meet the most exacting

musical requirements. It s
a beautiful, permanent pi¬
ano with the complete 7 %
octave scale, and a volume
that’s rich and full.

Inexpensive, too
It meets the present-day
demand for such an instru¬
ment-small, light in weight
and exceedingly inexpen¬
sive. You’ll be surprised at
the remarkable value of the
Wurlitzer Studio Piano. Be
sure you see it. Good piano
dealers are showing it now.
Prices range upwards from
$295. Studio Play ers$445 and
up. Prices F.O.B.Factory.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Mfg. Co., North Tonawanda, n. y.
Principal Wurlitzer Stores
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-
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FRANK DAMROSCH, Director
120 Claremont Avenue
New York, N. Y.

MUSIC and ARTS

CRITICAL AND PEDAGOGIC COURSE
for Teachers and Advanced Pianists under CARL FRIEDBERG

West End Avenue and 100th Street

Ralfe Leech Sterner, Director

New York*s Oldest Music School
Many

TWO NEW. COURSES

new and wonderful features planned
coming season by this institution

NORMAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS
Methods of interrelating all theoretic subjects and correlating them
with the study of piano, violin, voice, etc.
TUITION FEES VEET MOmUia CATALOOUB UPM REQUEST

VIRGIL PRACTICE

for the

CLAVIER

[Invented by the late A. K. Virgil)
Manufactured and sold only by The A. K. Virgil Clavier Co.
Full length keyboard. All latest improvementa.
FOUR OCTAVE PORTABLE CLAVIER foru.ein travelling

Same celebrated faculty headed by Ralfe Leech Sterner,
Arthur Friedheim, Paul Stoeving, Frederick Riesberg
and other celebrated masters.
Individual instruction.

WT. V

Dormitories in School Building.

Entrance at any time.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON REQUEST
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* Staffing, Pine Arte end Photoplay. Dovtloptog
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For PIANISTS, ACCOMPANISTS and

VIRGIL PORTABLE
KEYBOARD

Also Church and Concert Engagements
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

r. Y., ark tor catalog 3M
THE NATIONAL CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC OF AMERICA
Founded by Jeannette M. Thurber
Only conservatory chartered by Congress
Forty-first season opens October S
Enroll October 1, 2 and 3
The pedagogic system pursued is productive
of the highest results
Artistic Faculty includes: Piano: Adele Margulies;
Voice: R. Sapio; Violin: Leopold L.chtenberg;
History: Olin Downes.
Address Secretary, 53 W. 74th St., N. Y. City

Virgil Piano Conservatory

American Institute
of Applied Music
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A THOROUGH FOUNDATION
AND

Metropolitan College of Music

A WONDERFUL TECHNIC

THE ABILITY TO PLAY FOR OTHERS
A. M. VIRGIL, Director
120 W. 72nd Street, New York

KATE S. CHITTENDEN,
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Fall classes for teachers and
[students begin September 21st
Send for Catalogue
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EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
121 Madison Avenue (30th Street)
City
Ashland 5551

Crane Normal Institute of Music
Training School for Supervisors of Music
BOTH SEXES
form, music-history, chorus-conducting, methods,
practice-teaching. Graduates hold important posi¬
tions in colleges, city and normal schools.
53 MAIN ST.
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WEAVER
grand pianos
^

In thousands of
worth-while homes

— on the concert stage
— in conservatories of music,
the inimitable tone of Weaver
Grand Pianos is an inspira¬
tion, and the passing years
serve but to mellow it to
more subtle harmonies —
serving joyously the musical
needs even to the third and
fourth generations.

By Beatrice Wainwright

T

TEACHERS

For Pianists and Piano Students
Invaluable to Traveling Pianists
and Indispensable to Pianists and
Students Living in Apartments,
Hotels or Small Rooms.
Excellent for Perfecting AH Phases
of Technic and for Strengthening
the Fingers. Weight of touch can
be varied from 2 to 12 ounces.
Catalog on Request
VIRGIL PIANO SCHOOL CO.
120 West 72nd St.
NEW YORK

The would-be singer must he physically
alert and full of vitality. Indolent or
languid people have very little to express.
A well-schooled, resonant-speaking voice
is of incalculable benefit to a singer. It
should be a matter for personal mortifica¬
tion to have to be asked a second time what
one has said. When one has taken cold;
whether in the head, throat, chest, or any
other part of the body, prompt measures
should be taken to get rid of the trouble
without waiting to see whether the cold is
going to be a bad one. The wearing of
proper protection for the feet in damp or
wet weather is the duty of every voice user.
Coughs and colds indicate an unhealthy
state of the breathing apparatus, and the
voice cannot do effective work in practice
or performance under such conditions.
People who neglect their general health
are to a large extent establishing their own
vocal limitations.

Developing a Soprano’s Low Notes

For catalogue, etc., address The A. K. Virgil Clavier Co.,

A real home for music students.

Many Free Classes and Lectures. Diplomas and Teacher’s Certificates.
Public Concert every Thursday night.
Vocal, Piano, Violin and all
Instruments.
Public School Music Dept.
Dramatic Art, Drawing and
Painting, Interior Decoration, Dancing and Languages.

, t physical and mental limitations are
Imost synonymous, for everything done
I'ehr bodv is first conceived by the mind.
It is^oft**^ supposed that the voice of an
•individual is a quantity fixed by Nature,
'" for instance, the color of the eye, or the
shape of the hand. An untrained voice is
“ Worn free, but undergoes marked changes
fc muscular interference is lessened, as the
ci retaining power of the breath is mcreasLv felt, as vocal reinforcement is better
Understood, as the. vowels are perfected,
Phonetics comprehended, and, more than
gl else as the mental forces gather to
themselves authority and serenity. It is
most unfortunate that people are net more
persevering, for there is no doubt that all
musical and healthy individuals can learn
to sing well if they are willing to do the
necessary work. Perseverance, however,
plays the most important part, and without
it little can be accomplished.^

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Re-opens September 28th

SEVERAL FREE AND PARTIAL FREE SCHOLARSHIPS
OPEN FOR COMPETITION.
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HE SOPRANO voice often re¬ spasmodic movement of the lips will in¬
quires special attention in develop¬ terrupt the steady flow of the tone and the
vibrations started with the consonant. Con¬
ing the lower notes; that is, from
sequently a breathy one will come when
C below the staff to E a fourth above. The
the lips part for the vowel sound. It is
best wav to gain correct production for the
of the greatest importance to be sure the
lower tones in the soprano voice is to prac¬
lips are flexible. Otherwise the work will
tice exercises beginning, say, about middle
be of no avail. Stiff lips will utterly de¬
g where the head resonance responds more
stroy any possibility of free vibrations and
freely than lower down in the scale. Sing
the tone will remain in the throat. Should
t scale or other exercise descending while
the lips persist in their rigidity, then use
thinking the tones up in the head. That is
the syllables loo and to with the same
to say carefully control the tones in de¬
directions as given for mee, moo and mo.
scending passages. Think them up and
The tip of the tongue coming m contact
forward, as the tendency nearly always is
with the hard palate just above the teeth
for the tones to drop back in the throat and
in forming the L will produce a resonant
to lose resonance when singing descending
tone that will be effective placing the
scales or other passages that go down.
tone forward with vibrancy. The syllable*
When this occurs the low notes are muffled
loo and lo are also most helpful in loos¬
and do not carry. This is fatal to the
ening the tongue, which is of paramoum
low notes of the soprano s voice, as nature
importance. A free tone can never be
.seldom gives full round tones in the lower
produced while the tongue lacks flexibility.
part of her range, which usuaHy needs
A rigid tongue is a common fault with
careful training and developing. Other¬
most students of singing till corrected.
wise it lacks resonance and carrying power.
Should the free vibrant tone not respond
Exercises that give resonance to the
tones will in a comparatively short time readily, due to rigidity of the lips and
jaw, then use the various syllables men¬
give a carrying power to the low notes
tioned in the speaking voice, lightly and
that may have' been entirely lacking when
gently, then singing them again. This wi
the voice training was first begun. Exer¬
cises with resonant consonants that are he a great help, and if done correctly wil
overcome the difficulty. Spoken syl ablc
made on the lips, and vowels that are
like the above will quickly adjust the
formed forward in the mouth, are the best
rigidity and tenseness resulting from un¬
for this work; such as the syllables nice
moo, and mo. These should be repeated due effort when attempting to sing. Re¬
petition of the foregoing exercises and
slowly at first and softly. When one is
suggestions will undoubtedly bring good
sure the tone is produced well forward and
results. Some cases may take longer than
with resonance, the syllables may be re¬
others, but for a soprano vol“^ng in
peated more quickly, but always softly
lower tones there is no better way
until resonance and flexibility have been
fo tprove the quality and volume of these
established. These exercises, by the way,
are good to begin practice at all tune.
They help to put resonance into the tones
-Music in industry has *ts very impor¬
A word of warning against the use of tant function, and this ts making for better
chest tones by the soprano is in place he . feeling and closer cooperation between em¬
They should be avoided except on ra
ployers and employed—more harmony m
occasions; as, for instance, in the song work and more work in harmony.
O, Mcr Ouvrc Toi, by Delibes. In the
—Hon. J. J. Davis.
passage ending with the words mcr pr
fond on the word profond the notes are
middle C and low C. It is perfectly egi
Schilling’s Unsurpassed Vocal
mate and very effective for a soprano to
take the low C in chest. But this is one
Methods and Studies
of the very rare occasions. If t e c
UPPER TONES and HOW to ACQUIRE
tone is used frequently it causes a
THEM to HIGH C without strain
in the voice that is very difficult to remedy
when once established.
.
. In singing the syllables met, moo a
mo, care must be taken to continue the
vibration in the vowel sounds that is
gun on the lips with the resonant con
sonant M. In sounding the M the up
should bq together btit free of airy rigidity,
and wfWn opening the lips for the vo
the lips should separate gently so as no
disturb the.flow of tone. Any sudden

Tenor Edition (,4 parts) ts
Soprano Edition (jparts) fs
EAR TRAINING for Singers and MusiSIGHT SINGING for Self-Instruction and
. Class Use. 50c.
Send for complete- Catalog
W. P. Schilling, 131 W. 23rd St., New York

Weaver
Piano Co.
York, Pa.

THE

PIANO

OF

To the Music Lover
ful harmony, a recreation in irresist¬
ible melody and rhythm.

ENDURING TONE

To the Music Teacher
1, keeping <^f in

A Few Suggestions
Narcissa (Characteristic)
Ben Hur Chariot Race (March)
Silver Sleigh Bells (March)
Burning of Rome (March)
Star of Dawn (Reverie)
Cathedral Chimes (Chime Reverie)
Storm King (March)
Connecticut March (March)
The Four Horsemen (March, new)
Midnight Fire Alarm (March)
Wedding of the Winds (Concert Waltz)
Napoleon’s Last Charge (March)
Collections for Your Music Library
PIONEER LOVE SONGS (Vocal)
HARDING’S JIGS & REELS (Orig.Ed.)
PIONEER MARCH FOLIO
MUSICAL MOMENTS (Recreational)
PLEASING PIANO PIECES (Teaching)
E. T. PAULL’S MARCH FOLIO
Your dealer knows their merit. His counter folio or
a descriptive pamphlet will help your selection.
If Your Dealer Cannot Supply Write to
PAULL-PIONEER PUBLICATIONS, 119 5thAve.,N.Y.

Harmony Book for Beginners
By Preston Ware Orem

Pnce’ S1-25

An Ideal Harmony Class Book
Teachers
Achieve
Speedy
Results
With This
Harmony
Book

iN unequaled “success.” The main es/\ sentials of harmony are made under* ^ standable in a clear, concise manner
and everything is presented simply, yet in
an engaging and interesting manner. 1 eachers will find this work lays a strong founda¬
tion for future musicianship and music lov¬
ers not conversant with the subject will be
greatly enlightened through the self-study
that can be done with this book.

The Best
and Most
Practical
Work for
Self-Study
in
Harmony
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Conservatory
FORTY FIRST YEAR

A School of
Individual Instruction

A School of
Public Performance

A Residential and Day School of International Reputation with unparalleled
facilities for the attaining of a complete musical education in all
branches from elementary to the highest artistic standard.

Forty Years’ Achievements

52nd Year

CONSERVATORY of
jnap
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Francis L. York, M.A., President
Elizabeth Johnson,Vice-President
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Finest Conservatory in theWest
Offers to earnest students courses of study based upon the best modern
Icatbnal principles. Renowned faculty of^. Student ’ orchestra>
concerts and recitals.
Diplomas and Degrees conferred.
Teachers’certificates. Desirable boardingaccommodations.

Students May Enter At Any Time
UNRIVALED FREE ADVANTAGES

19,314 entered the profession in various fields, including vocal and
instrumental concert soloists, organists, composers, orchestra conduc¬
tors, operatic conductors, orchestral players (36 in the Philadelphia
Orchestra, others in the Boston Symphony, New York Philharmonic,
Detroit, Chicago, Victor, and other leading orchestras) leaders and
concertmeisters of the foremost moving picture orchestras in all parts
of the country. 8307 entered the teaching profession, 991 being con¬
nected with Universities, colleges, normal schools, .high schools and
conservatories. 39 are directors of Conservatories.
Every state in the Union, as w.ell as England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales,
France, Italy, Germany, Sweden, Russia, Canada and South America have been
represented in our student body, and our graduates and pupils are filling im¬
portant positions in every civilized country in the world.

Four Pupils’Recitals a Week Give You Opportunity
for Pupil Performance
All branches taught from elemen¬
tary to the highest artistic standard.
Pedagogy and Normal Training
Courses for Teachers.
Degrees
conferred. Daily reports keep the
Director personally informed of

your progress.
Daily supervision
shows you how to work. Two com¬
plete Pupils’ Symphony Orchestras
offer exceptional privilege of orches¬
tra routine and accompaniment

Courses for Public School Music Supervisors
Approved and Accredited Three-Year Courses in Public School Music
Supervision. Standard State Certificate issued upon completion of Course
without further examination. Four year course leads to degree of B. M.
in Public School Music.

Piano— Francis L. York, M.A.; Elizabeth
Joh nson7Georgia Richardson .Baske^ille Alle D.
Zuidema, Mus.Doc.; Helen Andrus Merrill, Minor
E. White. Oleane Doty,
’--Mus.Bac.; Ethel Litteil, and 4

Singing—Archibald C. JacksAr, Mrs. Chas. H.
ClSTMiss Elizabeth H. Bennett. Fred H.
~ 1 oe. Carl Mann, Mrs. Leslie G. I. a inborn,
fiotin—Earl W. Morse. E.
tun, Mrs. Raymond Brown,
a. H. Engel.

m Organ—Francis L. York M. A.; /
dema, Mus.Doc., Francis A. Mackay.
Cello—Jules L. Klein.
Harp—Ruth Clynick-Buyi
_ — -e D. Zuidema, —Post Graduate
Theory, Harmony. C
:is L. York, M.A.
Normal Training for Piano Traders—Francis L. York.
Public School Music and Drawing—Miss Hermine Lorch, Bertha Schaffer.
School of Expression—Miss Lilly Adela Darling. Mrs. Ethlyn Briggs Mann.
Dancing— Mrs. Ethlyn Briggs Mann.
Examinations Free. For Catalog
and Other Information, Address
Front Vim Conservatory
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary, 5035 Woodward Ave., Box 7—Detroit, Mich.

Accommodations for 2500 Students

Founded 1867 by Clara Baur
A COMPLETE SCHOOL OF MUSIC WITH FACULTY OF
INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION
Courses leading to Degrees, Diplomas and Certificates
nd art life. Send lor Catalogue
Highland and Burnet Aves. and Oak St.
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“Falstaff,” h<

Vienna, in 1798, Balfe produced a “Fa
staff” in London in 1838. Otto NtcoL.
employed him in "The Merry Wives of
Windsor.” He also appears in the “Mid¬
summer Night’s Dream” of Ambroise
Thomas (Paris, 1850). Even Adam em¬
ploys Falstaff in a one-act piece.
In writing the libretto for Verdi’s “Falstaff,” Arrigo Boito explains that he has
used parts of the “Merry Wives of Windsor” and parts of “Henry IV.” On the

li„i That he was able in his old age to
move to a vastly higher level is one of the

The Only University of Music in the World
All branches taught on the daily lesson plan
Special Music Supervisors Course
Fail term opens Monday, September 7th, 1925.
Summer School opens Monday, June 22nd, 1926
Catalogue on application to LYNN B. DANA, Pres. Desk E.

Qlpfolanh Jhstiiute
nf(Qu0ir

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director

Price, $725, f. o. b. N.Y,
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Premier Grand^ Piano G9n9,S9S^TION

SIX SPACIOUS BUILDINGS
Our 36-page. Illustrated Book Mailed Free

Premier Aristocrat Model

“Falstaff”

^distinctness tha^amounts to

(Cincinnati (fortserbatotigofJttusic

(The Only Conservatory in the State with Dormitories for Women)

A School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Loyalty
and Success

Verdi’s

The figure of Falstaff stands out in the

h in his teens, combined with the

Dormitories for Women
In addition to delightful* homelike surroundings in a musical and inspira¬
tional atmosphere in the foremost musical city in America, dormitory pupils
have advantages not offered in any other school of music, including Daily
Supervised Practice and Daily Classes in Technic.

a a means of contributing to the development of interest in opera, for
Mr. James Francis Cooke, editor of “The Etude,” has prepared,
ZTtuitouZ program notes for the production given in Philadelphia by The
0'at'nnolitun Opera Company of New York. These have ban reprinted
JruVivcltl in programs and periodicals at home and abroad. Believing that
readers may have a desire to be refreshed or informed upon certain
a'gnects of the popular grand operas, these historical and interpretative notes
Several of them will be reproduced in “The Etude.” The opera stones
have been written by Edward Ellsworth Hipshcr, assistant editor.
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The Story of “Falstaff"

Evangelistic Piano Playing
By GEORGE S. SCHULER
PRICE, 11.00
Every Pianist Will Find This an Extremely
Helpful Work-Full of Interesting Practical
Hints on Effective Hymn Playing
Very often the playingof hymns as they are
The effect of the singing of the fourparts is usually
the main thought^ in the mind of the compose^
"eft 'han^Xiu pUy,°or whether'the1 performance
J physically easy.^ ^ ^
^ .
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T IS DOUBTFUL if there is any other
topic in the organ world that has re¬
ceived anything like the attention that
has been focused on the subject of the or¬
gan recital. Bill Nye, of mirthful mem¬
ory, admonished his friends to “Avoid
strong drink as you would a piano re¬
cital.’’ It is hard to imagine what he
would have said if he had had any first¬
hand knowledge of the organ recital. Emil
Liebling spoke of the piano recital as “the
modern horror.” Yet piano recitals are
more popular than those given on the or¬
gan, although the latter are probably more
numerous.
An infinite variety of tone is possible
on a large modern instrument; and even
on one with two manuals and a few wellbalanced registers, it is possible to pro¬
duce fine musical effects. Yet it must be
admitted that the organ recital is 'not pop¬
ular. In a recent organ magazine there
appeared an article entitled, “Why they
stay away.” The writer was discussing
the recital, and contended that what the
average performer served up was not good
enough—or was too good, I forget which.
At any rate the people stayed away be¬
cause they did not like it. The organ re¬
cital is not popular because it does not
give unmixed pleasure, it does not fur¬
nish what people seem to want.
I attended my first organ recital in the
neighborhood of fifty years ago. I at¬
tended my last one about two months ago.
In between those two events I have lis¬
tened to innumerable recitals given by or¬
ganists of all gradations of reputation
and ability. Moreover, I have given fifty
or sixty myself. Hence I may be allowed
to assume that I know something about
them; and from this recital experience,
passive and active, I may have a few ideas
that may be of service, if passed on to
the readers of this department.
Organs and Organs

LET US, at the beginning, distinguish

between recitals. A program by a
Bonnet, a Dupre, a Yon or a Courboin is
one thing; a recital by a poorly equipped
or insufficiently prepared performer is an¬
other. A recital on a four manual, hun¬
dred register organ may easily be a
musical event; while a recital on a twomanual organ with ten stops is what our
mutual friend Perlmuttcr would call
“something else again yet.” On an organ
with full complement of reeds, strings,
flutes, couplers, harp, chimes, composition
pistons, releases, cancellation rods, cres¬
cendo pedals and so forth, almost any
piece can be made to sound charming;
and if an artist like those mentioned is
at the console, naturally the effects would
be unforgettable. But how many organs
are so equipped? And how many organ¬
ists ? A pianist—even the common or gar¬
den variety—invariably comes before his
audience well prepared. The same can not
be said for all organists, many of whom
have been known to appear before the
public without even having played over
the program for that particular occasion.
This is arrogant conceit, and richly de¬
serves the failure it invites. It is not the
least contributing cause to the unpopu¬
larity of the organ recital.
But these recitals remain unpopular
where the organist presents a musical
menu of merit, and which he has studied
and prepared to the best of his ability. In
cases of this kind the player must surely
lack the genius for public performances.
That elusive quality called personality may
be missing. Then again, as hinfed at
above, the organ may be inadequately
equipped; and that is more than enough to
mar an otherwise acceptable program.
To the writer of these lides. Organ
music is of itself much more- attractive
than piano music. My first piano reqftat Ex¬
perience came to me a little over fifty ydars
ago. The “piano playing person” (to quote

Recitals Again
By T. L. Rickaby
the newly-rich lady in a recent novel; was
called Anton Rubinstein, which I think
was very good for a beginning! Since
then I have heard practically all the great
pianists, but I was never thrilled by piano
music. But I was never bored by it; that
is, when the performer was a real pianist.
Organ music—just the sound of the or¬
gan-thrills me and stirs me as nothing
else in the world; yet I have been bored
speechless at organ recitals. Not at all
of them of course, but at too many. So
it is not to be wondered at that others,
without musical training or experience,
should fail to find much to interest them
in the average organ program.
I attended an organ recital once in com¬
pany with the late W. S. B. Mathews.
The performer was quite eminent and
worth while, but the equally eminent critic
and pedagog left at the end of the
third number with the remark, “Enough
is enough.” Later he told me it was too
great a strain on his nerves. And right
here I think that we have one quite weigh¬
ty reason why so few people care about
organ music, as presented at the average
recital. An hour or an hour and a half
of organ playing, especially, if the full
organ is used much (and in the majority
of recitals it is used entirely too much),
cannot fail to have a physical and nervous
effect on most people. To be obliged to
endure for a long period' the vibrations
caused by the full organ (and these vibra¬
tions are often violent enough to be com¬
municated to the floors, chairs and walls
of the concert room), could easily have
the effect of producing actual fatigue,
physical as well as nervous.
Three Reasons
’Ll ERE we have at least three possible
-*■
reasons for the failure of the average
organ recital to interest the general public:
First, the lack of preparation of ability
(or both), on the part of the performer;
second, an organ inadequately equipped to
present properly the music to be given;
and third, the nervous and physical strain
of listening to a full organ program. So
if the organ recital is to maintain the
place that it ought to occupy in the musi¬
cal scheme of things, it must be radically
changed in character and scope. As has
already been said, when recitals are given by
real artists on organs sufficiently equipped,
they will never fail to be entertaining and
therefore popular. But for the rank and
file of organists to give recitals on the
average organ is little short of useless as
a means of educating the public, and, of
course, useless as a means of entertain¬
ment, which after all, is what ninety per
cent, of all music is for.
How is the character of the recital to
be changed? In many ways, but first of
all by eliminating the fugue and fugue
style of music entirely—or where it is
used at all, to limit it to one short or
comparatively short number. Then avoid
compositions that demand or require fancy
stops, chimes and harp effects, if they are

not on the organ to be played.
Yon’s
“Jesu Bambino” and Russell’s “Bells of
St. Anne” have been played a very great
deal recently. People who had ever heard
these pieces—just to mention two on the
spur of the moment—played with proper
effects, would be disappointed to hear a
performance of them without the chimes.
It is useless to multiply instances. Scores
of organ numbers could be named that,
musically speaking, are nothing to be
proud of, yet by the use of strings, reeds,
tremolo, chimes and harp, are charming
to the average audience.
(I know one
travelling organist who carries his chimes
with him, and at his concerts, he en¬
gages some one to strike them at the
psychological moment behind the scenes.
Wise man!)
What to Look For

THERE is a very great deal of genuine

organ music that can be played effect¬
ively without so many “traps.” But it
must be searched for. Look for melodi¬
ousness, freshness, invention, rich har¬
mony, but not necessarily ultra-modern
harmonic experiments. Look for light¬
ness, well marked rhythm, and some speed.
But above all, look for sincerely musical
qualities. Try to find music that is written
as the result of inspiration plus scholar¬
ship, rather than that which proceeds
from scholarship alone. Then when you
have discovered it all, be careful not to
use too much of it at a time.
There comes to mind another phase of
the matter, and perhaps the most import¬
ant of all I have read somewhere that the
decline of Grecian music began with the
development of the soloist, when musicians
began to concentrate on solo work. There
is little or no real musical growth through
individual development. The choral soci¬
ety and the orchestra are the real edu¬
cators in musical matters. As they cannot
always be had, the organist’s glowing op¬
portunity lies in presenting as much en¬
semble music as possible at his recitals—
and there is an amazing amount of it to
be had: Compositions for organ and piapo;
organ and violin, ’cello and piano; organ
and four violins; organ and trombones
(by no means as grotesque a combination
as might be imagined) ; and many other.
These are never tiresome; solos frequently
are. The educational value of such music
(and while it is not advisable to emphasize
this phase of the recital idea, it is a phase
that must not be lost sight of entirely) is
inestimable, and it never ceases to be en¬
tertaining. It all entails extra work, but
it is pleasant work and really pays. The
organist who decides to attempt this sort
of recital reform may always rely on find¬
ing willing helpers. Every town of any
size has its amateur violinists and other
instrumentalists who are always glad of
the opportunity to play good music, and
who like the idea of appearing in public.
The objection that" amateur performers
cannot give renditions of a higher class of
music does not carry much weight in the

face of the evidence that we have of what
amateurs have done. The truth is that
amateur performances of ensemble music
have a much more glowing chance of
giving genuine pleasure to those who listen
to them than nine-tenths of the solo per¬
formances of organists and others. On
general principles it is infinitely better to
utilize the talent of four musicians in
some concerted piece, even if it should fall
somewhat short of perfection, than to
attempt so many solo performances which,
in so many cases, and for very apparent
reasons, cannot be other than mediocre.
The educational side of the recital has
been mentioned, and it may be made edu¬
cational enough by being made interesting.
If it is the right kind of music it will
tell its own story or carry its own message.
Informing an audience that a fugue is a
composition in which the opening theme,
called the “subject” is “answered” by the
second theme in the dominant, means no¬
thing to nine hundred and ninety-nine
out of a thousand. If they understand it
they do not need to be told. The recital
audience, like any other concert audience,
wants music—musical music, and not tonal
puzzles and harmonic experiments. Some
fugues sound well and make attractive
music; but in the case of most of them
only the fugue-hardened old-timer can
distinguish one subject from another after
they all “get going.”
It would seem that the logical thing
at this point would be to suggest material
for organ programs, music that would be
interestingly entertaining, and which at the
same time would be on a sufficiently high
plane so that the tendency would natural¬
ly be towards a gradual increase in ap¬
preciation for music in general and for
organ music in particular. So the follow¬
ing is “respectfully submitted.”
Largo (Handel). As an Organ solo; as
a trio for Organ, Violin and Piano; or
this trio with chorus.
Fugue in C Minor (Bach). This a short
fugue without a prelude. It is tuneful
and not long enough to tire anybody.
March Triumphal (Guilmant). Piano and
Organ.
Prelude in G (Bach). A short separate
Prelude. Bach in one of his merriest
moods.
Serenade (Kroeger). Piano and Organ.
Harp of St. Cecilia (Wiegand). Piano,
Organ and Violin.
Song Without Words (Hoelzel). Piano,
Organ and Violin.
Ave Maria (Mascagni). The Intermezzo
for Voice, Violin, Organ and Piano.
Lead Thou Me On (Wood). A beautiful
setting of “Lux Benigna,” for Voice,
Piano, Organ and Violin.
The Organ Builder. A “Reading” with
Organ accompaniment.
Song of Gratitude (Cole). Organ.
Finale (Smart). Organ.
Sunset Meditation (Biggs). Organ.
Cormmusa (Yon). Organ.
„
Fountain Reverie (Fletcher). Organ.
Scherso Symphonique (Frysinger). Or¬
gan.
Berceuse (Guilmant). Organ.
Cheap? By no means. Old and thread¬
bare? Some of it may be old, but most
of it is “up to the minute,” and not one
is threadbare when well done. Only eight
solo organ numbers?
Yes and that is
quite enough when it is remembered that
the organ is in evidence in every number.
But • over and above all considerations
whatever, any audience will like a pro¬
gram made up from music like this, and
will enjoy it more than a program of
exclusively organ numbers.
This list, which is written from memory,
is meant to be merely representative. With
a little effort it would be possible to fnrnish a number of programs, with material

suitable as that given-here. Transcrip¬ • It might -be-objected that such programs
ts 0f well-known (and well-liked) com- as these are not organ recitals at all, but
ositions might be freely given. Even are rather miscellaneous concerts. / But, /
• ces like Dvorak’s "Humoresque” could not many organists are capable’of , giving
recitals alone, and conditions arc not al¬
Ije included, and played more than once.
ways favorable for their adequate pre¬
The organist may detest it, but the aver¬ sentation. The point to be emphasized is
age audience does not, and if the player that such programs as have been outlined t
should occasionally give such pieces, while would in due time pave the way ior \
the audience may not “rise up,” they will better things.
We are discussing here \
certainly “call him blessed.” Play too the possibility of starting a reform in a
much Bach and Rheinberger, and they musical institution that hag unlimited pos¬
may rise up and go home—if they do not sibilities for pleasure, and many kinds of
profit.
stay away altogether.

The Church Organist
By T. L. Rickaby
Some time ago the writer was accorded return for the work that will be required
the favor of stating in these columns some of them, and which they will be ready and
0f his ideas regarding the work, privi- willing to do.
leges, and opportunities of the church
There will always be the performer who
organist. The work is about the same will naturally prefer the theater with its
perhaps, but the privileges and opportun- brilliance, its atmosphere of stimulating
ities have increased in value and number excitement and vitality, no matter how
most perceptibly, and will increase as time hard the work may be. But it is also
goes on
none the less true, that there will not be
8 I- the first place the necessity of playing any lack of competent musicians who will'
for nothing, and taking chances on a prefer the cloister (to speak figuratively)
reward hereafter, does not exist. That is, with its repose, its compelling sense of
'it does not exist where competent organists beauty, and all that the cHurch stands for
are to be found. In country places and of edification, uplift and peace yes peace,
small towns the “gratis" organist is still for the choir is no longer the War De¬
in evidence perhaps; but that does not partment” of the church—at least of the
concern us in this discussion.
churches that are worth while.
The moving picture theater is taking the
Then there will always be the earnest
good players, and churches must pay more musician who will prefer the work of
to retain' . .rganists When a church finds teaching to that of anything else, and to
that instead of receiving voluntary serv- disseminate the knowledge of the best in
ice or perhaps paying a dollar or two a music, and especially the best m church
Sunday, it must pay from fifty to one music, and in this work the church orhundred dollars a month, they will pay ganist might well find the major part of
it rather than have inadequate, defective his vocation and mission.
The organist
or unworthy musical services. But they in the past has invariably stood for the
are going to demand more for it. Just most advanced musicianship. He ought
playing two services on Sunday, and a still to stand for the most advanced muperfunctorv rehearsal (?) at any conveni- sicianship, and it is not difficult to find
ent time arc not going to satisfy a church those who do. But all of them are not
when they find that they must compete living up to their opportunities. Every
with the financially rich theater for the church of any size could easily be a center,
services of an organist. If the theater or- from which, with intelligent effort, the
ganist gels fifty or seventy-five dollars a finest of musical influences might radiate;
week, he works like a slave for it; and and the combined efforts of seriousthe church that pais from fiftv to one hun- minded church organists would eventually
dred dollars a month, while it will not result in great things, not only for sacred
make the organist work like a slave, it music, but also for music generally,
certainly will see to it that he gives a just
It might not be out of place to quote
return.' Two services and a perfunctory from the newspaper notices of the services
rehearsal forsooth! He will be expected at one church in a western city not a
-and not unreasonablv-to make himself metropolitan city by any means, just the
a part of the working forces of the church, average town of say fifteen thousand,
in its efforts to better the community, After mentioning the subjects of the rnorn• rather than to be merely an extraneous ing and evening sermons, the “usl“*
unit—indispensable perhaps, but to be en- bers were given.
e quar e e
g
dured as a sort of necessary evil. The anthem; there was one solo number, one
work of the organist is second only to anthem by the mxedchoir JirtyTOices)
that of the Pastor; and a church without- and one anthem by the Junior choir Al
some special musical activities is not often these musical forces joined “
a prosperous church. Of course it has and such responses as mig
,
never been proved; but it is fairly certain non-liturg.cal church. It w 11 read ly be
that if the music were taken out of the seen that one re earsa
A
_
majority of churches there would soon to obtain the
J**”
cease to be anv need of preaching.
meant a daily rehears
...
Moving picture playing, in taking so other. Twenty years ^
many organists away from the churches, there may have been one o
g
is far from being detrimental to the art who were paid a small salary. Now eve y
of the organist. The artistic demands of church there has a paid organist, ana some
the theater are growing more and more are well paid. The church mentioned
exacting, and the picture player who does aboye pays the organist one hundred and
not develop and grow will not last long. ^
dollars a month.
“The world do
.i.~ movement
-♦bpatprOn tVio
the other l-—j
hand the
theater- move>. jn conclusion I will mention two
ward is certain to lie instrumental in creat¬ facts: The music is worth all it costs;
ing or evolving a new race of church orwho are well paid, earn
«amsts who will experience little or no an
work
difficulty i„ getting an adequate financial what they receive, by real work.
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limited.
Demand is big—three
times as many tuners are needed
right now all over the country.
Pianos everywhere require tuning
and repairing—there are millions in
Srl?Kf «iroS.”,K.1,‘«cl.
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Have A Business Of Your Own
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COLLEGE OF PIANO TUNING
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Dept.

609 EAST LINCOLN WAY, LA PORTE, INDIANA
r POLK COLLEGE OF PIANO TUNING,
■
609 E. Lincoln Way, Dept. 185,
j
La Porte, Ind.
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Please send me, without obligation. <•(
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CHRISTMAS MUSIC
for Church Choirs
CHRISTMAS CHOIR CANTATAS
(New 1925)
Tidings of Great Joy. Ashford. Difficult, 75c
The New-Born King. Gabriel. Easy, 75c
King Emanuel. ^ Stafik.^ShorOtJc
^
^

CHRISTMAS ANTHEMS
We publish over three hundred Christmas an¬
thems in separate octavo form. A copy of the t en
most popular out of these three hundred will be
sent on 10 dayj^ approval upon request if this

[AUSTIN ORGANS]
pONTRACT
n organ in C
be one of

i, Philadelphia, folgenerally held
__
outstanding tr

^C'idity

AUSTIN ORGAN CO.
165 Woodland St.

Hartford, Conn.

CHRISTMAS SOLOS AND DUETS
Ask us for a free copy of “The Church
Soloist.” a book of sjered poems jrith thematics
forgeneraf occasional Mention this magazine.
LORENZ PUBLISHING CO.
Dayton, Ohio (216 W. 5th St.)

INSTRUCTION IN

THEATRE ORGAN PLAYING
"When 1 was a young man there was no ^f^fd not ha'^handled the music that
living to be made out of more serious day
.
; ordinary
alone; indeed, it is difficult now.
Zdtl There is a wider spread of
among other things, I wrote course fidoy. TAe jecfmic/>
songs.
I feel something out of touch musica cu
prederick Cowen.
wtffi the times now. Music progresses like

tt

Learn In 12 Weeks By New Guaranteed Method

Dr. WILLIAM C. CARL
Instructor
of Many Prominent Organists
Director
of the Guilmant Organ School

Practice Organ. Special course
for pianists changing to organ.
17 East 11th Street,
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing oi

New York City
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By Henry S.
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THE ETUDE
« a question and answer departrates
meatt devoted
devoted expressly to the Organ
and to the Choir. Mr. Henry S.

Ins aginations wan
~
parts of the country he is m position
to be extremely well versed upon all

Fry is onc of the best known of

subjects relating to the instrument.
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A Conservatory Pledged to the Highest Artistic Standards

FALL TERM NOW OPEN
More than

100 teachers of world-wide reputation.

Private lessons only or courses leading to

Teachers’ Certificates. Graduation and Degrees in Piano. Vocal. Violin. Cello Church Organ. Movie
Organ Theory Public School Music, Dramatic Art and Expression, Toe, Ballet, Interpretative and

..sgaBl.
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STUDENT DORMITORIES
Artistic and sumptuous dormitory accommodations for men and women in college building.
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Classical Dancing, School of Opera, all Orchestral Instruments, Chautauqua, Lyceum, Concert and
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movie organs for practice and teaching purposes, in studios fitted with motion picture projecting
machines, to provide actual experience in picture accompaniment.

Positions Assured after Completion of Preparation
Write for Free Descriptive Catalog

COSMOPOLITAN
SCH0?0L MUSIC4
COLUMBIA
SCHOOL OF

*/■"!

MUSIC

Fully accredited courses leading to
CERTIFICATES, DIPLOMAS
and DEGREES
By Authority of the State of Illinois
Training in the following departments: II
Piano, Voice, Violin, Theory, Violoncello,
Normal Training, Public School Music,
Chorus Singing, Correlated Arts, History
of Music, Ensemble, Orchestra, Profes¬
sional Accompanying, Conducting, Dra¬
matic Expression, English and Psychology
Send for complete catalog
COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC II
Box E, 509 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago |
Harrison 5950
11

DR. CARVER WILLIAMS-Pres

GIRVIN

VIOLIN

fig
SCHOOL

PERCY FULLINWIDER
VIOLINIST

SUPER “0RG0BL0”
Sturdy—Efficient—Quiet ^
|'l'he”oRe’oBW bos wra^Uw
_

for
Violin
Double Bass Counterpoint
Violoncello
Harmony
Composition
Attractions of the School: Lectures, Concerts, Recit¬
als, The Symphony ClubOrchestra.Thelntermediate
Orchestra, Junior Orchestra, String Quartettes and

ous student of violin. Write f<
ee catalog and information.
CARL J. WATERMAN. Dean.
LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY
Superior Public School M

For particulars address—Edwin L. Stephen, Mgr.
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OP MUSIC
Box E, 16th Floor Kimball Hall Bldg., Chicago

CARL J.WATERMAN, Dean
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Special Christmas Programl

Fox Trot Orchestration—The

Beautiful Melody of Richard Kountz’s
Song Success of the Same Title Transcribed into a Fascinating Dance Number—Price, 35 Cents
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RAMON B. GIRVIN, Director

Eminent faculty of 60 Arti; s. Normal training f
Teachers. Students’ Orchestra, concerts, Lectures,
Diplomas, Degrees and Teachers’ Certificates.
Departments—Piano, Voice, Violin, Musical
Theory, Composition, Violoncello, Orches¬
tral Instruments, Public School Music,

Established 1780
MONTREAL. CANADA
Dorchester, Mass.
Booklet of Choice Recipes
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SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL
Fine Arts Building
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Mildred Fitzpatrick, widely known as one of the most successful theater organists in the country.

will appease these keen
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considerable nutrition.
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The Etude Music Lover’s Memory Contest
Series III
month The Etude presents these musical brain twisters. How i
• •
- the measures
musical knowledge.

c'3€>°
QonsiSls of
Four Separate and
DiStinCt Schools

I

The School for Training
and Placing Teachers of
music and the allied arts.

2
3

4

The School for Training
and Launching Concert
Artists.
The School for Training
and Placing Public
School Music Teachers.
The School for Training
and Placing Theatre and
Church Organists.

Qualified Students
Entering the

School for
Training and
Placing
Teachers
this season may re¬
ceive appointments
next season to the
Faculty of our Chi¬
cago Neighborhood
Branches or of our
Extension Branches

NOTE
Students may register at any time.
Mention the School of Training in
which you are interested and ad¬
dress your inquiry for Catalog and
detailed information to
Sherwood Music School
Fine Arts Building

410 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Ill.

i iL

Answers to Last Month’s “Music Lover’s Memory Contest”
1, Simple Aveu, Thome; 2, Polish Dance, Scharwenka; 3, Autumn, Chafflh
4, June,^ Tschaikowsky; S, Butterflies, Grieg; 6, Melody of Love, Engelmam
Romanze, Mozart; 8, Poet and Peasant Overture, von Suppe.
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I
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|
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the ETUDE

A Fine Position

ERE are a few "country tiddler"
An Etude reader writes: “Is it,correct
habits which the serious violin stu¬
for a young violinist when playing the
dent should avoid as he would a
Minuet in G to sway his body with every
pestilence. The trouble is that so many
up or down bow, or should he stand erect,
violin students, who ought to know bet¬
bowing with the arm only? Why do some
ter, indulge in them.
good violin players move their bodies m
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE
1. Putting powdered rosin on the pegs
this fashion?”
to make them stick.
Just how much motion of the body, and
Powdered rosin will make the pegs jerk,
it is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Department
gesture, if any, is allowable when playing,
and should never be used. Ordinary black¬
“A Violinist’s Magazine Complete in Itself”
will
always remain a disputed point. A
board chalk is the thing to use for this pur¬
fine
position and graceful movements
pose. If the pegs stick very badly, a thin
while playing the violin are of the utmost
film of soap can be put on the peg before
importance in winning an audience. Some
applying the chalk.
players stand as motionless as a graven
2. Letting down the strings after play¬
“Country Fiddler” Habits
image, while others to a greater or less
ing, with the idea of breaking fewer
a good leather case at all times when not
wide mouthed glass jar with a glass stop¬
extent move around, sway to and frq,
strings.
.
use.
per. If kept in the violin case they should
stand on their tip-toes occasionally, first
Very little is saved by this foolish cus¬ be kept in a flat tin box with a tight cover.
14.
Using
the
wrong
sized
strings,
...-- — -~
hold the heads of their violins high in
tom; and the result is that, if the strings
10. Screwing the bow up so tight that it carelessness in not having a supply ot tne
are continually let down, the violin will looks like a bow to shoot arrows with, and right size on hand; that is, using an E for the air and then lower. Such movements
in violin playing correspond to gestures
never stay in tune. The strings should be has a hump like a camel.
n A for a D, a D for
in oratory, and some orators indulge in
left tuned to the proper pitch, at all times;
a D, for instance.
The curve of the bow-stick should be ir
otherwise, every piece the student tries to wards (towards the hair), not bowed
This habit of using the wrong sized more gestures than others.
Most of the books and authorities ad¬
play will sound more like a tuning match euiivcx iu the hair. All of the advantage strings is extremely common among
than a musical composition, as he will have of Tourte’s great invention of making the teur violin players. To give good results vise us to assume a position of dignified,
to stop every few measures to tune up.
must be used, as a string of statue-like repose when playing, leaving
bow stick curve inward instead of outward, the right
3. Holding the bow near the middle, or
is lost when the bow stick is screwed up the wrong „_e, for instance a D used in all the motion to the arms, which do the
a third its length up from the frog, with the
place of a A, will so unduly increase the actual playing, and avoiding walking
o tightly.
fingers straggling apart on the stick.
11. Tuning by a series of short jerks of pressure of the bridge on the belly that the around on the stage, swaying the body,
If the bow is held in this manner, a third the bow.
tone of all the strings will suffer; and the moving the head, waving the bead.of the
of its length is wasted, a proper balance is
Tuning should be done by long, singing, tones on the D string tuned up to the A violin up and down, and so on, as we
impossible, and good bowing is out of the
would a pest. No doubt this is excellent
steady strokes of the bow, sounding the will be unbearable.
question.
IS. Winding strings on the wrong pegs, advice to the student, for if he strives for
__H ,.i chords, in the following succes¬
4. Stamping the time on the floor so vig¬ sion. A-E, D-A, G-D. The whole length the D
the A peg, the A on the D peg, a quiet position when practi. iug, he will
orously that it sounds as if flat-irons were
the A peg, the A on the E peg. be less liable to indulge in exaggerated
of the bow should be used. In no other the E
tied to the feet.
gestures and motions under the influence
r catch the interference of for instance.
I f the foot is used at all in beating time,
This is a very bad habit, as it leads to of the excitement of a public performance.
vibrations so easily, when the strings a
the sound should be so slight as to lx? al¬
Not that all movement or gesture has
much
confusion
in the tuning and putting
out of tune.
most inaudible, or the toe alone should be
a displeasing effect. Many famous'violin¬
12. Playing with the wrist and elbow on strings.
used in marking the time.
16. Introducing all kinds of such embel¬ ists have indulged in considerable bodily
joints as stiff as a poker, making a harsh,
5. Sliding from one tone to another with scratching sound.
lishments as grace notes, turns and trills movements and gestures when playing
a whining sound.
without displeasing their audiences! The
, elbow and shoulder joints where they were never intended by the a
The i
This may be all very well in a burlesque should be flexible
when bow- thor, also chords and double stops in which main point is that the motion or gesture
musical act in vaudeville, but it is the quint¬ ing, for if flexible they
like the springs the harmony is incorrect, and which were must seem to spring naturally from the
essence of vulgarity in serious violin play¬ of a carriage or an auto and make for
>t written in tile piece by the composer.
heat of the performance, and not have
ing. It creates the impression of a rehear¬ smooth tone.
This habit of “improving on the com- the appearance of being done from af¬
sal of tom-cats on the backyard, fence,
nail poser” is very common, and often leads to fectation. Motions which give the impres¬
13. Keeping the violin hung up
rather than good violin playing.
unhappy results. It is a safe rule to play sion of affectation or “showing off” always
on the wall when not in use.
6. Using pegs which have been whittled
the composition as the composer wrote it. disgust an audience. It is the mine in ora¬
The violin is a delicate instrument,
down with a jack-knife in an attempt to sensitive to atmospheric changes, and If he wanted all these changes he would
tory or declamation. Gesture- ' > f the stilted,
make them fit.
changes of temperature. It should be kept have added them himself.
“made to order” variety, as those which
Pegs should be fitted by a good profes¬
have teen taught to an elocution pupil
sional violin repairer; or if there is no re¬
by his teacher, invariably fail to be ef¬
pairer at hand, and the violinist is obliged
fective, while those which spring naturally
to do the work himself, the peg can be
Gipsy Melodies
from the heat of the discourse are a won¬
brought down to the approximate size by
derful aid to eloquence.
scraping it with the edge of a piece of
By Abigail S. Cole
Our great concert violinists differ very
broken glass. A piece of sandpaper should
much as to the amount of motion and ges¬
then be wrapped around the peg and the
Under an old apple tree by a seaside cotThree years passed. Having returned to ture in which they indulge. Some use
peg twirled around, until it is perfectly
New York, we stopped at .Eolian Hall none at all, retaining a position of statue¬
round and the correct size to fit the hole. 'i tage, we found the artist at work.
"We have just been visiting the light¬ and asked to see the picture of Liszt, by like repose throughout. Others allow more
If a small lathe is handy, the peg can be
latitude in this respect, and indulge in oc¬
put in the lathe, and reduced to the right house keeper,” we greeted him, by way of DeTahy.
introduction. “He has told us of your
At first there seemed to be only the fig¬ casional motion and gestures, which are
size by sandpaper, in a few minutes.
7. Attaching the tailpiece to the button wonderful paintings. I hope we are not ure of Liszt seated at the piano. Then often very effective. Who has not admired
out of the shadows in front of him faces the violinist Mischa Elman, when he holds
intruding.”
by a piece of copper or iron wire.
“You are entirely welcome,” he assured began to appear. An old gipsy sat before the head of his violin high iu the air
No metal is used in the construction of
the violin, and a piece of tail-gut, which can us. “The light-keeper is a jolly good a campfire. His head, covered by an old while playing a fortissimo climax, and
slouch hat, rested in his hand. A red ker¬ brings it down with a sweep of power
lx? obtained at any music store for a few fellow.”
He showed us not only the seascape on chief about his neck caught the gleam at the end of a phrase, never failing to
cents, should be used for attaching the tail¬
which he was engaged, but also insisted of the flickering flames which illuminated thrill his audience?
piece to the button.
We sometimes see violinists wheel half¬
8. Letting the rosin accumulate on the that we see many in the little cottage hard also his face, overspread with deep reverie.
belly, just below the bridge, until it forms by. The walls were lined with sketches, Near the lower right-hand comer of the way around while playing a piano pas¬
an unsightly cake of dirt and rosin, which mostly faces; faces expressing every emo¬ picture another was playing upon a pipe. sage, so that the back and side of the
tion,
from
the
rapt
innocence
of
the
angel
Only
the
face,
the
shoulder
and
the
hands
violin is presented to the audience, thus
is a source of delight to your simon pure
to the horror of the demon tortured.
upon the upturned instrument were visible. reducing the volume of tone which reaches
“country fiddler.”
“When the vision of a new face comes Over the face was a rapture as of an angel. it, and making a telling effect. I have
Every speck of dirt and rosin should be
wiped from the violin after playing. Be¬ into my thought,” he said, “I sketch it The pale green mists about his hands added seen violinists rise on their tip-toes dur¬
sides being an eye-sore, it stands to reason while the glow of inspiration is fresh and to the spiritual impression of the figure. ing a climax, and come down at its close,
that this cake of rosin and dirt will inter¬ clear. Then when I want a group paint¬ Back of the central figure was a woman making a very striking effect. The main
fere with the vibrations of the belly to a ing, I choose from these to develop my playing the violin. Her face was very point Is not to overdo the thing by con¬
considerable extent. The belly will give idea.
dark, and there was a wild pleading in her stantly swaying the body in time with the
“It was thus that I painted the picture
forth a clearer, more resonant tone if its
eyes. Two other faces completed the pic¬ music and indulging in constant pantosmooth and glossy surface is kept free of of Liszt, which hangs in 2Eolian' Hall, ture. These were of sweethearts, and, with
in which he is seated at the piano with the
rosin and dirt at all times.
The popularity of jazz has greatly in¬
heads close together, their one expression
, 9. Putting a whole two-length gut string faces of his inspiration before him. You
creased the amount of gesture and mo¬
on at once, and wrapping the unused length know, perhaps, the story of his ‘Hunga¬ was of love and admiration for each other. tion indulged in by string and wind
Every human passion seemed to be rep¬
rian Rhapsodies;’ how, among the Gipsies,
around the head of the violin.
players, with the result that it has spread
Only single lengths of string should be he gathered their wild, weird, mad. glad resented in these faces, while about them to many of our young solo violin players,
used. In wrapping the extra length around melodies and then about these wove his all was the wild spirit of the gipsy life. with an unfortunate effect. Everyone who
,the head of the violin it is very apt to be in¬ wonderful harmonies and arabesques. In The artist had vividly caught the atmos¬ has watched the performance of iazz
jured. and it is always in the way. The this picture I have tried to paint him sur¬ phere of inspiration surrounding Liszt as players has noted the amount of bodily
extra lengths of strings should be kept at rounded with the faces which might have he reproduced in the music the life of the contortion in which they indulge. The
home in a tin box with a tight cover, or a come before him as he composed.”
gipsy folk.
saxophone players writhe and sway.,fi'c
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EGA VIOLINS are made in
Europe by present day mas¬
ter craftsmen. They are repro¬
ductions of famous models in
every detail of design, selected
wood and superior workmanship.
Their tone quality is clear and
resonant with great carrying
power.
Every Vega Violin is guaranteed to be
perfect in every detail and to be of the
highest quality in relation to its price.
Thirty-five years as manufacturers and
importers of the finest instruments sub¬
stantiates our guarantee. When you pur¬
chase a \ ega Violin you arc sure ol
obtaining exceptional value and will take
pride in its possession.

trombonists keep time with head, feet, and ried bodily motion to extremes. A critic
instrument, the violinists wave their fiddles describes the playing of a well-known Eu¬
up and down and sideways. Even Paul ropean violinist of the last century as
Whiteman himself, the greatest exponent follows: “This artist excited the wonder
of jazz, teeters up and down, nods his arid ridicule of many of the audience by
head rhythmically, and sways to and fro his gyrations while playing. He set his
as he stands at the director’s stand, and feet heel to heel, with military precision,
he is an ex-symphony violinist. All this and when he commenced to play his body
bodily motion indulged in by the perform¬ swayed to and fro, and from side to side,
ers in a jazz orchestra seems to add to to such a degree that his hearers were
the life, color, and rhythm of the per¬ on nettles lest he get off his center of
formance of jazz, and is apparently highly gravity and topple over altogether. It
interesting to the audiaice. In a symphony was nerve wracking to watch him, and it
orchestra no bodily motion is permitted was a source of wonder to the audience
to the performers, except that actually how he retained his balance at all.”
The violinist must learn to walk grace¬
necessary in playing the instruments.
Many of our leading symphony directors, fully on the stage and to stand in an easily
however, indulge in enough contortions graceful position during the rests and in¬
and gestures to make up for the lack of troduction. Even in vaudeville a performer
it in the players. Occasionally we find cannot get an engagement until he is
a director who conducts with little mo¬ “stage-broke,” that is, until he has had
tion. The late Theodore Thomas, the pio¬ enough experience to do his work in a
neer symphony conductor of the United graceful, professional manner.
I knew of a case where a young violin¬
States, was an extraordinary example of
quiet directing. He stood like a statue ist, who was a really excellent solo player,
in the director’s box, handling the baton lost an extremely profitable twenty weeks’
quietly, and with the utmost grace, most engagement simply because he did not
of the time with wrist and fore-arm only, know how to walk on the stage and stand
with only occasional full arm movements. gracefully, and because lie indulged in too
The young violin student should be many contortions when lie played. The
taught to stand quietly and to play with audience went wild over his playing and
as little bodily motion as possible; for, if he “stopped the show,” in stage parlance,
this is not insisted upon during the lesson but the management would not engage him
hour and during the pupil’s practice time, because of the objections stated above.
The young violinist should wait until
he is liable to make a caricature of him¬
self under the excitement of a public per¬ he is a celebrity before be tries to indulge
in bodily motion, gestures, and tricks, in
formance, if he comes to this.
Occasionally famous violinists have car¬ his public playing.

Vega Violins $50.00 to $500.00
Other complete outfits $24.00 up
Write for free catalog

Increasing Salaries of Violinists
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OU may now have
any Wurlitzer in¬
strument for a
week’s free trial in your
own home. Examine the
instrument, show it to
your friends, play it as
much as you wish. No
obligation to buy—no
expense for the trial. We
make this liberal offer
because we want you
try for yourself th<
wonderful instruments,
the result of 200 years’
experience in musical
instrument building.
Easy payments are
ranged to suit your c
venience.
This is your opportunity
to try a famousWurlitzer
instrument in your own

Violin playing as a money-making pro¬ masters (leading violin) in well-known or¬
chestras are paid from $200 a week up.
fession has come down off the shelf, at
The price of violin lessons has followed
155-159 Columbus Ave.
Boston, Mass.
least for violinists who are thoroughly
the upward trend also. The fees paid
equipped for their profession. Salaries
violin teachers who have mastered their
of orchestral players and the fees for professions thoroughly, compare favorably
violin lessons have been on the up-grade with those paid physicians. In cities be¬
for several years. As an illustration of the low 100,000 population, the best violin
trend in salaries paid first-class orchestra teachers are paid $1.50 or $2 per lesson,
Examine our
musicians, the instance of the agreement and in some cases more. In the larger
collection
just made by the Chicago Civic Opera cities the prices of lessons is from $2 up¬
We have all kinds of
Company, with the musicians of its or¬ wards, according to the fame and skill of
chestra, may be cited. The players, which the teacher. A common price for a teacher
include more violin, viola, cello and of considerable reputation is $5 per lesson,
double bass players than any other in¬ ranging upwards from that price to $25.
strumentalists, will receive a minimum of One of the most famous violin teachers in
$119 a week, with enough more paid for America receives $30 per lesson, and $60
elevate you in the opinion of
your friends as a player.
rehearsals to bring the average weekly per lesson in master class.
The “master class” idea has taken a firm
Established 1846 Catalogues free
salary up to $155. This compensation is
hold on the musical life of America
paid for a season of 22 weeks, bringing the
AUGUST GEMliNDER Si 50N5
within the past ten years, and the number
Subscribe to The Violin World, $1.15 J«r y««, wlth
gross
amount
to
considerably
more
than
Booh of 45 Solo, for Violin nnd Tl.no
of master classes has increased in a remark¬
$3,000 for the season.
I EXPF11TK EXCLCSIV*
Many orchestral players also give les¬ able degree. Almost all the leading musical
sons, play the organ in churches, take sum¬ colleges and conservatories in America have
mer and extra engagements, edit, compose annual master classes, which are usually
and arrange music and do other things held during the summer time for six weeks
which go to swell their annual income. or more, when a majority of the regular
Deep, Mellow, Soulful It is likely these opera players can man¬ pupils have quit for the summer. In the
age to earn $5,000 or $6,000 a year with¬ master class all the members attend the
out difficulty, which compares very favor¬ class daily, listening to all the lessons. The
ably with the average incomes of physi¬ violinist instructing the master class teaches
cians lawyers, college professors, journal¬ the members one at a time, just as lie would
ists and members of other learned pro¬ do in a private lesson at his studio. He
fessions. The Reading Tribune, comment¬ criticises, plays for the pupil and gives
GENUINE ITALIAN
ing on this fact, remarks: “Stern fathers advice, while the rest of the class members
hereafter will have no reason to abuse sons listen. Sometimes he gives a short im¬
of artistic temperament for wasting their promptu recital for the benefit of the class.
Four or five private lessons usually consti¬
time mi fiddles.’ It is a new age. Music
—FORand art arc coming into their-own. The tutes the day’s work in the master class.
■In most master classes, teachers and
Violin—Viola—'Cello and Bass fiddle, not to mention the trombone player, others who do not desire to play can, for
brings home the bacon.”
Samples and Prices on Request
Symphony players earn incomes not a reduced fee, have the privilege of attend¬
differing much from the above, and even ing the sessions of the master class simply
members of high class dance orchestras as auditors, in order to profit by hearing an
MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO.
earn handsome sums. A violinist in a eminent teacher give his lessons. This is
83 Newbury Street
first class hotel dance orchestra in New of inestimable value to teachers, as they can
York city earns $90 per week, and it is gain many ideas which they can put into
BOSTON, MASS.
not unusual for members of the more practice in their own teaching.
Many great violinists take advantage of
noted "jazz” orchestras to be paid from
$100 to $150 per week. Leaders earn more the master class plan, as it gives them
VIOLIN ,
than the rank and file of the players of profitable employment, during the season
J1 publishers. Prompt service.
when
few engagements offer. The fees for
MUSIC THEO. PRESSER CO. PHILA.. FA. course, in some cases double. Concert-
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NewCatalog
The greatest musical cata¬
log ever published! Over
8—every known
instrument described and

FREE—no obligation.
Send the Coupon

Special Offer
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Free Book
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EXCELLENT PIANO ALBUMS
Program Pieces
33 Piano Solos
Price, 75 cents
This is the latest edition to the series known
as “Reasonably Priced Albums,” made up from
especially large plates and containing a gener¬
ous assortment of excellent music. The pieces
in this book are between Grades 3 and 5 in itoint
of difficulty and are particularly suitable for
recital or exhibition playing. The best com¬
posers, classic and modern, are represented and
some genuine novelties will be found in the
list of contents.

the pupils in violin master classes in the
United States range from $5 to $60 per lesson. A common price is $10 per lesson,
The bulk of the business is done between
$10 and $25 per lesson, including the privilege of attending all the sessions of the
class.
Concert engagements are, .of course, the
most profitable-branch of the profession of
violin playing, if one can gain a sufficiently
high reputation to get enough of them,
Single engagements for the concerts range

M. L. Preston Album of Compo¬
sitions for Piano
Price, $1.00
The piano compositions of M. L. Preston
(Matilee Loeb-Evans) are great favorites with
piano players of moderate ability and are fre¬
quently used by teachers for students in the
second and third grades. The pieces in this colHetion are in various styles, drawing-room
pieces, reveries, nocturnes, dances and charac¬
teristic pieces and all lie well under the hands.
Many teachers will use this album for pupils’
sight-reading material.
USEFUL SONG COLLECTIONS

A NEW THEORETICAL WORK
Theory and Composition of Music
By Preston Ware Orem
Price, $1.25
A manual of refreshingly new and interesting
material for the study of Advanced Harmony.
Melody Writing, Practical Composition and
Musical Form, for class, private and self-instruc¬
tion. The phenomenal success of the author’s
previously published work. Harmony Book for
Beginners, inspired the making of this book and,
although it has been on the market but a short
time, the sale of copies has been remarkable.
Any student who has mastered the study of har¬
mony as far as the dominant seventh chord
can take up this work at once.
INTERESTING BOOKS ON MUSIC
Principles of Expression in Piano¬
forte Playing
By A. F. Christian!
Price, $2.50
This is one of the most original and authori¬
tative books on piano playing ever written.
It tells how to make your piano playing beautiful
by giving you an understanding of the inner
meaning of phrasing, accent, rhythm, meter and
Basic Principles in Pianoforte
Playing
By Josef Lhevinne
Price, 60 cents
One of the foremost virtuosos and teachers
of the present day imparts in this little book
secrets that should enable the average piano
student to improve both tone and technic 100
per cent.

Songs for Girls
A COLLECTION OF STUDIO SONGS
Price, $1.00
Many teachers having in their charge young
girl students avoid giving them for study or re¬
cital numbers, songs that treat of romance or
religion. ' There are many good songs published
wherein the texts do not treat of these sub¬
jects and in this volume the best of them have
been included, due attention having been given,
of course, to selecting songs in which the rapge
•of the voice part is not too extended for young
girls’ voices.
Standard Vocal Repertoire
50 Songs
Price, 75 cents
Here is unprecedented value in a song album.
Just think! Fifty excellent songs by the best
modern writers at an average cost of one and
one-half cents each. These songs are not old
worn-out numbers; most of them are brand
new compositions. Some are suitable for con, cert, some for church and almost all of them
may be used for teaching purposes.
A UNIQUE BOOK ON SINGING
What the Vocal Student Should
Know
By Nicholas Douty
Price, $1.00
Of course, it is impossible to tell in sixty-four
pages all that a vocal student should know.
But Mr. Douty, one of the foremost teachers
in this country, a soloist and composer of note,
does tell many things that are of vital importance
to all vocal students. In addition he has in¬
cluded daily exercises for each voice, selected
from works of the masters, and humorously
referred to as “A Daily Dozen for Singers.”

Everything in Music
Publications
THEO. PRESSER CO.

Notturno
A MUSICAL ROMANCE
By Carl Schmidt
Price, $1.50
Musical fiction of interest is really quite rare.
Here is a musical novel written by a profes¬
sional musician. It has a good plot, is well mo¬
tivated and is one which musicians and music
lovers will read with great pleasure.

1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Established 1883
Every convenience for the teacher seeking music supplies is of¬
fered in our Mail Order Service-Liberal examination Priv¬
ileges. Low Professional Prices, Convenient Charge
Accounts and Prompt, Accurate Service are Enjoyed
by Our Thousands of Patrons Everywhere.
Helpful Catalogs Supplied fo Teachers.

A NEW CHORAL PUBLICATION

Any of These Catalogs Sent Upon Request
Descriptive Catalog of Piano Collections.
Graded Thematic Catalog of Piano Music.
Descriptive Catalog of Musical Literature.

Glee Club Songs
FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
By Hollis Dann and Wm. L. Wood
Price, 90 cents
Men’s choruses and quartets will find this a
most interesting and useful collection. Both
original compositions and arrangements of old
favorites are included. None of the 52 selec¬
tions could be termed difficult.

Excerpts from Excellent Songs. Shows por¬
tions of nearly 100 songs.
Descriptive Catalogs of Vocal. Organ or Violin
Methods, Studies and Collections.
Catalog of Juvenile Music Publications.
Ask for Catalogs and Folders upon Any Class of Music
Publications in Which You Are Interested—Our Catalog
Dept, is at Your Service Without Cost.
Ask About the Liberal Examination
Privileges of the "On Sale Plan."

PIANO TEACHING WORKS
First Year at the Piano
A PROGRESSIVE AND MODERN
BEGINNERS’ BOOK
By John M. Williams
Price, $1.00
A progressive and modern beginners’ book by
a recognized authority on pianoforte pedagogy.
Among its features, that will appeal to teachers
are: the introduction of both clefs from the
beginning, the hands play in the five-finger posi¬
tion throughout the first part, the use of little
rhymes to give the correct idea of phrasing,
and the placing of' phrasing as the basis of the
study of the piano. Every up-to-date teacher
should examine this work.
Tunes for Tiny Tots
By John M. Williams
Price, 75 cents
This little work may he used to advantage
preparatory to any beginners’ book or method,
especially with very young children. The grad¬
ing is more gradual, the explanations of greater
simplicity than those usually found in beginners’
books. The GRAND STAFF, treble and bass
clef, is introduced at once and the names and
values of notes, time, etc., are thoroughly ex¬
plained.
Comprehensive Music Writing
Book
By Anna H. Hamilton
Price, 60 cents
More aptly named this book couldn’t be. It
is a most comprehensive writing book, a thor¬
ough course in musical notation. It starts at •
the very beginning but goes much further than
the average writing book. The author is a cele¬
brated teacher whose works on piano and theory
are very extensively used by the best teachers.
Album of Scales
STUDY PIECES FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES
Price, 75 cents
Album of Scales is the second in the series
“Study Pieces for Special Purposes,” Album of
Trills having previously appeared. This hook
consists of twenty-three piano pieces in which
scale passages are introduced, the object being
to make the study of the scales more interesting.
These pieces are in the second and third grail-'
and all are musically attractive.
Six Study Pieces for the
Development of the Wrist
By Carl Moter
Price, 80 cents
Wrist technic is frequently neglected until
the pupil is pretty well advanced. This little
set of pieces enables the student in the third
grade to take up this branch of study and make
a most pleasant beginning. They are in various
styles, introducing staccato notes, thirds, sixths
and a few octaves.
The Amateur Musician
By Russell Snively Gilbert
Price, 75 cents
A little work to fit in after the kindergarten
stage in music teaching. It develops, hand-inhand, a knowledge of notation and keyboard
execution and provides opportunity for original
creative work of an elementary character by
furnishing little bits of melody which are to be
completed by the student, thus developing taste
and imagination.
ATTRACTIVE OPERETTAS
The Castaways
OPERETTA FOR WOMEN’S VOICES
Music by Fay Foster
Vocal Score, $1.00
Stage Manager’s Guide, $1.00
A very clever operetta in two acts, with
libretto bv A. M. Foster. The scene is laid on
a tropical island where a group of modern
American women are shipwrecked. The music,
written for solos and two-part chorus, is ex¬
ceptionally good.
Pageant of Flowers
OPERETTA FOR CHILDREN’S VOICES
Music by Richard Kountz
Price, 40 cents
Pageajits are in great demand, especially in
the grade schools. Music supervisors and teach¬
ers will be delighted with this interesting, melo¬
dious work. The text is by Elsie C. Baker.
1 he production may be made as inexpensive or
as elaborate as desired.
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Education — applied education — is the
greatest tool any one can have m
making a success socially or in busi¬
ness. The coupon below brings com¬
plete information.

from $50 to $1000, or more, the latter in_the
case of violinists of world-wide fame. Solo
violinists of lesser rank, m lyceum or chautauqua work, must be content with trom
$75 to $150 per week, or m some cases
little more.
It must be understood that the increasing
prices for violin work of all kinds has been
for really capable violinists who can really
play their instruments. For t ie musi
dabblers and half way fiddlers, it is as Hard
as ever to make a bare livuig.

Piano Trios and the Student
By Alfred Sprissler

Put Yourself Here
in Sixty Days^

When the music student, having attained
that grade of ability which permits his
entering the wide field of ensemble playing,
thinks about the form of ensemble playing
be will select, he inevitably chooses piano
trios. For the pianist such a step is the

tke is requisite. “Hard ptaces” are frequent
for the piano, and the strings receive
share of difficulties.
’Cellists and violinists should be very
careful not to acce er
. . . untold
a procedure often causes the ■
>^d

Vim”;* to
«h. s
'“.as
early need of such a routine as the study of t™ ,
nsation or “givepiano trios affords. The greatest composers “dde_^kel, fflPst J preSerVed. The piano
commonly learn
have lent their best efforts to this particular
regarded as the solo instrument
popular tun
|nJ instruments, will make you style of composition. The piano parts are
if has a solo passage. The same
SEStsought for, most popular man m town.
always models of careful composing, fre^ wUh each o{ the other instru- Your reading problem
quently requiring the finest technic and
solved by Dr. Eliot
lZaoo,T^ZZuhZJZtru^ent itself. Make this interpretation.
.
“After Mozart, Reissiger may be taken up.
A few piano students think that trios ^ ^
^ Qpus
are of a diametn7%fy terms. 3
of Harvard
^JureZd profit.' Clip coupon, filfin ^‘1 today. afford them nothing more than mere
opposite style to Mozart. Mozarts
are embodiments of simplicity; Reisv
Buescher Band Instrument Co. accompaniment work. Such is not the case.
HERE will be a dozen competitors for
Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments
The piano is even more important than the
kans to the embellished style of
your big opportunity when it comes. What
1009 Buescher Block
Elkhart, Ind. •stringed instruments. In fact, the Haydn Mendeissobn gut all in all, Mozart’s work will influence the man who is to make the
Mendelssohn. But all in all, Mozart’s work
trios aic
reaiiy sonatas ior
^
mQre difficult.
are really
for violin auu
and piano,
{he more
difficult; for his simple phrases decision among them?
“In every department of practical life, said
with a violoncello
part which
fcT""
’"ll is practically" ^ harder
harder to
to interoret
interpret than
than Reissiger’s
Reissiger’s
ex-President Hadley of Yale, “men in com¬
ad libitum. The piano frequently has solo more lavish touches.
merce, men in transportation, and in manufact¬
passages and cadenzas which prove to be
Mendelssohn’s opus 49 is popular as a ures have told me that what they really wanted
anything but accompaniments.
. .
teaching selection. A well-known piano from our colleges was men who have this
The early stages of a trio, -with a pianist teacber frequently has his annual prize selective power of using books efficiently."
who is accustomed
j
’ to playing -'one.
alone, is
- student perform
r_ this at his recital. The
Not book-worms; not men who have read
sometimes rather sad. It is here the pianist pjano part ;s 0n the order of a concerto, all kinds of miscellaneous books. But those who
learns that there are others beside himself and &reat care mUst be exercised in mak- have read and have mastered the few great
books that make men think clearly and talk well.
who have notes to play. With a violinist jng tbe parts fit.
What are those few great books? How shall
and a ’cellist who have a fair sense of time
And then we come, as we do in every deand the obstinacy to hold their pianist to it, partment 0f music, to Beethoven. One who a busy man find them? T he free book offered
he has impressed upon his mmd that, knows says tbat when the first chord in below answers those questions; it describes
although genius and artistic temperament Beethoven’s opus 1, number one, is struck,
DR. ELIOT’S
demand rubato and shiftings of tempo aU other piano tr;os fade into insignifiFIVE-FOOT SHELF
where the composer forgot to mark them cance
the time of the trio must be rigorously held,
However, our group of artists is not adOF BOOKS
or the whole performance is a waste of vised to commence. their study of Beetheffort.
oven with anything so very ambitious as
The incipient efforts of a trio should ’tbjs bne trio, dedicated to Prince Carl von
always be supervised, or at least should Lichnowsky. Rather let their study com- Every well-informed man and woman should at
follow a plan suggested by a competent mence with the little trio in B-flat, a least know something about these famous
authority. There are regular grades in trio posthumous work of great beauty, in one Harvard Classics.
The free book tells about^it—how Dr. Eliot hasjjut
literature They should be observed. It movement. It is a little symphony,
would be utter folly to start on TschaikowOf course, no one was a peer of Beeth- education,” how he has arranged it that even "fifteen
sky or Gade, even be the players advanced oven jn writing variations, and the study of'spare time! by using the reading bourses Dr. Eliot
in their individual study. There are some Qf the development in the ten variations of has provided for you, you can get the knowledge of litera¬
very excellent volumes of transcriptions of 0pUS 44 will show this. Variation II is for ture and life, the culture, the broad viewpoint that
standard works for trio. They are good pjano alone.
ATLANTIC CITY
for recreation or for presentation at those
For very advanced players, we suggest copy of this handsome little book! It is free, it will b<
sent by mail, and involves no obligation of any sort
informal concerts at which the student very opus 70, number two, and opus 11, which is Merely clip the coupon and mail it to-day.
Onthc Beach and Boardwalk. In very center of things
ftpn assists But as’ for serious study and the clarinet trio. However, it is impossiIndeed, it’s a pleasure to visit these two
for giVing an insight into trio literature ble to say which is the best. They are all Send for this FREE booklet
delightful hotels. They welcome you to
Adantic City with the hospitality and
■
are to be avoided. The piano parts excellent, but some of them are difficult,
that gives Dr. Eliot’s
friendly atmosphere of home.
are accompaniments, and although they even to virtuosi. Our beginners must take
plan of
M
are well done they fall short of the original that into consideration when they see what
aAmerican ‘Plan only. cAlways open.
Hear us on the radio; frequent broadnuroose for which trio playing is studied few trios we have suggested for them.
reading.
m
castingfromWPG. Illustrated
pu p. . .
And after these few have been mastered
by ptan ■
olavers are proficient, there is still a vast amount of excellent maLEEDS and LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
a stoTmay be made with the Mozart piano terial in which to delve, Raff, Gade, Rua startmay
, S4g 564
d 254, binstein, Schumann and others.
tn°S
to KfiSel Number 548 ”s “fo;.
But the student should bear this in mind:
according to Kochel^Number * ^
pJay a ^ completeiy. Never select one
wm

luMMlHf

SAXOPHONE

ss
Zl-XS
scale «
An<J (he
music of this,

T

JfALFONTE■{addon Hall

dStand requires study and preparation, movement and ignore the remainder. Only
difficult an
q
.
0f vj0ia are from the entirety of the composition can
If VblTT beautifvd^ClarincT Trio, one grasp the greatness of development
available, the
recommended. and general beauty. Pay careful attention to
number 498, is st
gy
movements. A great pianist once
Some editions have the clarinet part
^ „A pianist is proven by the matmer
Cr!^ItoutlXumber 548 is the first one
which should be studied. It * m C-major,

in which he plays the slow movement of a
Mozart 10.
_

and the timemedoMc and re"I play staccato as I feel it. I altered
tatsnthe interest, as all the Mozart trios do. my method of playing late in life. I betamstneirue
>
, . best but j,eve a g00d staccato is a gift.
J„T,£»

V

P. F. COLLIER & SON COMPANY
250 Park Avenue, New York City
By mail,free, send me the little guide book to the mos
famous books in the world, describing Dr. Eliot’s Five

WlENIAWSKI.

.3491-HCGL.
3t undertake to send the booklet
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Violin Questions Answered

Interesting Study Materials
Piano Teachers are Offered the Privilege of

itilizing the

5 of the Presser Co.

nation privi
to be of gi

to them in securing

(Details of the “On Sale” Plan Cheerfully Sent on Request.)

Strengthen and Bring Your Teaching
FIRST GRADE SERIES

The Choir Master
Each Month Under This Heading We Shall Give a List of Anthems,
Solos and Voluntaries Appropriate for Morning and Evening
Throughout the Year.

Any of These Publications

1 is not a difficult one for the to

anything in music publications.

By MR. BRAINE

SUNDAY MORNING. Dec

iber 20th

° Ariagio Cantabile..Beethoven-W kiting

° Mrah of the Wise Men.

.Hosmer

AN(a“ What Went Ye Out for
fo See? .. iNeidlinger

A*(!u The Lord Said...•Orem
(&) Arise, Shine.:.Maker

SUfJDAY MORNING, December 6th

“Up-To-Date” Now for a Successful 1925-1926 Teaching Season
TIME STUDIES

FIRST STUDIES IN OCTAVE PLAYING

INTRODUCTORY LESSONS ON THE ART OF
POLYPHONIC PIANO PLAYING

SIX STUDY PIECES FOR THE DEVEL¬
OPMENT OF THE WRIST

ggpgBUiii-

.Ho,m" °s»«

The Son " ~
~
”
kj1 WarG°d. G.°lVM°ney-lVhiting

SIX STUDY PIECES IN THIRDS
RHYTHM AND TECHNIC

SUNDAY EVENING, December 6th

.Buck

Postlude in A..
.Galbraith
iUNDAY MORNING, December 13th
Tin Triste

, .Tsehaikot.sky

OFBFmak°L*Iht Divine (Solo, T.)^^_

THE NEW GRADUS AD PARNASSUM
ALBUM OF ARPEGGIOS

il&iStflP

TWENTY-FIVE MELODIES FOR EYE,
EAR AND HAND TRAINING

:hem
... Geibel
.Hosmer

y
organ

*£*

T.

27th
Vkiting

<«> Rejoice, the Lord is King
Jerwald
(&)
Forth Into Joy.
Joy. .Berridge
°C™TBorn Todayv (S.

=p?sSlsS=l

‘her 13th

SUNDAY EVENING, December 27th

..Sttoney

°^e of the Chimes. .. Luigini

(b) O God, the Rock of Aj
° QyTriwf Madest Earth and
(Duet, T. and B.)...
°RMGaARh in G.

ALBUM OF SCALES

ETUDES FACILES

’.Sr™''

album of trills
°R^h in C.
SUNDAY EVENING,

¥.igSSgS-2

lasu

tllivan

A^r“mfort Ye .Ncidlingcr
(b) Blessed is He Who Cometh^

TEN BUSY FINGERS

. .Merkel

IRsataastf- 81 ttSfiSKS

EXERCISES IN DEVELOPING ACCURACY
THE PIANO BEGINNER

. .Parker

SUNDAY EVENING, December 20th

THE MUSIC SCRAP BOOK

GENERAL STUDY BOOK
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HAND CULTURE

ALBUM OF .TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR THE PIPE ORGAN
By H. J. STEWART
: CO., 1712 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA,PA.

Any of the Study Material

TEN BRILLIANT OCTAVE STUDIES

On This Page May be Successfully
Used in Conjunction With These
Successful Teaching Courses
BEGINNER’S BOOK

PIECES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
TECHNIC

SUMMY’S
MASTERING THE STUDIES AND ARPEGGIOS

L’ART DU CLAVIER—THE ART OF THE PIANO

FINGER GYMNASTICS
RECREATIVE ETUDES

Theodore Presser Co. 010-1712-1714

Philadelphia, Pa.
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A DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION
REGARDING

New Music Works
AND OTHER MATTERS OF INTEREST
TO MUSIC BUYERS

A Little of Everything for Every
Day—Technical Exercises
For the Piano
By Gilmore Ward Bryant
This is a technic book for daily use.
It is not a series of separate exercises,
but it is divided into seventeen sections,
each section dealing with one or more
technical problems. These sections cover
one hundred and seven measures m al
(6 pages). Thes^entire six pages can be
played like a piece; they arc written or
transposed into seven other keys besides
C Major.
.
.
,
The' special introductory price m ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Great Men and
Famous Musicians on the
Art of Music
By James Francis Cooke
If Liszt, Rubinstein, Chopin and Men¬
delssohn had given to the world through
some such medium as that employed by
the author of this book (Great Men and
Famous Musicians on the Art of Music)
their ideas upon piano playing, this vol¬
ume would Ire well-nigh priceless now to
music students. This new work will not
only contain the practical, educational
ideas of many of the foremost pianists and
composers, conductors and singers, ex¬
pressed in their own words so that they
will be of immediate helpfulness to stu¬
dents, but it will also contain the very
practical thoughts of many great men
upon the value of music and music study.
The main purpose of the volume is that
of giving the music student the kind of
encouragement and uplift and inspi ration
and knowledge which could ordinarily be
obtained through no other one volume.
The book is the third in the series of which
the first two are “Great Pianists on
Pianoforte Playing” and “Great Singers
on the Art of Singing.” It is independent
in itself, but the three books form a
library of current opinions of the greatest
minds on music. The advance of publica¬
tion price of this book is only $1.00.
.

Standard Second-Grade
Recreations for the Pianoforte
NEW WORKS
This will be the most recent edition to
Advance of Publication Offers
our series of volumes printed from special
large plates. When prepared in this man¬
ner one gets the largest possible number
of pieces on any given number of pages.
These second-grade pieces are selected
from the most successful numbers in our
catalog. They are chiefly by modern and
contemporary writers. Every piece is a
gem.
.
.
Mail Order Buying of Music
The special introductory price in ad¬
It is not possible for every city and town vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
to support within its own precincts a postpaid.
From the Dalies to 'Minnetonka—PianoOlder Beginner’s Book
store carrying even a fair representative
Great^"fttaTand Famous Musicians on the
stock of music publications; but, thanks Nearly a Honeymoon
For the Pianoforte
Art of Music—James Francis Cooke. . .
to the United States mail system, music
By John M. Williams
Hearts and Blossoms—Operetta in Two
buyers throughout the country do not miss Musical Play
Acts—Stults .■ ■ • ..■ • -j.-■ v
Most instruction books are prepared
How to Succeed in Singing—A. Buzzisuch a store in their own localities. In By Jessica Moore
with children or young persons in mind.
Philadelphia
the
Theo.
Presser
Co.
has
a
This
work
is
a
farce
comedy
dealing
In the Candy Shop—Operetta—Adair. . . .
stock of music publications, as has been with many amusing and mirthful situa¬ Such will not do for adults or for those
Little Life Stories of the Great Masters—
in the grown-up stage. With this in mind,
told before, that if placed in one pile would tions.
The songs are melodious and
A Little of Everything for Every Day—
i make a gigantic stack over six miles into possess that quality of dash and go which Mr. Williams has prepared an instruction
Piano—Bryant ....
the air. Thousands of pieces of music are will sustain the interest throughout. book which has all the desirable elemen¬
“Middle C” and the Notes Above and
Below—Simmons .• .
| taken out of the stock each day to fill Amateur societies, high and graded schools tary features, but which is at the same
Miniature Suite for Organ—Rogers. . ..
orders that come in from all parts of tire will be interested in this new offering. time adapted for more mature minds.
Nearly a Honeymoon—Musical Flay—Jer• world, and thousands of pieces of music Special price in advance of publication is Mr. Williams always uses bright and at¬
tractive material and says what is neces¬
j daily come to the Theo. Presser Co. from 30 cents a copy, postpaid.
New Orchestra Book—Piano.
sary to be said in a plain and practical
)
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New Overture Album—Piano Solo
manner.
) stock. The Theo. Presser Co. in mainNew Overture Album—Piano Duet
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By Chas. Dancla, Op. 68
ginner—Scarmolin .
\ tions, but this company is ever alert to
"Every violinist is acquainted with the
Scale Studies for Violin—Hrimaly
give prompt and accurate attention to all works of Charles Dancla. This particular Miniature Suite
Second and Third Year Study Book—
o orders. The majority of Etude readers opus exploits conventional technical feat¬ For the Organ
Piano—Sartorio .
Standard Second Grade Recreations ....
5 are familiar with this mail order service
ures such as are used in every-day violin By James H. Rogers
Suite—Two Pianos, Four Hands—Arensky
5 and make it a point to secure all desired
The student who has done the first year’s
Technic for Beginners—Risher. . . ..music from this source. Despite this, it playing and is especially suited for private work on the organ should be able to take
What to Teach at the Very First Lessons
instruction with the teacher playing the
—John M. Williams.30 is not amiss to make mention of it here
second violin part. This will give the up this suite and master it readily, then
since each month brings many Etude
he will have something worth while to
student
added
confidence
and
enable
him
readers, and these new readers are in¬
Thanksgiving,
show for his practice. The several move¬
vited to test this service to music buyers to accustom himself to ensemble playing,
ments might be used to occasional advan¬
Harvest Time and
when next they are in need of any music a prime requisite for the violinist. This
new edition has been carefully prepared tage in picture playing, and any of them
Armistice Day Music
publications.
and edited by Mr. Eugene Theill. The could be used as church voluntaries. A
There are many solos and anthems of a
advance of publication cash price is 25 delightful work.
beautiful character that are available for In the Candy Shop
The special introductory price in ad¬
cents, postpaid.
the special occasions indicated by the Operetta for Young People
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
heading of this paragraph. Theo. Presser
By
Mildred
Adair
From the Dalles to Minnetonka postpaid.
Co. will be glad to send a selected list
This is a little musical play, very easy Four Impressions
of such material to Choirmasters request¬
Rhythmical A. B. C’s
ing it or Choirmasters may ask that we to perform, which may be done by a group For the Pianoforte
For the Violin Beginner
send, on approval, a package of such of children of various ages. It is very
By Thurlow Lieurance
With Piano Accompaniment
material from which they may make their tuneful throughout and easy to sing. It
These are charming piano pieces based By A. Louis Scarmolin
choice. Action at this time is none too is also easy of preparation and not too
early, as rehearsal opportunities will be lengthy to be learned in a comparatively upon genuine Indian themes. Included in
A unique work for the violin, consist¬
found all too few by the time division small number of rehearsals. It would the set is a new concert transcription of ing of a series of little tunes for the piano
is made as to the numbers to be used and make an excellent after piece for a chil¬ the famous song, By the Waters of Minne¬ with accompanying rhythmical figures on
dren’s recital, or to be done in connection tonka, and one of a newer song, Sa-Ma- the violin. A pupil with even the slightest ■
the required copies are in hand.
with any other form of entertainment for Wee-No. Either taken together as a suite musical ear cannot fail to grasp them.
How it is Easy for Teachers
young people. This work is now in prep¬ or as separate numbers, these pieces will It is a book that can be used for private
aration, but it will soon be off the press. prove exceptionally strong recital novel¬
To Select Music
instruction or for class work, and we
The special introductory price in ad¬ ties.
Music teachers in Philadelphia can walk
The special introductory price in ad- believe that every progressive teacher who
into the Chestnut Street store of the Theo. vance of publication is 25 cents per copy,
T has anything to do with the education of
Presser Co. and spend any desired postpaid.
’ young pupils will welcome the opportunity
amount of time in looking over music and
to become acquainted with this work by
making a choice of such things as are Technic for Beginners
ordering a copy at the special advance
Album of Song Transcriptions
required for pupils receiving instruction. Preparatory to
of publication cash price, 35 cents, postHowever, teachers in cities where there are Hanon or Pischna
And Variations
large music stores are not the only ones
For the Pianoforte
who have the privilege of selecting music By Anna Priscilla Risher
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in this careful manner without having to
And the Notes Below
purchase a lot of music that is not suit¬ to use a preliminary work, something tions of melodies which have appeared
able for requirements. Teachers in all which will work to two-finger exercises, originally in vocal form. These melodies By Lidie Avirit Simmons
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are
taken
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songs,
from
sacred
five-finger
exercises,
holding
notes,
etc.,
parts of the' country, no matter how re¬
Middle C and learns one note at a time,
and
secular
songs,
old
and
new,
and
from
motely located, have this same oppor¬ up to preparation for the scale. A stu¬
going above and below. In addition to
tunity.
Any teacher not thoroughly dent who has been trained thus early to operatic sources. The arrangements con¬
learning
the notes and naming them, the
sist
of
transcriptions,
paraphrases
and
familiar with the “On Sale” plan as origi¬ use a technic book systematically will be
nated and perfected by the Theo. Presser all the better prepared for the work such variations. Some are quite simple, in pupil writes them also, and then plays a
Co. should send for particulars of the as is given in the books by Pischna, Hanon keeping with the melodies, others are more dainty study exemplifying each new step.
There
are
line drawings in connection with
elaborate,
but
all
are
of
intermediate
“On Sale” plan and give this system of and others. This has been done admirably
selecting music a trial. It is a conserva¬ by Miss Risher in the little book now in grade, not too difficult for the average each little study, and most of them have
appropriate texts.
good player.
tive statement to say that thousands of preparation.
The
special
introductory price in ad¬
The special introductory price in ad¬
The special introductory price in ad¬
teachers each season voluntarily express
the highest appreciation of the “On Sale” vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, vance of publications is 40 cents per copy, vance of publication is 40 cents per copy,
postpaid.
postpaid.
plan, commenting upon the “On Sale” postpaid.
system as a service they could not do
without conveniently. Why should any
teacher waste time and money selecting
music by any other system than one that
allows for the examination of any amount
of material in the convenience of the
studio or home without obligation to pur¬
chase any music except that which is
actually desired? It is just this conveni¬
ence that is offered the teacher in the On
Sale” plan of the Theo. Presser Co.
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ffjE ETUDE
\Vhat to Teach at the
vprv First Lessons
Rv John M. Williams
Mr Williams in this new book has very
U- avoided giving any hard and fast
?‘Sms He suggests what is a good gen^fcourse to pursue and then depends
eral C?eli,.,.ber’s judgment to sunnl el‘Pnt the" excellent outline he has provided.
®e"Vers want this sort of thing and want
a6hadlv They know in general what is
rt b®od policy, but the advice of an
on expynert is- always
always desirable. Mr. Williams
rmobabTv
!_-nhnhlv taught
taueht more
more teachers
teacners during
during:
it nast year than any man in the United
dtates
He has taught teachers from
States.
coast to
and . bis books
coast
to coast
„ are, the recoa
. .1 experience.
ti,„
„#
suit of„ actual
The advar
publication price is 30 cents, postpaid.

Overture Album to be Published
For Piano Solo and Piano Duet
The Overture Album in two volumes,
,me for piano solo and the other for four
hands, will have exactly the same contents, as follows: Weber, Jubilee; Leutner. Festival; Adam, If I Were King;
Thomas, Mignon; Suppe, Light Cavalry;
Balfe, Bohemian Girl; Offenbach, Orpheus; Suppe, Pique Dame; Keler-Bela,
Hungarian Lustspiel; Mozart, Marriage
of Figaro.
Fiaaro. These are among
amomr the most
popular of all the lighter overtures. The
arrangements
are the
1 au8cula>is nre
in» best
won. to
w be
^ obtained
and all the numbers are carefully
fingered, phrased and edited. These volumes will soon be ready
The special advance of publication cash
price on the volume arranged for four
hands is 50 cents, and on the volume arranged for two hands, 40 cents per copy,
postpaid.
...
New
Amateur
Orchestra Collection

Elementary Piano Pedagogy
By Chas.
B. Macklin
_
A book which will tell the busy teacher
just what to do, steP bJ, ® j?’“J
of tbe
and practical manner, should prove ot the
greatest possible benefit.. M.
t
who is an experienced ^er bl“6e“’sh^
embodied in this new book the results ot
years of pedagogical-worfe T^eiMterial
is presented m a dear andconcise manner
and the principles emaciate
conflict with any method _ that may hate
been pursued b.y *b® te.a<*e
■
5nPadThe *'/7~7,7L.7.:._
special lutroductoryprice
ad
,-s 75’cents permcopy.
vance of publication is 75 cents p<
postpaid,
, ...
Ha.cn mouui
By Sara HeillZe
This compilation has become one of the
standard study books in elementary polymade
- - playing.
’ ■
™ selections
-'l“
phonic
The
up very largely of numbers from the
Suites and Partitas: Arias, Bourrees,
Gavottes, Menuets, etc., twenty-one pieces
" This book may be used to advantage jusVbefore’the Hittle Preludes and
Th? im- Fugues
The Two-Part Invents may

World of Music
(Continued Jrom page 681)
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tions, including light c
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gation,” which has been
ern cities.
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Belshazzar
ble __iatti,
and the centennial
Alessandro
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A Sacred Choral Cantata
,ne
■ ■> ’
‘
death 01
of anwmu
Antonio Salieri,
bered iargeiy as the teacher of Bcethove
ByR. M. Stults
___
Quartet will visit
The text Of this cantata selected from
the
United
States
again
during
the
coming
Daniel is one of more than ordinary in! sou The increasing popularity of chamber
music is a heartening omen of the spread of
terest forstththeihandrwr2gSonrthef^wtu thto
the finer musical culture.
advance of publication prices.
The Annual Asheville (N. C.) Mnsie
“Mene Men,-. Tekl, lljiharsin,” is clearly ™J
£3- introductory price in ad- Festival was held during the week begin¬
ning August 14. “La Tosca” was the offering
depicted in » i ery
“th"jntro- graving, printing and binding will soqn be vance of publication is 30 cents per copy, for the opening night of a highly successful
wreek
of performances by the San Carlo Opera
duction
CW'W
who
our p,.- ,o«p.ld.
Company.
Memorial Cone
te Succeed in Singing
V Gabriel Fa
Paris, with the rc
s recently given
By A. Buzzi-Peccia
uid francs were at
it twenty-five tt
With the opening of the teaching sea¬
a fund for a suitable
The special introductory price is 35 cents Spent of the Hour, a. stately grand march son, this very practical and very sensible
me sirec
j 1
by Wallace A. Johnson; Romanza, a beau- book by Maestro A. Buzzi-Peccia^ will
per copy, postpaid.
tiful melody by Rose Eversole (originally answer hundreds of questions of students,
a violin solo); Twilight Song, the well- particularly young women who “re look- tile Cleveland Art Museum, of Cleveland, Ohio.
Hearts and Blossoms
tnown ninnn enln hv P N SliflpVlpv. and •
r*..j
mnbinn' tintrin«•
Operetta in Two Acts
u *.„
--B
—D- „
R Af Cfults ond
Red Leaves’ a novelette by Charles An- work It is one thing to take vocal les>r less of a historical nature.
T vl T
Tnrn„r
cliffe> composer of the waltz success Nights sons and another thing to get a start in
Lida Larrimore Turner
of Giadness> are just a few of the attrac- the actuai disposition of one’s talents as
Paelac SUu*er„nnd held
There has been a large advance demand tive numbers in this book. School super- a singer. Signor Buzzi-Peccia has been lts* “j^h sangerfest July 24 to 26, at Portfrom dramatic clubs, schools and colleges visors and leaders of amateur organiza- “through the game” with many successful land, Oregon. Twelve choruses from Washingi andJ Oregon cities participated in *R“
for this new operetta, and we feel con- tions should order copies now at the spe- pUpjls. He knows the opportunities and
fident that its success will be immediate, cial price of 15 cents for each instru- he knows the pitfalls. In addition to his
__
_ how to0 succeed,
Mr. Stults’ style adapts itself very ad- mental part, and 30 cents for the piano advice in
connection with
he has written some excellent suggestions
ton Altorn, formerly impre
mirably t
for a student who is trying to improve companies devoted to grand opera in English,
. . voice £7
_
'rj.,7.
advance 01
of Works
hiis announced
a season
of opera
Preparation Trill Studies
his
by self-study.
Ihe advance
of the order
of <ILa
Be„e comique.
Helene»
publication price is 60 cents, postpaid.
-- -_
..
*- Madam.
- *the special introductory price in advance For til6 Violin
“Le Fille de
“The Beggar Student” and “Boccaccio'’
of publication is 60 cents per copy, post- By O. Sevcik, Op. 7, Part 1
o constitute the repertoire. A welcome
Suite, Op. 15
t news to the lovers of these classics of
Pa*dOur new edition of these very impoi
Two Pianos, Four Hands
mer
generation.
Second and Third Year
tant trill studies is being.edited by Ott
study Book for the Pianoforte
theirersonrfrepresentativeofM^ By A. Arensky
j,
.
Sevcik 111 this country. Me are thus as^ „ _
... the
__ steadily
_„ increasing
result of
ny A. sartorio
sured of having an absolutely authentic demand for works of this character
Mr. Sqrtorio has been very happy with edition, as Mr. Meyer was long associated are about to add to the Presser Collection
his piano studies, especially those of in- with Mr. Sevcik and is himself a very fine ple well-known Suite, Op. 15, Two Pianos,
termediate grade. This new hook is full teacher. The practice of the trill should Four Hands, by A. Arensky. While thorof snap and go. The studies arc all tune- ])e included In the daily technical work of oughly modern in construction and treatful and interesting rhythmically with a eVery violin student, not only for the trill nient this composition is a standard re¬
variety of technical figures for either hand, itself, but also for promoting the develop- ,.jtal number, and, because it is only modThis book is especially adapted for third ment of accurate and reliable finger action erately difficult, it frequently will be found
FOR SEVENTY-FIVE
grade work.
_
in general. In publishing this work we jn the programs of students’ recitals, a
The special introductory price in ad- feei that we are making a very valuable use for which it is perfectly adapted. We
CENTS YOU CAN ADD
-e of publication is 30‘cents per copy, addition to our ever-increasing catalog of heartily recommend this work to teachers
violin exercises. The special introductory an(j SUggest that they take advantage of
postpaid.
TO YOUR MUSIC LIBRARY
i„ advance
aJvannp nf
price in
of ■miblication
publication is
is 50 cents this exceptional opportunity to obtain a
Easy Studies in Early Grades
copy at the special advance of publication
ANYONE OF THESE ALBUMS
a copy, postpaid.
For the Pianoforte
price, 50 cents, postpaid.
Etudes for the Violin v.
YOUNG PLAYER’S ALBUM
By Mathilde Bilbro
-,
70 melodious second and third grade piano
Scale Studies for the Violin
After the first instruction book has been By Hans Sltt, Op. 32, Book *

S rrs SSttX ™

H«

....

ZmZ

^

POPULARHOME COLLECTION
By J. Hrimaly
46 excellent numbers for the average pianist.
A thorough knowledge of the scales is
POPULAR RECITAL PLAYER
t absolute necessity, and this particular
31 pieces that will delight the family good
uook covers the ground as do few other
1 the preparation of elementary
scaie books. They begin in the very easiest
standawTbrilliant album
teaching works, has in this case written
form in tl)fl flrst pQSiti0n and gradually
27 showy piano pieces, yet none very difficult.
an exceedingly desirable book of studies,
^.a].c Rle student over the entire range of
EXHIBITION PIECES
22 brilliant solos for accomplished pianists.
Each one is based upon some special techfingerboard, through all the scales and
OPERATIC FOUR-HAND ALBUM
nical point and all have general musical
arpeggjos. They are excellent also as
22 excellent piano duets or operatic airs.
qualities. Teachers and students cannot
bowing exercises, the various markings
THE STANDARD ORGANIST
fail to like them.
(]enot;ng the different styles of bowing to
43 good pipe organ compositions.
The special introductory price in adused, such as Sautille, Staccato, MarVIOLINIST’S POPULAR REPERTOIRE
vitnce of publication is 40‘cents per copy,
etc \ve are striving to make our
29 melodious violin and piano numbers.
STANDARD SONG TREASURY
Postpaid.
e<jition
0f this standard work the best
eaitn
48 recital, concert, classic and sacred songs.
.. .
m possibly be made, and we are
Album of Octave Flaying
A sit fo tr little . .talog that lists l
r many student and teacher friends
and other
,f the 1 ’
will be glad to avail themselves of the
Of octave' studies.’ Soch l°boolfmade up Little Life Stories
opportunity to secure a standard work at
of selections from the best writers and Qf the Great Masters
the special price in advance of publica¬
teachers is all the more desirable. This g Mary M. Schmitz
tion, 35 cents a copy, postpaid.
new compilation is of intermediate grade
The Etude the readers
(Coni
and is uniform with the other volumes in
In tms lssi
yerdi, which
ZT (S(TeS of Actions of study pieces wdl
%’SF&ptm at the
devoted to special technical purposes. nfiU
bQ(jk and perhaps enables the
How much is it possible for you to earn?J„'”TaTyou
rom both the musical and the technical f()rt
® ,
better the collection of
standpoints, this volume will prove un- [!afrearb"J’Z® inany other .way. All
your*earnffigs.a^uTre notasked'to^make^my investment, »o do not hesitate to write for particulars.
»suaUy attractive.
.
,
^"f^.relt masters will be represented
THE ETUDE—THEO. PRESSER CO., Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.
The special introductory price in ad- of the g
The advance of
Postpaid.|,ublication
30 cents per copy, ^^n ^ice is 30 cents, postpaid.

completed one naturally looks for a book
of easy studies whereby the student can
be carried on into the next grade. Miss

The studies by _Hans Sitt, Op. 32, are
SOme of the best in the field of violin mstruction. This first book of Opus 32
. .
• . : -7, .
for the beginner, as it is entirely in first
position and the exercises are ot suefi a
character that they can be used progiessively with any violin school or method.
They afford the pupil an opportunity oi
becoming familiar with the various essential elements of violin playing, employing
different rhythms, bowings, etc. We are
sure our edition in every way will meet
with
Ihe, spewitn the
me approval
iii'p1’’’1*’ of
. teachers.
.—j
.... .....-4°3vnncR nf TiuhjgJgTfg’Zff?
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Advance of Publication
Offers Withdrawn
There is a most gratifying number of
Advance of Publication orders on file for
fix books to be withdrawn this month,
and without exception we feel that each
of these new works will be satisfying to
those who have been far-seeing enough to
take advantage of registering an order
for any of these works at the low Advance
of Publication price. With the publica¬
tion of this notice these low Advance of
Publication prices are withdrawn. The
Advance of Publication prices are solely
for introductory purposes and are by no
means indicative of the fair selling prices
necessary to profitably market them. The
following are the works withdrawn:
Album of Transcriptions for the Organ,
compiled and arranged by Orlando A.
Mansfield. Organ players are bound to
get something new and different in this
collection since this is an assemblage of
excellent transcriptions of many copy¬
righted numbers in our catalog that never
before had been published for organ. The
price of this collection is $1.25.
Popular . Pianologues, by Clay Smith.
(Offered in advance as Book of Pianoiogues, No. 2.) This has been the most
popular offer in our Advance of Publi¬
cation plan, and as it has been well de¬
scribed in previous issues we will let this
note suffice to inform those who are in¬
terested in musical pianologues and reci¬
tations that this volume is now on the
market. Price, $1.00.
Miniature Fugues for the Pianoforte,
by Russell Snively Gilbert. The: e Fugues
are in two-part writing throughout and
will serve to give the pupil an excellent
grounding for Polyphonic playing, while
only in the second grade of study. Studies
of this character train the pupil to an
independence of mind and of hands.
Price, 60 cents.
Twelve Mother Goose Melodies for the
Piano, by W. Berwald. Some might be
inclined to pass this work by thinking
there are enough musical settings to the
Mother Goose Rhymes, but a child music
student never seems to tire of settings to
these rhymes, and with such excellent set¬
tings as Mr. Berwald has made no pub¬
lisher having an outlet for good secondgrade teaching pieces would hesitate about
publishing them. The price of this collec¬
tion of twelve pieces is 60 cents.
The Lost Locket, An Operetta for Chil¬
dren, by R. R. Forman. This delightful
operetta is excellent for entertainments
where there are children participants, and
it will do very well for patriotic occasions.
Price is 60 cents.
The Madcaps, Operetta for Children or
Adults, by William Baines. The blessings
of the seasons form the thought around
which the plot of this operetta has been
built. The dialogue, songs and dances all
are attention-holding and there is nothing
difficult about the production of this work.
The price is 60 cents.
Fall Prices
Are Low Prices
AH music lovers and magazine buyers
generally are especially directed to the
advertisement on the inside back cover
of The Etude for October. These prices
are only good until November 10th. Now
is the time to order and make a saving
in some cases of as high as $1.50 on a
combination of magazines. All these prices
wiU advance November 10th, so let your
subscription come early.

Time to Renew
Most subscriptions for Etude Music
Magazine expire in the fall. Don’t forget
to renew! “Procrastination is the thief
of time.” Delayed renewal may mean in¬
terrupted service. The cost is only $2.00
per year, $3.50 for two years. Keep up to
date with affairs musical through being
a permanent subscriber to Etude Music
Magazine.

New Sheet Music Publications
for Piano, Voice, Violin and Organ

Premium Workers
High class merchandise is given in ex¬
change for new Etude Music Magazine
subscriptions.
Many of our musical
friends pay for their entire holiday shop¬
ping with gifts secured through us in
exchange for Etude subscriptions. Send
us a. post card and we will be glad to out¬
line the plan and mail the new Premium
Catalog which is now on the press.

By B. B. N.

Gift Subscriptions
For the Holidays
If you wish to save money and at the
same time give a mighty attractive and
lasting remembrance to your friends
around the holidays, order what maga¬
zines you desire for Christmas gifts now.
We will start the subscription with the
December or January issue, whichever you
wish. We will also send an appropriate
gift card at the proper time, showing the
name of the donor.

PERSONAL FOR SALE
or WANTED
FOR SAIiB—Hand-made German violin,
rith leather case and good bow. Excellent
ruled for solo or concert work. Free trial
lasy payments. Miss Bertie Mardiss, Shaw
ee, Kansas.
VIOLIN SCHOOL n
fished and registers ninety pupils at present.
For sale for $400.00 cash. Opportunity for
teacher or advanced player. Colonial Hall

e of The Etude.
FOR SALE—130 Standard anthems octavo,
abont 28 copies each, excellent condition, less
than half price. E. D. Keck, 21 Klch Ave.,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
ORGAN FOR, SALE—Second-hand 2 man¬
ual Hook and Hastings 16 speaking stops—
price reasonable. Apply Gilmore Ward Bry¬
ant. Box 406, Durham, N. Cur.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

CORRESPONDENCE HARMONY AND
COMPOSITION—Simple, practical, thorough
under personal instruction of Dr. Wooler; no
substitute teachers. Small monthly payments
Musical manuscripts corrected. Music com
posed, send poem, price reasonable. Write
for prospectus. Alfred Wooler, Mus. Doc.
171 Cleveland Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
MUSIC COMPOSED: manuscripts revised
Band and Orchestra arranging. Complete and
guaranteed instruction in Harmony by mail
J. Rode Jacobsen, 2638 Milwaukee ‘ —
Chicago, Ill.

LOUIS RETT'ER MEL. PI ANO COURSE
6 grades, $1.00 each. To Piano Teachers send
ing printed card we wifi mail free one complet
Swindlers
copv ; specify grade. Simplicity Violin Course
At Work
6 grades, $1.00 each. To Violin Teachers w
will
mail free one complete copy: specify grade
Beware of the stranger who offers to Watch
this space. Louis Itetter Music Co
you Etude; Music Magazine at cut price. 5507 Pershing Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Book out I particularly for the so-called
R. M. STILTS, COMPOSER AND AR
ex -service man, college student or solicitor R ANGER,
Ridley Tark, I>a. Manuscripts ai
who has bargains to offer. The man or ranged for publication. Melodies harmonize!
woman who is honest will have proper Manuscripts revised. Correspondence sol
credentials. If in doubt, take the name
and address of the agent, send the full
EXTRA MONEY CAN BE EARNEDprice of the magazines purchased to us, Many students and music lovers have spa
and if the agent is a bona fide represen¬ moments that they utilize "
sertptions ' - mm- Every home _-po
tative, credit wfil be given to him. We
are in daily receipt of complaints from
music lovers everywhere who have been
imposed on, so be on your guard.

Theo. Presser Co.—1712-1714

chestnut

st—Phiia.,

Pa.

Mary’s Scale

By Gertrude Greenhalgh Walker

“Oh, dear! Oh, dear!” sighed Time
Signature.
.
,
“What’s the trouble?” queried Glet.
“Did you hear that little girl who is
Mary began to play the scale Bb C Db face. A full step up to the fifth r.ung stood
a haughty Brownie. On the next rung sat taking her piano lesson tell Miss Brown,
Dll E F#.
“Oh, my, my, my 1” exclaimed Miss one weeping in sharp contrast to the merry her teacher, that I am common time? I
Smith, the music teacher. “What mode of Brownie that hung and swung from the get so provoked I don’t know what to do
scale is that? Major or minor? And if rung above. There was no room to sit on when I am spoken of so slightingly. Really,
minor, is it ancie'nt, harmonic, or mel¬ it comfortably as the topmost rung was j4-time and I have the oldest family tree
only a half-step higher.
odic?”
in music-land. Dr. Louis Elson has traced
“Here I come,” and up onto the highest our origin ’way back to the early days
“It is a major scale,” answered Mary.
“That formation never occurred in a rung bounced the one that had sat on the of music, in which days the monks were
lowest.
And
while
Mary
was
still
gazing
major scale,” laughed Miss Smith. “It
the only musicians, and they kept up their
in silent amazement, “Here I come,” he
must be a Mary scale.”
music through the church. Being deeply
Then they began to study the scale. shouted, dropping down onto the lowest religious, and possibly a little superstitious,
First they sang the syllables: Do, Re, Mi, rung.
they thought they should have music writ¬
Fa, Sol, La, Ti, Do. Then they wrote the
ten in three-time, and had a circle O for
major tetrachords, combined two of them
the time signature in honor of the Holy
to form a scale and thus learned that there
Trinity, so you see three-time was origi¬
were half steps between 3-4 and 7-8,
nated first. Then, as they became more
whereas all the others were whole steps.
learned, 4/4-time was conceived. They did
They repeated the names of the degrees:
not wish to offend the Holy Trinity, so
Tonic, supertonic, mediant, subdominant,
they had to think of the signature by which
dominant, submediant leading-tone until
I could be known and yet please the Trin¬
the lesson was over.
ity. They took the circle representing
“It is very important to know the scale
three and just opened it, like this, C, and
formation,” said Miss Smith.
they counted the circle three and the open
Afler Mary had gone to bed she lay
space one, and made four, and that is how
thinking of the scale, wondering if she
I became known to the music world as
could remember it, when, from the corner
4/4. So you see I have reason to be proud
of the room where the toy circus lay came
of my family tree, and cause to be deeply
a sound of many voices, each succeeding
hurt when I am called by that erroneous
voice chanting on a higher pitch :
“Who are you?” asked puzzled Mary; name, ‘common time\”
DOn’t you know who we are;
“Yes, indeed, you have,” answered Clef.
and one at a time they chanted in answer:
REally can’t you tell?
1. Of the scale I'm the solid foundation. “It is too bad.”
Mighty tunes we, send afar,
“I wish you would tell people about it,”
2. I have an adventurous soul.
FAst we sing and well.
suggested 4/4-time.
3. I sit dreaming in deep meditation.
SOLve this simple problem,
“I will, indeed,” answered Clef. “I will
4. My thoughts have a serious goal.
LAugh, you cannot fail,
tell all the Junior Etuders about it.”
5. My nature is most dominating.
’TIs high time you learn it,
“Oh, thank you so much,” said 4/4-time,
6. I’m sad and I sorrow aloof.
DOn’t you know the scale?
and he felt so much happier about it.
7. I lead and I’m quite elevating.
On the circus clown’s ladder, which was
8. I’m either the floor or the roof.
leaning against the wall, sat^ seven
Ding, Ding, Ding, Ding, Ding, Ding,
Brownies with great, round heads. Un
Ding. The alarm clock rang sharp'y be¬
Near Neighbors
the lowest rung sat a sturdy quiet
Brownie, looking straight ahead. A wide side her.
“Morning!” said Mary hurrying into her
step up to the next rung, and there was a
By Aletha M. Bonner
clothes.. “I must see if I have remembered
restless Brownie running forth and back.
the scale. Soon, at the piano she played:
On the third rung sat another with a
“Bb, whole step C, whole step D, half Middle C in the Treble and B Flat in the
dreamy expression. He was crouched over
step Eb, whole step F, whole step G, whole
Bass,
because the fourth rung was only a half
step A, half step Bb,” she finished tri¬ Were out walking one day and came up
step above. On that rung sat a seriousface to face;
looking little fellow with a frown on his umphantly.
“I am so glad to see you,” they said each
to the other.
How to Begin to Play on the Piano
“And where do you live?” they then asked
one another.
Middle C answered first. “I have rooms
By Olga C. Moore
in the center
The people of Wales and Ireland have
Of
our Keyboard town, and above lives
sound when he played them. He was look¬
always been especially fond of the harp;
At a concert not long ago I was so in¬
a renter
and Irish poets have loved to tell the part terested in watching the artist get ready ing at his hands hovering above the keys; By the name of D Flat; he must like to
and while we were watching him the house
that it has played in inspiring the nation
to brave deeds. Indeed, the harp is Ire¬ <0He was seated before a beautiful piano became very, very still.
As he wears a black hat all the time he’s
The
musician
dropped
his
hands
care¬
land’s emblem.
that had been tuned perfectly, so that all
at home.”
In modern times, many composers have the tones we were to hear would be lovely, fully on his first tones. Oh l They were “How strange!” said B Flat. “I am just
exquisite!
written a part for the harp in music to be
three doors down
velvety tones.
.
...
Now, even little children can get ready
played by orchestras. Wagner, in his opera,
The artist had been trained carefuUy,
From this friend, hence, we live in the
“The Valkyrie,” gets a wonderful effect and now he remembered his training. He to play. Their little hands can form that
same part of town.
from its use, with other instruments, in knew that his audience would be listening nicely-rounded-hand position and can bow And to think we are neighbors! You re¬
to the keys, by waiting an instant above
“The Magic Fire Scene.”
for his first tones to be beautiful as well
member, dear fellow,
There are two chief methods of sound¬ L the last ones. So he set his hands first them, then dropping so carefully to make How as children we slid down the strings
ing the strings on a harp; the “glissando,’ on the keys, in a rounded cup-like posi¬ the first tones as lovely as possible. Just
of a ’Cello ?
try it! Begin doing this way to-day in
Produced by sliding the hand across the tion
(Artists never forget this cup-hke
Come and see me, and let us talk over old
strings, and the “pizzicato,” produced by position.) Then he lifted his hands above your practice, and when you take your les¬
Plucking the strings separately.
But, the keyboard and seemed to be thinking son. Then jvhen you play for mother’s
We
can reminesce then ’till the midnight
whichever is employed, the result is always fast how he would let his hands fall on company she will say, “My little artist! ’
hour chimes,”
delightful, quite romantic, and unlike any he proper eys and how the tones should Is it not worth while? I think so.
Other quality of sound.

The sound of the harp is so sweet, like
soft chimes, that we can at once recognize
. tone even when we hear it amongst
other instruments. But how many people
know that it is of very ancient origin?
Pictures of harps being played by Egyp¬
tians may be seen in their wall paintings in
tombs thousands of years old.
From the Egyptians the Hebrews learned
the use of the harp ; and their smaller harps
were modeled from those they saw while
captives in Egypt. You remember, of
course, how David, “the Sweet Smger of
Israel,” played on bis harp before Saul the
King, and that Saul “was refreshed.”
In later times the troubadours and min¬
strels in Europe used to wander in many
lands, travelling from castle to castle, en¬
tertaining kings, knights and ladies, and
their attendants, and soldiers, too, by chant¬
ing wonderfully thrilling tales of brave
deeds, always to the accompaniment of
their, lutes and harps.
|
Alfred the Great, king of England, who
ruled more than 1000 years ago, was not
only a great king but also a fine musician.
Once his kingdom was invaded and almost
conquered by the Danes, which greatly
troubled the good king. So he disguised
himself as a minstrel and went with his
harp to the Danish camp, in order to try
to learn their plans for attacking his
army. So beautifully did he play that the
Danes were completely deceived. Alfred
found out what he wanted, and won the
battle that followed later.
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JUNIOR ETUDE—Continued
Junior Etude Contest
The Junior Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the best and
neatest original essay or story and for
answers to puzzles.
Subject for essay or story this month,
‘'Folk Songs.” Must contain not over one
hundred and fifty words. Any boy or girl
may compete whether a subscriber or not.
All contributions must be received at the
Junior Etude Office, 1712 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., before October 20.
Names of prize winners and their contri¬
butions will be published in the January
Put your name and age on upper left
corner of paper, and address on upper
right corner of paper. If your contribu¬
tion takes more than one sheet of paper
do this on each sheet.
Do not use typewriters.
Competitors who do not comply with
ALL of the above conditions will not be
considered.-—
MY FAVORITE INSTRUMENT
Of the various iMtmmentti I have chosen
£ae CftU! anyd^TbeeinaIe,iSt£ playedrCweeii;
to produce a’lmost any effect. Thus any emo¬
tion can be expressed on the piano, among
them joy, sadness, religiousness, patriotism,
eayety and others. These emotions are
mainly expressed by the three essentials in
musical design, melody, rhythm ami
What wonderful harmony effects can be pro¬
duced on thepiano.^ On pother hand^thm
remarkable technic!*6 Although the piano is
one of the hardest Instruments to learn to
play well, more people take lessons on it
than on any other instrument. Perhaps this
is due to the many advantageous °PPor™''1/
ties offered in the study of it. Howeier.
when we sit down to play the piano let us
remember that it took master minds to com¬
pose the pieces we play, and let us see it w e
can develop master minds to play them as
they should be played.
Fannie Friedman, (age 14).
_New York.
•MY FAVORITE INSTRUMENT
< Pris Winr
c pipe organ.
My favorit

They
but on the modern organs nearly 1 instrumoots are imitated. I hope to be --•sfed in
some day. and if anyone else is interest*
pipe organ I hope they will be successful.
Robert Goldammer, (age 14).
_
Michigan.

The Success

Answer to May Puzzle
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Line—vine.
Dote—note.
Zest—rest.
Bun—run.
Slat—flat.
Drill—trill.
Tar—bar.
Grace—brace.
Blur—slur.
Hot—dot.

of the

“On Sale” System
This system, originated by the
THEO. PRESSER CO., has proven

Prize Winners for May Puzzle
Gretehen Kohler (age 13), South Dakota ;
Evelyn Baines (age 10) ; Miss Catherine
Pmvprs iflffp 14). Oklahoma.
Honorable mention for May Puzzle : Helen
lowers* ^Sce^urrowsf^AgnS^Yeager," Vera
Deckel,’ Kenneth Conway, Gertrude Mingo.
Honorable mention for May essay: Mary
Knlfsted Florence Wells, Beatrice L. 1 Olson.
Jessie Flemming, Madelene Halstead, Jeanette
Beveredge, Ruth Goldman, Adelaide Beggaue,
Mary Powers, Mildred Ottley, Virginia Towns,
Arvilla Luke, Stanley Gibson Lois Cole, Car(1m TJchtv Bernice Tobm, Jean R. Thompsoyn, Vlty Adomaitis, Alice Burrows LilUan
C Anges, Ruth Wooton, Hazel Schilling Vel¬
ma Donaldson. Dorothy May, Ruth A. Good-

ale Winifred Heddleston, Everett F. Giblui.
Laurence Bouvier, Helen Erdsteen, Evelyn
Griffith, Helen M. Kepp. Betty Jones Elonu'
Bame Helen Allter. Gertrude McCollum,
Winnie Bush, Vivian Ruder. Jennie Abramson.
F.ileen Doherty, Aileen Schleicher, Marguerite
Boles, Sylvia Brody, Evonne Jacquast.

Puzzle Corner for October

Of Paramount Importance
to Music Teachers

I

satisfactorily just the type of teaching materials
needed for each pupil.
It requires a minimum of trouble for the
teacher to achieve this, since it is unnecessary to
leave the studio—a letter is written and a few
days later a package of music of the type and
grades requested reaches the studio.

THIS MUSIC MAY BE KEPT THE
WHOLE SEASON, NO SETTLEMENT
BEING REQUIRED UNTIL THE
END OF THE TEACHING YEAR,
As frequently as the teacher needs new material, another
lot will be sent and thus a stock of music may be kept in
the studio throughout the entire teaching season. In June
the unused music from “On Sale” packages may be

My Hands

returned and settlement then made for the music that has

By Clara R. Bete

been used.

I’m very thankful for my hands.
For ev’ry joint and curve;
Hoiv wonderfully they are planned,
How faithfully they serve!
If I will take a little time
And train them eifry day,
generation, growing richer and deeper in t<
with age. The sound of the violin graces The world's great music, old and new,
festivities and church services; it sings its
belief that
:nts it is my b- the
and beautiful-toned instru-

So I zaill study with my mind.
Fine music of all lands,

Behold the contentment, the joy and happiness of a family grouped about the piano
on the eve of Christmas, singing carols, songs and reciting the poems that have for
centuries carried a message of Love, Peace and Gratitude! Every teacher should
plan to teach each pupil some little piece or song and thus help idealize home-life.

T has been successful over many teaching sea¬
sons because by it teachers can secure most

By Susie S. Gallup
Find composers’ names by starting on
any letter in the square and skip one space
in any direction.
OZHMLOEX
JPEQZSCV
B E M I J Z D H
LERINNAE
rthraanc
I H S O Y D G R
ARHGMBST
X C Z P T I W N

iristmos
in f®mt

No Guarantee is Asked as to the
Amount Kept
Our experienced clerks give each “On Sale” order individ¬
ual attention and the aim is to satisfy the requirements in
each case, but the final judgment as to how much of the

WRITE NOW AND GIVE US INFORMATION

CHILDREN’S CAROLS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
By Eduardo Marzo
A marvellous collection of carols, sacred
and secular, gathered from all Nations for
all occasions for their musical worth.
All are within the range of untrained
voices. Very effective for Xmas, en’
tainment when rendered in costume.
Price, SO cents

markable collection
assembled.
May be sung
effectively in uni_
son or in parts.
With the growing popularity of Community
singing the collection will be most desirable.

OPERA STORIES by Mason
A book through which the longest and
most involved story can be digested within
three or'more minutes at most. Contains
more than 300 stories and 20 full-page
illustrations.
Complete, Paper binding. {51.00
Complete, Cloth binding. 2.00
SONGS FOR THE LITTLE ONES
By Cora W. Jenkins
_£egular Pr!T,, „ „ r±. A play-book and at the same time an
«SrFEAGAZ - rational volume. The tunes are very
TODAY S HOUSEWIFE
.jous> instantly appealing to tiny
Regular price.ri,c words are fascinating and may
FTIJDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.... with tile mother or alone.
PEOPLE’S HOME JOURNAL.Hustrated.
Price, {52.00

THREE FAMOUS
CHRISTMAS
SONGS
Arranged for piano
solo in the simplest
form possible.
Any first grade pupil
can master them with
very little practice.
Adeste Fidelis (Arr. by
Henlein).20
Holy Night (Arr. by Henlein).20
O Sanctissima (Arr. by Weber).20
Adeste Fidelis (Arr. by Weber).20

C Regular price.S^W XMAS. SONGS

S: *«*::: f

CANTATAS AND (

■wsc:
King of Kings (Mixed). By Davies.
Christmas (Mixed). By Stewart.
The Miser’s Dream. An easy operetta fc
children. By Price.
Santa Claus in Mother Goose Land. A music

ETUDE

Theo. presser Co., rs;: Phila., Pa.

P lions of Artistic Xmas. Cards-very
>- >nd3 and Pupils—will be sent FREE

U S I C CO.
USIC CO.
I
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The Greatest Collection ol Plano Music in ^eWorld!

MASTERPIECES OF PIANO MUSIC
^

1,

. i for
r teacher,
i nr
the world
student or amateur
amateur
music, containing 218 compositions by

This book is established beyond question as

the greatest masters. Recently purchased t_ only appeals to the musical desires of everyone, but it is officially
officially used
used in
i: m
attractive paper and cloth bindings, it not only appeals
i the world.
contests all through the U. S. - *•-- —.,
........

Be

Sure

Read

This

Complete

Contents

of

218

Musical

Masterpieces

i.
■' -..
.r.

Light Compositions—Cont’d
Modern Compositions—Cont’d
Modern Compositions—Cont’d
.Gautier
Classic Compositions
Serenade ...Pierne Secret, Le
..Thome
Adagio “Moonlight Sonata”.Beethoven
Serenata .Moszkowski Simple Aveu .
. Warren
Alla Turca .Mozart Elgie .!.Youferoff Silhouette Op. 8.Dvorak Song of the Robin.
Czibulka
Stephanie Gavotte .
An Alexis .Hummel En Bergant .Schiitt
.Bachmann
.\y‘,Drdl5
Andante (Orfeo) .Gluck Erotik Op. 43 .Grieg Souvenir
Spanish Dance .Moszkowski Sylphes, Les .
.Lange
Berceuse .Gounod Flatt’rer, The .Chaminade Spring Dance.. . .. -Grieg Thine Own.
.Michaelis
Berceuse .Kjcrulf Flow’ret, The .MacDowell Swan, The .Samt-Saens Turkish Patrol ....
.. ..Thome
Bourree ./• S. Bach Habanera .Chabrier Toreador et Andalouse.Rubinstein Under the Leaves .
... Jfargis
Bourree .Handel Humoreske Op. 101, No. 7.Dvorak
Traiimerei Op. 9.R■ Strauss Valse Bleue .
Caprice (Alceste) .Gluck Humoreske Op. 10 .Tschaikowsky Valse Gracieuse Op. 54.Dvorak Warblings at Eve .***$%&
Hungarian
Dance
.Brahms
Confidence .Mendelssohn
Villanesca .Granados Waves of the Ocean .Blake
Consolation No. S .Liszt In the Wood ...Poldini
Zingana, La .Bohn
Consolation .Mendelssohn
Sacred
Evening Song Op. 23.. .Schumann
Fiir Elise .Beethoven
Adeste Fideles
A l’Eglise Gavotte .Gossec
Andante Religiosd
Gavotte .Lully
Angel’s Serenade
Gipsy Rondo .Haydn
Gondola, La .Henselt
Ave Maria
Ave Maria
Happy Fanner, The... .Schumann
But the Lord is Mi.ry to
Last Thought .Weber
Loure .J. S. Bach
„ .
. .
Cujus Ammam .,
Love Dream, A .Liszt
Love Song .Henselt
Dead March (Saul) .i
Marche Militaire .Schubert
Funeral March .<
Mazurka Op. 7, No. 1.Chopin
Glory of God, The.B'f
Minuet (Divertimento) ...Mozart
Hallelujah Chorus .
Minuet in G.Beethoven
Heavens Are Telling ....
Minuet in A .Boccherini
“Minute” Waltz .Chopin
Inflammatus .
Moment Musical Op. 94. .Schubert
Kol Nidrei .,
Nocturne Op. 9, No. 2.Chopin
Largo (Xerxes)
Nocturne Op. 55, No. 1... .Chopin
Last Hope, Tkin
Nocturne in B Flat.Field
Last Dream'
Prelude in C .J. S. Bach
Lost ChoPrelude Op. 28, No. 4.Chopin
Molw material, another
Prelude Op. 28, No. 6.Chopin
Prelude Op. 28, No. 20....Chopin
music may be kept in
Remembrance .Schumann
teaching season. In June
Rondo Espressivo.P. E. Bach
Sale”
packages may be
Sarabande .Handel
Serenade .Haydn
Waltz Op. 83.Durand llade for the music that has
Serenade .Schubert Mazurka Op. 54.Godard
Waltzes
Op.
39
(Selected)
....Brah
Mazurka
Op.
40.Meyer-Helmund
Slumber Song .Schumann
Spinning Song .Mendelssohn Mazurka Op. 21 .Saint-Sa'ens
Light Compositions
.
. .
_
,
,,
Spring Song .Mendelssohn Melodie .Massenet
Album Leaf.
antee is Asked as to the
Tambourin, Le .Rameau Melody Op. 18 .Moszkowski
Amount Kept
Tarantelle .Heller Melody in F.Rubinstein Alp-Maid’s Dream
Tempo di Ballo .Scarlatti Minuet 1’Antique .Paderewski Blacksmith in Wo
Traiimerei .Schumann Moment Musical .P. Scharwcnka^ Canzonetta ... .enced clerks give each “On Sale” order individMurmuring Brook .Poldini
Unfinished Symphony .Schubert Murmuring Zephyrs .Jensen
War March “Athalie” ...Mendelssohn Nocturne .Borodin Cinquantire<^t*on an<^ t*le a‘m ‘s t0 satis^ the requirements in
Wedding March.Mendelssohn Norwegian Dance .Grieg Con Amore’ase, but the final judgment as to how much of the
Why? .Schumann
Cradle Sor ■ j sent js usable rests with the teacher receiving it.
Papillon .Grieg Czarme, I
Pas d’Amphores .Chaminade
Modern Compositions
Petite Valse Op. 10.Karganoff Dying Pc
WRITE NOW AND GIVE US INFORMATION
A la Bien Aimee.Schiitt Polish Dance Op. 3-X. Scharwcnka Entr’acte
AS TO THE NUMBER OF PUPILS FOR
Alla Mazurka .Nemerowsky Poupee Valsante .Poldini Esmeral
WHOM YOU DESIRE MATERIAL—TELL US
Angelus .Massenet Prelude C8 Minor.Rachmaninoff Fifth N
Anitra’s Dance .Grieg Pres de l’Eau.Blumenfeld Flower
WHETHER YOU DESIRE PIECES OR STUD¬
Arabeske .Karganoff Reverie .Debussy Fontain
IES AND THE GRADES TO BE COVERED,
Ase’s Death .Grieg Reverie Op. 34.Schiitt Good-N
THEN YOU CAN DETERMINE PERSONALLY
At Sunset .MacDowell Reverie (Gipsy Suite) .Wormser
THE MERITS OF THE “ON SALE” SYSTEM.
Au Matin .Godard Romance .Jensen Interme.
Berceuse .Delbriick Romance .Rachmaninoff Joyous I
Berceuse (Jocelyn) .Godard Romance Op. 2.Raff Loin du
Berceuse .
Schytte Romance Op. 44.Rubinstein Longing —---- Romance Op. 5.Tschaikowsky
Cabaletta .Lack Romance Sans Paroles .Faure Lonf'irQn Sale" Examination Privileges Extend to Piano, Vocal,
Violin, Organ, Choir and Chorus Music. Ask for Catalogs.
Canzonetta .Cui Rustle of Spring .Sinding
Canzonetta ..Godard
Chanson Triste.Tschaikowsky Salut d’Amour .Elgar
Chant Sans Paroles.Tschaikowsky Scarf Dance .Chaminade
Consolation .Leschetisky Scotch Poem .MacDowell
Cradle Song.Ilyinsky Serenade .Olsen

iTheo. Presser Co.,

Phila., Pa.

YOUR LAST BIG CHANCE
To Save Money
On Magazine Orders When Bought with “Etude”
These Prices Advance Nov. 10th, 1925

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.. . $2.0<
nnnruf
. 1.51

> $4.35

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.
MODERN^PRISCILLA. 2-°° ^ $3>50_

Both
.. 2.001
$4.00!

$3.10
Both

3-°° j $4.00
.. $5.00 j Save $1.00

150\ $2.70
$2.00 \

Both

2501 $3.25
.. $2.00\

Both

••

$3.25
$4.00 * Save 75c
>

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE- *1-88')
aii
CHRISTIAN
.:
$4.25
PICTORIAL
.$5.50 ) Save $1.25
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
*2-881
Ail
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION
AMERICAN MAGAZINE. . 2.50 > $4.85
$B.OO ) Save $11S
...
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. . $2.00A
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION.
PICTORIAL REVIEW. . : J^so > $4.25
$5.00 ) Save 75c
Regular price.
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE... •
so/
AU
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION
FARM & FIRESIDE. ... :tsl $3.25
^75 ( Save 50c
.
$2-00T
Both
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE..... 2.50 1 <j;4
tm*rnir AM MAUAZ.inE..
IUI AP A7INE
.
AMERICAN
.. $4.50 ) Save 35c
V
Both
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZIWt .. $2,00
4.00 l <£4 35
REVIEW OF REVIEWS.
$6.00 i Save $1.«5
Both
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.. .. $2.00\
Regular price. , $6.00 >
$2.00 )
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.
PICTORIAL REVIEW. ....1-50 t
$3.50 )
Regular price
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.. .. $2.00')
MODERN PRISCILLA

$2.10

etude music magazine . . $2.00 y Both
... i.oo ( <£2 35
$3.00 ) Save 65c

Both

CHRISTIAN HERALD
2
$3.00
$4.00) Save $100
r price.
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE ... •Sf.OO'l
WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION. 1.501

00}

$2.25
. $3-00) Save 75c

i 00\ $3.75

$5-00 ‘ Save $1.25

$3.25
$2.00'!

Both

CLOTH BOUND $2.50-or sent postpaid on r

This is “}y...secfs
my
Etude and I like it
answer the letter I i

Ir free illustrated catalogue of books fc

n March about the

liillllllH1"

Mail Order Supply House for all Music Publications

- 2 50 ^ $4.10

■ $4.50J Save 40c
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
S2.00) Both
BOYS’ LIFE (Boy Scout Magazme)
2.00 ' $33 5
$4.00 ) Save 65c
price.$4.00
)0\
Both

“l $3.85

lJSO\ $2.50

;0> Save 65c

$3.50* Save $1.0t

_

Above Prices do not Include Canadian nor Foreign Postage
For Everyone Interested in Music

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
Price $2.00 a Year
Add Canadian Postage, 25c—Foreign, 72c

For Sale at all Modern Music Shops throughout MUSIC PUBLiSHERS AND DEALERS—ESTABLISHED 1

Jxhe ryiUMILi PUB. Q
Dear Junior

Save 90c
Both
*9 75
Save 75c
Both
$3.20

THEO. PRESSER CO., Publishers
1710-12-14 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Albums for the Library of Every Pianist
COLLECTIONS OF PLEASING COMPOSITIONS FOR RECITAL, STUDY OR DIVERSION

|-

Albums of Easy Pieces for the Young Player
Standard First Pieces
Price, 75 cents
One of the largest and best collections of easiest
teaching pieces ever compiled. Every number is melo¬
dious and each piece hastics of its own. There

Young Players’ Album
Price, 75 cents
A compilation of easy pieces of a popular character.
They are especially well adapted for the home, for
recreation or recital playing by pianists not so far ad-

New Rhymes and Tunes
FOR LITTLE PIANISTS
By H. L. CRAMM
Price, 75 cents
A widely used collection for little pianists of melo¬
dies that in their playing develop a rhythmic feeling.
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Birthday

Four-Hand Albums

Albums for the
Average Player

Novel and Interest¬
ing Collections

Very First Duet Book
Piano Player’s Repertoire
Price, 75 cents

Music Lovers’ Duet Book
Price, 75 cents

Operatic Four-Hand Album

Standard Opera Album

Album of Descriptive Pieces
Price, $1.25

Four-Hand Exhibition Pieces
Standard Parlor Album

Volumes for the More Advanced Piano Player
Advanced Study Pieces
Price, $1.25

Standard Advanced Album

gjggxgSBSli.
Standard Brilliant Album
Price, 75 cents

Standard Compositions
SEVENTH GRADE
Compiled By W. S. B. MATHEWS
Price, 75c

Paul Wachs’ Album

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

Beethoven Selected Sonatas
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Rachmaninoff Album
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The composition^oT’thls gr^'contemporary Rus-
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ward The^playm^for all The practice ^cf^mts^jpon'thcm.
Celebrated Compositions by Famous
Price, $1.00

Standard Concert Etudes

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

